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Sixty years ago, Scott and Helen 
Nearing dropped out, built stone 
houses and became prophets of 
the back-to-the-Iand movement. 
When Scott died at the age of 100, 
Helen learned a couple things: The 
good life yields a good death; and 
the good life never ends. 
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Both sides angry 
at landlord Mack 
• By Ellen Liburt 
A Munjoy HiJI grandmother 
led a rumble against a gang of 
bikers, and won their sympa-
thy. 
After a peaceful showdown 
with neighbors and city . 
officials, the Iron Horsemen 
agreed to close their fledgling 
Lafayette Street social club and 
ride west to Standish. 
But before the last Harley 
Davidson roars into the sunset, 
the motorcycle club will have 
helped Cynthia Fitzgerald -
mother of four, grandmother to 
six and president of the Munjoy 
Hill Neighborhood Organiza-
tions - pin down landlord 
Louis Mack, who had rented 
the Iron Horsemen their dub 
even though it was against city 
law for him to do so. 
"We all had good inten-
tions," said Horseman Edward 
Pralicz, with a rueful laugh. 
"The only thing is, the whole 
thing backfired on us." 

































Getting a grip on Jewell island. See page 9 . 
Cir.phlg the vMw from Jewell Island's Wortd War II obserYlitlon tower. CBW(fcm« Harbert 
CUT TO PAGE 25 TO SAVE BIG WITH CBW'S CLIP AND SAVE COUPONS BULK ftA'TE .. " ..... , ... Aft ;:=:':.~ W, .... 1 
, . 
2 Olsco Bay WeekJy 
EVERY SUIT & 
SPORTCOAT 
30%- 50% OFF 
/?"f;Y'p~..::--.-;e--
A.H. 'BENOIT & CO. 




Show and Sales 
Sat. & Sun., June 20-21 
10AM-4PM 
at 
Portland High School 
284 Cumberland Ave., 
Portland,ME 
Admission: $4.00, $3.00 for 
Senion and Members, S1.00 
children under 12 yean 
Lcctlll'CS--dcmonstrations 
refreshments 
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46 main street 
yarmouth 
SEA KAYAKING SEMINAR 
Saco River Outfitters will host an all-day Sea Kayaking Instructional Seminar 
for beginning and intermediate paddlers on Saturday, June 27. 
You will learn the basics of safety, self-rescue, efficient paddling, and 
equipment selection. "Hands On" rescue practice. 
$65.00 per person, including the use of a kayak. 
5ACORtVER 
Oljl'l~I'I"I'IUIS 
127 MARGINAL WAY, PORTLAND • 773-0~10 • OPEN 7 DAYS 
25% off 
All Rhododendrons & Cedars 
Now Thru June 21st 
O'DONAL'S 
NURSERIES 
Open Mon. through Sat. 8-5:30, Sun. 9-5, Thurs. till 8 
At the junction of Rts. 22 and 114 
Outer Congress St., Gorham 
5 minutes from the Maine Mall 
Phone: (207) 839-4262 
IRON HORSEMEN 
Continued from front page 
A review of 








The number 34 is spray painted across the door of the 
boarded-up Lafayette Street building that was briefly home to 
the Iron Horsemen. The warehouse has the blank look of a place 
that was built without many windows. Today, even those are 
boarded up_ 
The two-story brick warehouse belongs to Louis Mack, who 
owns a total of about $1 million worth of Portland property. 
Last summer, Mack applied for a permit to add a third story to 
the Munjoy Hill building and carve it into six apartments. The 
planning board turned him down. He then red uced his request 
to four units. The board granted him a permit on the condition 
that he make extensive repairs to the property. He did not. 
A large winged horse's head hangs over the building's 
garage doors, the only visible remnant of its days as a club-
house. The Iron Horsemen rented the place in March. They 
planned to use it as a social club and a place to fix their bikes. 
According to Pralicz, they agreed to work on the building 
while they leased it. But the Munjoy Hill neighbors saw more of 
the bikers' nocturnal habits than their domestic impulses. 
"It started after we received numerous calls from residents 
on Lafayette Street," said Portland Police Chief Michael 
Chitwood_ The neighbors' concern, he said, was that the 
Horsemen were having '1oud parties on the weekends, revving 
their motorcycles and urinating in the street ... and that each 
weekend the crowds increased, from around a half-dozen to 
maybe 30 people." 
Portland police didn't find any problems during several 
checks on the club, but the complaints led Chitwood to call a 
public meeting on June 10. Fifteen Iron Horsemen and between 
20 to 25 neighborhood residents joined Mayor Charles Harlow, 
City Councilor Peter O'Donnell, Deputy Chief Steven Roberts 
and Chief Chitwood at the Portland Public Safety Building. 
"It was one of the better public meetings I've been to," said 
Chitwood. "Both sides walked away understanding each 
other's point of view." 
"It's not against them personally," said Cheryl Brett, who 
runs a licensed day-care home next door, days after the meet-
ing. "This just isn't the place for this kind of group. There's too 
many children and elderly in this neighborhood_ The bicycles 
are very noisy and create a lot of traffic. Summer's coming and 
children are out all day." 
Besides, she added, "It is not zoned for a social club. I don't 
understand why (the landlord would) sign a lease for that ... He 
doesn't say too much to us:' 
Louis Mack did not attend the meeting, and did not return 
CBW's phone calls. At Louis Mack and Co. Inc., a scrap metal 
business, son Alan Mack said the company had no comment. 
Mack did talk to city inspector Sam Hoffses, and told him 
that "the lease was for storage," according to a memo. 
Hoffses visited the property himself on June 10, and reported 
finding a pool table, a jukebox, a bar, a range, a sink, a refrigera· 
tor, a couch and several chairs among the items the Iron 
Horsemen were "storing" at 34 Lafayette St. 
"(Mack) knew full well he shouldn't have rented it out," 
concluded Chitwood. "The Iron Horsemen were duped." 
Cynthia Fitzgerald was more concerned about how they had 
been stereotyped. 
"If people had slowed down, there might have been a way of 
compromising both sides of the issue," she said. "But they just 
said, They're motorcycle people.'" 
Fitzgerald said she worries about the possibility of a class 
war on Munjoy Hill between people who like motorcycles and 
people who are trying to upgrade the neighborhood. 
'There are a lot of positive things that can come out of a 
motorcycle gang: their awareness of social issues, a possible 
way of having them do motorcycle safety with children," she 
said. 
'1 think (the Iron Horsemen) handled it very politely," added 
Fitzgerald. 
Pralicz said he and the other Horsemen would be out of the 
building by the end of the month. 
"We own a bunch of land out in Standish," said Pralicz. 
'We're just gonna put a cement slab up there and build another 
building." 
Pralicz also suggested the incident had been blown out of 
proportion. 
'There's only eight of us," he said .• 
Ellen Liburt RlUXlYs WIInted a Harley of her own. 
Windham, So Po 
OK Channel One 
Over the objections of 
some parents, two local 
school systems will begin 
receiving news programming 
- and advertisements-
from Tennessee next fall. 
South Portland school 
officials voted June 8 to sign a 
three-year contract with 
Channel One. Two days later, 
Windham's School Commit-




composed letters from people 
who aren't in favor of it, and I 
respect that," said South 
Portland Board of Education 
member Andre Hemond. 
"But it is not a hostage 
situation. The viewing will 
take place during study hall 
periods; if kids want to leave, 
they can leave .... There isn't 
anyone tied with shackles to 
the walls." 
"If you go to a baseball 
game," he added, "are you 
gonna cover your eyes and 
not look at the scoreboard 
because it says Pepsi on it? I 
think that's very unrealistic." 
Channel One's daily 12-
minute news broadcast 
contains two minutes of 
commercials for products 
including candy, soft drinks 
and athletic gear ("runing in, 
turning on or dropping out?" 
5.28.92). 
'We can opt out. It's a trial 
basis, that's the way we're 
approaching it," added 
Reginald MacDonald, South 
Portland's superintendent of 
schools_ MacDonald said he 
thought the channel was 
"worth a try. There's more to 
it than Channel One; there 
are a lot of possibilities here." 
MacDonald noted that 
Whittle Communications also 
offers teacher training videos 
and channels_ 
Parents attending hearings 
in the two communities had 
argued that Channel One's 
advertisements amounted to 
"selling out" school children 
for free equipment. 
Developers pull 
recycling plant out 
of Windham 
After Windham voters 
turned down a bond to create 
an industrial tax district for a 
proposed recycling plant 
along the Presumpscot River, 
the plant's developers are 
turning elsewhere. 
Developers also faulted 
Windham voters for stunting 
regional recycling plans. 
"You haven't closed the 
loop. Without plants you 
can't talk about recycling," 
said Edmund Nichols of the 
engineering firm Stone & 
Webster, the majority partner 
for the plant. 
The Windham Economic 
Development Corporation, a 
non-profit group formed by 
the town, had been working 
since last November to bring 
the plant to Windham. 
Concerns about water 
quality and truck traffic led 
Continued on page 4 
Treat a Friend to Lunch! 
Every ~dnesday in June. join us lor Buffet Lunch in our Maine 
Dlnl.., ROOIJI and your friend will eat lor free! Bring in thu ad 
and a friend. and we will give you one Buffet Lunch free! 
$10.95 ualue • Reservations Suggested 
Home Theater Audio-Video Receiver 
Dolb,- Pro-Logic Surround Sound System 
• Center Channel Amp/Pre-Amp • Adjustable Time Delay 
• ~rammable Remote • Onscreen Display Mode 
Control (universal) (some models) 
• Easy to Use • Output to Subwoofer 
• All D1scret! Front .,md Rtar (some models) 
ChaIUleis • Hefty, Solid Construction 
• Multl Room CapabiUty • 3 yrs. Parts & Labor 
Come In today for an impressive demonstration 
~W f£ng{and Hi-~i 
(j,\\\;\ '/ . , , 
- \'1"";>.\ 
~
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•• ~ J 'd 
_\.If '1r -- _ ., - ~::._ IIII1I 
. ",'/ITIi';I"":-- , ./ <--= '--- -- -- - ...:. .' . "'1 ,; }":Y ".-
424 Payne Rd., Scarborough. ME 04074· (207) 883-4173 
'Just one extra mie south d tho Maine MaU' 
..... , , 
Tune 18, 1992 
Tired of Credit Companies Calling You? 
Interested in a Fresh Start? 
STEPHEN H. MACKENZIE, ESC. 
Attorney at Law 









(but not the 







41 Exchange St. Portland. ME 04 I 0 I 7 7 2 - 4 4 3 9 
rilow open 'till 9 Thurs. Fri & Sat. 12-6 Sun 




Wednesday, June 24 
12-2 PM 
jonathan Chase /iva 
in Surry, Maine. 
He is 1M chef and 
owner of j<rruuhan' s 
IUstauranl and 
Catering in Blue HiLL 
at Monument Way 
Bookland 
772-4045 
Stop by while at the 
Farmers Market! 
3 
4 Casco &y Wee/cly 
For Dads 
• Engraved Swiss Army Knives 
.Cross Pens & Wooden Pens 
·Engraved Beer Mugs 
Classic Impressions 
51 Exchan e Street Old Port 874-6980 
INTERNATIONAL HOME FURNISHINGS 
Modem Classic 
handcrafted in Maine by W. A Mitchell 
PORTLAND BANGOR 
288 Fon: Street 170 Park Stn:et 
ELLSWORTH 
High Street 
667·3615 77+1322 942-6880 
I[UIl=::=[KI~J~8~!8l[]I[DIl===[I • 
Relax with an 
hour long 
accupressure facial 
massage and let 
the flower & plant 
essences awaken 











We're, Maine's only AYEDA concept salon. 
NOW OPEN MONDAYS: 
57 EXCHANGE Sf. • PORTLAND· 
ON THE CORNER OF MIDDLE & EXCHANGE 
FATHER'S DAY GIFTS- ...... ""'''~ 
FOR~ ... 
FISHEiw;M ... ~ 
305 Commercial Street • Portland 
< • 
772·4222 
ton the waterfront-across from the Portland Fish PierI 
UPS Shipping Available/Free Par1<ing Behind the Store 
All MajOr Credit cards Welcome 
Bring in your color 
photos/slides 
to make afun 
T-Shirt 
(2-DayTu 











Monday. Friday &-6 • Salurday 10·4 
Corner of Market I Middle Btl • • Portland • n 4-4455 
FURNITURE 
Continued from ptlge 3 
voters to reject the bond, 
according to Judith Waltz, 
president of Friends of the 
Presumpscot River, the group 
that spearheaded opposition 
to the plant. 
Standish council 
ousts police chief 
Responding to legal and 
informal complaints about 
the town's police department, 
Standish's Town Council has 
narrowly voted not to renew 
the chief of police's contract 
July 1. 
"I'm not sure I can talk 
about it," said Councilor 
Robert Harmon Sr., who 
supported the chief's ouster. 
"It's a personnel issue." 
"I don't think I was too 
surprised at the councilors' 
decision. There's been a lot of 
focus on the police depart-
ment recentI,y," said new 
Town Manager Thomas 
Stevens, who had recom-
mended Chief Thomas H. 
Jones be retained. ''Where do 
we go from here? We'll 
probably look to advertise for 
a full-time chief, assuming 
we remain intact." 
"I guess the majority of the 
townspeople are glad he's 
gOing," said citizen Robert 
Thome, who circulated a 
petition asking that the 
department's future be put to 
referendum. Thome said he'd 
been harassed by town police 
officers. Other citizen com-
plaints have also focused 
around excessive force and a 
lack of discipline on the force. 
Chief Jones was away on 
vacation when he was fired 
and unavailable for comment. 
Jones was hired in 1987 as the 
town's first police officer after 
a decade of coverage by 
county deputies failed to 
satisfy residents. 
At Standish's July 25 town 
meeting, residents could vote 
to cut or eliminate funding 
for the police department. 
New Exit 6 clears 
major hurdle 
After months of haggling, 
Maine Department of 
Transportation (MOOT) 
officials are finally close to 
beginning the process of 
building a new Exit 6 on the 
Maine Turnpike. The new 
Scarborough exit would 
replace the seasonal exit that 
presently serves only 
Scarborough Downs. 
''It's my understanding 
that (MOOT) has received 
their permits. They should be 
awarding bids soon," said . 
Paul Violette, executive 
director of the Maine Turn-
pike Authority. 
The two-year, $12 million 
construction project had been 
delayed for months by 
certain conditions the Army 
Corps of Engineer attached to 
permits needed for the 
construction. Acceptance of a 
plan to mitigate, or replace, 
wetlands destroyed by the 
project was the final hurdle to 
the permits. 
''Evidently, a compromise 
was achieved between the 
DOT, the Departmental of 
Environmental Protection 
and the Army Corps," 
Violette said. 
The exit is being moved 
about 500 feet south because 
the old exit couldn't handle 
enough traffic and was only 
open seasonally. 'This is an 
interchange that has served 
only the Downs," Violette 
noted. 
Scheduled to open in the 
summer of 1994, the exit will 
be the first new turnpike 
interchange built by the state 
since a Saco exit was con-
structed in 1973. 
Clay fouling Sebago 
Clay washing off a 
Standish landfill is fouling 
Sebago Lake, said state 
environmental officials who 
may take enforcement action 
if the problem isn't corrected 
soon. The landfill is being 
covered with layers of clay, 
plastic and soil to keep rain 
water from washing bacteria, 
metals and toxic chemicals 
into the lake. 
''What they're doing is 
capping the old landfill with 
a composite cap, which is two 
feet of compacted clay 
covered by a plastic liner," 
explained Barbara 
Schwendtner, an environ-
mental specialist with the 
Department of Environmen-
tal Protection (DEP). ''But 
almost the entire seven-acre 
landfill is exposed; during the 
big rain storm we had (June 
6), a lot of the clay washed 
down into the lake" via a 
tributary. The tributary, she 
said, carried loads of sil t into 
the lake. 
''They were supposed to 
be phasing the project, doing 
a small piece at a time," said 
Schwendtner. "At the most 
you'd have an acre or an 
acre-and-a-half exposed. This 
obviously was not being 
done. Trying to do it as soon 
as possible isn' t always best 
in the long run." 
''The original contract, the 
way I understood it, didn't 
call for phasing," replied 
Jeffrey Richardson, the 
town's public works director, 
who agreed "there was 
erosion and it was off site." 
On June 12, Standish sent 
the DEP a plan to cover the 
land fill wi th plastic sheets 
while work continues. ''It 
should help," Schwentdner 
said, if executed properly. 
Though no toxic residues 
have been detected in the 
runoff, DEP officials are 
concerned because silt can 
injure or kill fish. Silt can also 
degrade water quality, but 
Schwentdner didn't think the 
lake's drinking water had 
been affected. 
Fines or other punitive 
action for the unlicensed silt 
discharges would "depend 
on how successful (Standish 
Continued on page 6 
• 
"Although I was born and raised right in 
Damariscotta, just a few miles from Maine Yan-
kee, I'd never been t~ the plant. But we had seen 
the TV commercials several times, inviting the 
Jlme 18, 1992 
public to visit the Information Center, so Scott 
and I took the kids and we drove down. It's 
really no different than going down to the lib~1 
or stopping at any tourist information center." 
''The Maine Yankee Information Center is outside the 
security gate, so you can just drive up and park:' 
"Even though it's SCientifiC, the kids enjoyed it •. . and I think it's really 
important that· everybody learns about nuclear energy, anyway:' 
"Inside they have tour guides that are really 
interested in helping you answer any ques-
tions you might have ... or you can just come 
an' go as you please. It's a great outing for the 
whole family. We had fun. We enjoyed it. It 
was interesting! Scott and I want to take the 
kids again sometime soon." 
- Martha Gault, Hallowell 
Just stop in anytime, Monday through Saturday, 10 
a.m. to 5 p.m., or Sundays 12 noon to 4 p.m. We're 
located four miles south of Wiscasset off Route 1. For 
more information, call us toll free at 1-800-458-0066. 
Maine Yankee 
RELIABLE ELECTRICllY FOR MAINE SINCE 1972 
• 
6 o.sco &y Weekly 
1\ Jr Jllf'lELY 
IVJ[~HAIR 







- EAR PIERCING 
- MANICURES 
13 Royal Ave (off School St) Freeport - M-F 9-7 - Sat 8-4 
Join Us For Our 
FATHER'S DAY PADDLE 
ALL DADS HALF PRICE 
We'll explore the beautiful Five Islands area off the 
coast of Georgetown, Me. 
Moms, Kids, and ''non-Dads'' welcome 
Reg. $75.00 
Don't Miss these Upcoming Excursions! 
June 27-28· Weekend Overnight on the Water 
July 13-14· Two Days of Fun in the Sun 
(after the L.L.Bean Atlantic Coast Sea Kayak Symposium) 
(207) 833-5257· In Maine 1-800-649-5257 
PO. Box 72 • Orr's Island, ME 04066 
H20utfitters Sea Kayaking Center on Bailey Island 
DIVESHOP 
: .:. 
Open Seven Days A Week for 
Lunch and Dinner 
Food **** 
Service **** I 
Atmosphere **** l' Lunch 1l:3O - 2 :~. Sunday Brunch 
-Maine S day Tel"'"a ~ . 11:30 - 2:30. Dmner ~:3O - 9:00. 
un -C>. m ,'I 10 minutes from Bath at 
The -. Robinhood Marine Center. just off .... :. Route 127 South. RobinhOOd, 
Osprey Maine 0030 (207) 371-M30 Reservations appreciated. ./ 
BACK BAY TOWER 
Music, theater, art, restaurants, shopping, special 
outdoor activities .. . it's all right up the street or just 
around the corner from Back Bay Tower, Or if you 
prefer the comforts of home, here are more reasons 
for living at Portland's finest intown address: 
- Panoramic views of Back Bay, Casco Bay and the White Mountains 
- Indoor pool, saunas and exeocise room 
- Secure parking garage 
- State-of-the-Art security 
- Secluded rooftop terrace garden 
- Elegant lobby with concierge 
- Spacious 2 and 3 bedroom apartments with plenty of closets 
- Private balconies and terraces 
- On-site management and maintenance 
- 25 different floor plans 
or call for 
an appointment 
772-7050 
401 Cumberland Avenue, Portland, Maine 04101 
-Selected Values to 19.95 
-Ladles' 114· Henderson Wetsuits $175 Value $270 
-Rental Wetsuit Clearance $50-$75 Value to $300 
-Rental Buoyancy Compensator Jackets Clearance $175 
-Assorted Kids' Wetsuits $49.95-$119.95 . 
-Mask· Snorkel and Fins Always 25-50% 01f Mfg. Ust 
-Henderson X-Small Divesklns $45 Value $99 
-Harveys 1.5 mm Full 1 Pc. Suit $99 Value $169 
, . 
',', -,:;. 
-Boogie Boards by Morey & Sentinel 
for Children & Adults $19.95-$139.95 
-H.O. Waterskis 
Kids' Combo & Junior Combos $139.95 
Adult Combos $179.95 
Slalom Skiis in Stock too 
-Sea Kayaks - Special Clearance 
Prices on in Stock Models 
-Kayak Accessories: Drysults, 
Drybags. Charts, Paddles and more 
MARINE SUPPLIES 
-Foulweather Gear by Sea Gear 
at incredible Low Clearance Prices 
-Douglas Gill 
Foulweather Boots 25% Off 
-Pettit & Inter lux Paint 
at Discount Prices 
-Taylor Boat Fenders 
Blue & WMe in Stock 
KIDS' GEAR 
~1'JII;=~~i:I;1!i 
100% Cotton Incredible 20% Off 
-Toddler University Shoes 
50% Off In Stock Items 
-100% Cotton Separates From 
Weebok, Toucans. Little 
Naturals and much more 20% Off 
-Kids' Swimsuits 20% Off 
..,!Selec;ted Kids' Sweats 50% 
-Rope: Nylon, Poly, Braided- In Stock; 
:~i::::SL' tommllS 
Portland 772-5357 ,_ 
8 am-5 pm, 
Thurs. 'til 8 pm 
Everything for in, on and under the water. 
Continued from page 5 
is) in correcting their prob-
lems," she said_ 
So Po squabble 
stili simmering 
For the last two years 
charges of fraud have marred 
elections in South Portland's 
District 1- This year was no 
exception as four citizens -
including City Councilor 
Kevin Glynn and School 
Board member Julie C. 
Conroy - descended on the 
polls, d\arging election 
officials with procedural 
improprieties_ In the ensuing 
melee, city police were called 
in as monitors. 
"I believe that the way 
they were mounting this 
challenge was inappropri-
ate," said City Attorney Mary 
Kahl, "that it was intended to 
disrupt and not to insure the 
election process." 
Glynn said he's taken his 
complaints - which in-
cluded improper ballot 
tallying, failure to announce 
election results and other 
omissions - to the 
Cumberland County District 
Attorney's office. 
The charges are part of an 
ongoing city squabble that 
came to a head during a 
recent petition drive by 
Glynn and Conroy. That 
petition asked for citywide 
approval of two recent 
ordinances that changed the 
way South Portland's City 
Council operates, 
Some of the signatures on 
that petition - as well as on 
another that failed to gather 
enough signatures for 
validation - were disquali-
fied by the city's Board of 
Voter Registration June 8 
because some people had 
signed more than once. 
The petitions are now 
under criminal investigation 
by the South Portland Police 
Department_ 
The City Council has set a 
public hearing for August 3, 
when citizens will determine 
whether to enact the second 
petition as an ordinance. H 
they fail to enact it within the 
next 60 days, it will go to 
ballot as a referendum 
question in November. 
BIWworkers 
take a Bath 
As many as 700 workers 
will be transferred next 
month from the Bath Iron 
Works (BIW) ship-repair 
complex in Portland to the 
company's main shipyard in 
Bath because of a work 
shortage, said a company 
spokesman on June 11 . 
Once the Portland repair 
yard completes work on the 
destroyer USS Arleigh Burke 
on July 13, "we will have no 
further ship work for that 
facility," said Kevin Gildart, 





Entitled to change her mind 
linda Bean won the June 9 Republican congressional 
primary by smart bombing her closest rival, Tony Payne, on his 
call for cuts in entitlement programs such as veterans retire-
ment, Social Security and Medicare. Bean insisted in ads, 
debates and interviews that she'd oppose any efforts to reduce 
or limit entitlements. 
But that's not what Bean appeared to be saying before Payne 
went public with his call for cuts_ 
At a May 22 news conference, a reporter asked Bean if she 
favored cuts in entitlement programs. She replied, "I do not 
favor cutting Social Security. I'm against that I think there are 
some entitlement programs that we can look at in terms of 
placing caps on. We need to get at that-" 
Bean was asked which entitlements she'd cut_ "I'm going to 
have to make a list of those," she replied. "I know that there 
was one this morning that 1 was conSidering, and 1 would like 
to be able to get back to you on those Specifically." 
May 28, the same day Payne went public with his call for 
cuts in entitlements, Bean was interviewed by the Maine Public 
Broadcasting Network- MPBN reporter: "Getting back to the 
deficit, one suggestion that has come up is to look at entitlement 
programs, such as Social Security_ Do you favor means testing 
for Social Security as a way of cutting the deficit?" 
linda Bean: "Well, yes- I think it certainly has its place, and 
any balanced budget is going to have to deal with the growth in 
the cost of entitlements. I'm against cutting or freezing Social 
Security specifically, but there are other programs." 
Bean then went on to suggest means testing for AFDC, 
apparently unaware that welfare programs are already means 
tested. (You have to be poor to get Aid for Families with 
Dependent Children.) 
The follOwing week Bean began attacking Payne for propos-
ing means tests for entitlement programs. An MPBN ~eporter 
asked her about the apparent contradiction with her earlier 
statements. Bean replied that she did not remember being 
interviewed by MPBN, and her call for cuts in entitlements 
must have been it mistake_ 
Why not just send a check? 
We won't know for sure until the July 15 deadline for 
congressional campaign finance reports, but it looks as though 
Linda Bean again paid premium prices ror votes- Bean won the 
three-way primary with about 22,000 votes- Best guess on her 
spending: around $575,000. That's $26 a vote~ 
Bean's cost of convincing someone to support her was more 
than three times that of runner-up Tony Payne ($8 a vote), and 
nearly nine times what third place finisher John Purcell ($3 a 
vote). 
Still, Bean got off cheap this year compared to her lOSing 
effort in 1988. That year she started her big money campaign 
much earlier, and did a worse job of attracting supporters. 
Those votes cost her $40 each. 
Crawling from the wreckage 
Before the primary votes were even counted, rumors were 
circulating about what the losers would do next_ A particularly 
juicy bit of gOSSip had John Purcell bidding to become Republi-
can state chairman . 
Current Chairman Ted O'Meara won't run for r~lection 
when his term expires in November. Purcell would probably be 
acceptable to both Linda Bean rightwingers and Tony Payne 
moderates_ And the position offers the sort of visibility Purcell 
will need if he wants to run again. 
Purcell said his top priorities are to earn a living and payoff 
his campaign debts. 
Another rumor had Tony Payne volunteering to be the 
Republican's sacrificial mutton chop in 1994, and run against 
Democratic Senator George Mitchell. But Payne said his next 
shot at public office will likely be for an open seat because "it's 
too tough to beat the average incumbent_" Governor in 2002? 
Meanwhile, Payne said it's "not out of the realm of possibil-
ity" that he'd also run for the GOP chairmanship. 
Writing this column isn' t all glamor. A /ot of the time it's pretty close to 
actual work. Help us to spend more time basking in the g/ow of public 
adulation by sending in your hot tips on political activities to Casco Bay 
Weekly, 551A Congress St ., Portland, ME 04101 . Or call 775-6601 . 
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assistant to BIW's president. 
"We are not shutting 
down the Portland yard," 
Gildart emphasiied. "We are 
looking at some other 
opportunities, bidding on 
other work." Gildart added 
that BIW would not layoff 
any workers as a direct result 
of the work shortage for the 
Portland yard. 
But James Mackie, chief 
steward for the local machin-
ists' union, estimated the 
near-shutdown would 
indirectly result in 400 to 800 
layoffs. 
BIW officials are awaiting 
word on the upcoming award 
of the Navy's first overhaul 
contract for an Aegis cruiser, 
the USS Ticonderoga. The 
Navy is expected to an-
nounce a decision within a 
week or two. If the Maine 
shipyard lands that contract, 
BIW would be able to bring 
many of the transferred 
workers back to the Portland 
yard in the fall, Gildart said. 
39 hrs: good 'nutl 
for gOy't work 
The state will shrink its 
work week to 39 hours as 
part of a compromise 
wrought by the Legislature in 
its struggle to balance the 
budget for the fiscal year 
starting July 1. The reduced 
hours come on top of 17 more 
"furlough days" required 
under past budget revisions. 
Agencies began adapting 
to the 39-hour schedule this 
week. Effects varied from one 
department to another, with 
many agencies closing an 
hour early on Fridays. Some 
trimmed the hour from other 
days, while the departments 
of Mental Health and Correc-
tions juggled work schedules 
to maintain around-the-clock 
staffing. 
Among the departments 
reducing its Friday hours is 
the Department of Human 
Services, whose offices will 
close at 4 p.m. instead of 5 for 
the next year. The Division of 
Motor Vehicles will close its 
branch offices early on 
Wednesdays, at 4 p.m. 
instead of 5. 
Secretary of State Bill 
Diamond said the choice of 
days was for the public's 
benefit. "Mondays and 
Fridays are our busiest days," 
he said, while Wednesday is 
"our absolute slowest day." • 
Oops ••• 
CBW neglected to credit 
Anne Hunter for the terrific 
illustrations that graced the 
cover and accompanied the 
articles in last week's "Sum-
mer Handbook" issue. We 
sincerely apologize for the 
oversight. 
Reported by Paul KRrr, 
Ellen Liburt, Michael Reagan and 
The Associated Press 
With hundreds of people scrambling ashore on a typical summer w_kend, and dozens CBW photos(Tonee Harbert 
tenting along Its shoreline, It doesn't require a. sanitary engl_r to determine the likely result. 
f 
Portland's wilderness suburb 
Users become the managers at Jewell Island 
• By Wayne Curtis 
Years ago the standard folklore about Casco Bay's Jewell 
Island involved buccaneers and buried treasure. These days, a 
more commonly heard tale involves a deranged lawyer roped 
to a tree on the shores of Cocktail Cove. 
Uke many folk tales, this one has various permutations 
depending on the teller. Tom Bergh, a commercial kayak 
outfitter based on Peaks Island, is one of the more credible 
narrators. He was one of two dozen or so folks on the island the 
night In question last summer. 
As Bergh tells it, a group of about eight men were encamped 
on the cove's northwest shore, hosting a wild-man weekend of 
the sort not espoused. by Robert Bly. Their goal was not to get in 
touch with their lost fathers, but to drink as much as humanly 
possible. 
As the loud evening progressed, one of the group (said by 
others, but not Bergh, to be a local lawyer), suddenly became at 
one with his moist and hairy 
inner being. This led to his 
It's no mystery why Jewell draws visitors cut from every 
kind of cloth. Even though the southern two-thirds of the island 
is within Portland city limits (you can see the flashing time-and-
temperature clock from the southern tip), the island might as 
well be off the coast near Lubec. 
Crumbling, surf-beaten ledges front the open ocean on the 
eastern shore. Quiet footpaths plumb the island's dark interior, 
which is dense with spruce and balsam fir. Warblers by the 
dozen flit about overgrown meadows on the southern bluffs. 
And eerie, abandoned World War II fortifications - including 
an eight-story concrete observation tower with Casco Bay's best 
views - invite exploration and speculation. 
The Bureau of Parks and Recreation, which acquired the 
island in the mid-1970s, doesn't maintain figures on usage. But 
long-time island visitors all echo the same theme: Jewell Island 
is no longer the secret it once was. 
"Years ago, you could go over any time and wouldn't see 
anybody," says Suzanne Rieth, who owns the Fisherman's Cove 
Store on neighboring Cliff 
Island. "But now, you see the 
bemming uncontrollable and 
violent, so much so that he 
posed. a serious hazard to 
himself and others. All attempts 
to reason with him failed, so his 
friends trussed him up and 
lashed him to a tree. 
Unregulated campfires at these sites boats racing there on Friday night to see who can get in the 
cove first." She says she's 
counted as many as 40 masts 
bobbing at anchor on some 
summer weekends. And that 
doesn't include those who 
pose a serious threat, particularly when 
a group equates the height of a fire 
with the success of a camping trip. 
This evidently did little to 
soothe his soul. According to 
Bergh, he wailed and shrieked without intermission throughout 
the dark night, sounding like "a mortally wounded banshee." 
The sober did not sleep that night on Jewell Island. 
Karen Stimpson, who visits Jewell frequently as trailkeeper 
of the Maine Island Trail Association, a non-profit conservation 
organization, says she doesn't doubt that story one bit, and has 
a few of her own to tell. Uke the time a group of hostile inebri-
ates, protected by their snarling guard dogs, stood on an open 
bluff and proffered a greeting, as she puts it, by "waving all 
their appendages" at her. 
The masses descend on Jewell 
Put in historical perspective, the arrival of the keg flotilla last 
summer is just the latest chapter in the ongOing discovery of 
Jewell Island, a craggy, 221-acre island on the distant reaches of 
Casco Bay. (See "A brief hiStory of Jewell Island," page 10.) 
After the state purchased the island in the mid-1970s, 
fishermen and nearby islanders began visiting on weekend 
outings, at first having the run of the place to themselves. This 
was not to last. An armada of pleasure boaters soon arrived in 
great number, finding Cocktail Cove a pleasant anchorage 
easily accessible from Portland. They were in tum foUowed by 
kayakers, paddling in from Portland and Falmouth to make 
camp at spectacular oceanside sites. 
anchor on Cliff's northeast side 
because Cocktail Cove is filled. 
Why the increase in traffic? The steady rise in southern 
Maine's prosperity in the 1980s is fingered as one of the most 
likely culprits. Recent figures indicate that more than 5,000 
boats are berthed in Casco Bay, whose shorefront communities 
are home to one in every eight Mainers. Jewell is the .largest 
undeveloped Casco Bay island, and makes a natural destina-
tion. 
Steve Curtis of the state Bureau of Parks and Recreation also 
suspects that it's just taken a while for the word to get out. In 
the past, there was a degree of uncertainty about who owned 
Jewell, Curtis says. Visitors tended to be tentative and circum-
spect. Now that the state's ownership is more widely known, 
boaters are taking advantage of its proximity to local marinas. 
Suburban wilderness 
Not surprisingly, increased usage has led to increased. 
problems, particularly in the areas around Cocktail Cove. 
Wildfire leads the list of potential problems. Where a small 
handful of campsites once dotted the shores along the cove, 
there are now more than a dozen, aU of which might be filled on 
summer weekend. 
"Sites are popping up aU over," says Stimpson of the Maine 
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Jewell Island 
A short but colorful history 
Jewell Island's hiStory is in on the deal. ideal d~pwater anchorage for 
fragmentary at best, cropping Vigneyand the Captain the Atlantic fleet. Not only 
up in historic accounts set off into the woods. Capt. did the bay have natural 
during times of calamity, and Chase later emerged alone, defenses in the form of 
in legend and lore during reporting .that no treasure offshore islands (which were 
times of relative harmony. had been found and that eventually strung together 
George Jewell, after whom Vigney had returned to with anti-sub netting), but it 
the island was named, would Canada. Somewhat suspi- was the closest U.S. harbor to 
likely have gotten on quite ciously, Chase then began British ports. Jewell was 
well with some of the living a very high life and abruptly drafted as one of the 
island's current weekend retired quite wealthy despite starting linesmen in Portland 
visitors. Jewell reportedly his evident lack of labor. Harbor's defense. 
bought the island from local Some years later, shortly The military assumed 
Indians in 1636 in exchange after the captain died, an control of most of Jewell 
for a bottle of rum and a few islander found a bleached Island in 1942 and immedi-
other baubles. Unfortunately, skeleton wedged in a ately began construction on 
he wasn't able to enjoy his crevasse with a silver ring Battery 202. Armaments 
new holdings for long. After engraved with the initials consisted of two six-inch guns 
an evening of debauchery in "G.V." Make of it what you (capable of firing 200-pound 
Boston Harbor, Jewell fell will. shells 17 miles), and four 90-
overboard and drowned. Pirate mania resurfaced, mm guns, suitable for killing 
Forty years later, a group naturally enough, during the enemy aircraft and stopping 
of settlers from Harpswell Great Depression. Another motor torpedo boats. Eastman 
moved to Jewell after the high-profile map-bearer says that in addition to the 
outbreak of King Phillip's showed up on Jewell in the massive battery itself, Jewell's 
War (the first of the Indian early 1930s and excavated military structures included 
Wars), believing the island to several craters, bringing an eight-story observation 
be a safe haven against much local attention but little tower (also still standing), a 
attack. It wasn't. Indians gold. radar tower, officers' quarters, 
soon surprised them with a Other treasure seekers barracks, a mess hall, a service 
canoe assault. The new followed him in droves to club, a PX and a chapel that 
islanders prevailed, but Jewell Island, employing a doubled as a movie theatre. 
thereafter decided the variety of novel techniques At its peak, the island housed 
neighborhood wasn't quite as in their attempts to unearth up to 440 soldiers. 
secure as they had thought. the treasure. They used Only one confirmed 
They resettled in Pennsylva- divining rods, mesmerists sighting of an enemy ship 
nia. and mediums. They sacri- occurred during the war. In 
Throughout much of the . ficed lambs and dripped the June 1942, when Jewell's gun 
18th century, Jewell served as blood on the ground. They emplacements were still 
a sort of primitive savings wandered the island in the under construction, a German 
bank for pirates, privateers, company of "demented submarine surfaced off Jewell 
rum-runners, smugglers and people," who were believed Island heading north. Firing 
other social Darwinists. Or so to have second sight. By 1939 orders were sent to Fort 
many accounts would have the Sunday Telegram reported Baldwin at Popham Beach, 
it. The island was said to that parts of the island and two destroyers were 
have been visited by, among looked like "a shell-scarred deployed. The snooping sub 
others, Captain William Kidd battlefield," pocked with eluded capture. 
(the famed Scottish pirate), excavations and specious Battery 202 was finally 
Dixie Bull (a renegade claims markers. completed in 1945, the year 
English trader) and Anne No treasure was found. both Gennany and Japan 
Bonney (the infamous Joel W. Eastman, a surrendered. The harbor's 
woman pirate). professor of history at the defenses were soon after 
As pirates were wont to University of Southern abandoned by the military, 
~o, most of these visitors Maine, says he would "tend which had concluded that 
buried massive oak chests to d iscoun t all of the treasure coastal batteries served little 
filled with gold, precious rumors as folklore." Citing purpose in the new era of 
gems and other spoils of the recent studies on piracy, nuclear warfare. 
high seas. None of the Eastman churlishly points John Absmeier, a New 
depositers avoided the noose out that "pirates didn't bury Yorker, subsequently pur-
long enough to return to their treasure. They spent it." chased the military reserva-
claim their treasure, how- Jewell next rose in tion at auction in 1954 (after it 
ever. This set the ground- prominence during World had been turned down by the 
work for a steady parade of War'II, a period Eastman has state and several Casco Bay 
fortune hunters, who studied extensively. In 1935, towns), for slightly more than 
appeared on Jewell through- during an effort to beef up $10,000. A plan for building 
out the 19th century (when coastal defenses, the U.S. summer homes on the former 
the island was home to a government acquired a small military outpost was bandied 
small community of farmers parcel near the south end of about in the 19605, but 
and fishermen), flourishing Jewell to build a low obser- languished in the develop-
maps reputedly sketched on vation tower and house a ment phase and was never 
the deathbed of one pirate or searchlight. The tower, acted upon. 
another. which served a long-range In 1972 Maine's Bureau of 
In one of the more gun battery on Cushing Parks and Recreation ac-
commonly told tales, a man Island, was designed with quired Jewell's southern end 
named George Vigney crenelations atop to make it for $200,000, shortly after 
showed up in 1860 from St. appear from offshore like an Absmeier's death. Four years 
John, New Brunswick, extravagant summer home, later the state aatuired the 
bearing a map to Kidd's or, Eastman suggests, an remainder of the island for 
buried treasure. He lacked Episcopal church. The tower $90,000 from the heirs of the 
only a compass, which he still stands. McKeen family, who had 
borrowed from island After the attack on Pearl bought the island in 1896. 
resident Capt. Jonathan Harbor in December 1941, Jewell Island has been 
Chase, promising to cut him the U.S. government decided administered as an undevel-
Casco Bay would make an oped state park ever since .• 
When MITA members descend on an Island with trash bags In hand, MITA's Karen Stimpson says those on the 
Island are Invariably "Iess Inclined to leave things behind, and more Inclined to pick up things left by others." 
WILDERNESS 'BURB 
Continued from page 9 
Island Trail Association (MITA). "After four or five groups 
pitch tents in a new area over the course of a summer, it 
becomes a regular campsite and starts getting used." 
Unregulated campfires at these spreading sites pose a 
seri9us threat, particularly when a group equates the height of 
a fire with the success of a camping trip, as many evidently do. 
Suzanne Rieth, who can see the bonfires burning from Cliff 
Island, says, "It's rather frightening to see these fires eight and 
10 feet high" in the woods just off the western shore. 
Stimpson adds that last summer she found about 10 unat-
tended fires still smoldering over the course of two different 
trips to the island. Many of the campfires were built on shallow 
tree roots or beneath limbs, she 
")t's now a suburban park," he says. "Radios are blaring, boats 
are all over the place. The unspoken ethic of being quiet and 
treading lightly has washed away." 
Friends, formal and phantom 
Responding to the siege of the island, the Jewell Island Project 
was launched last year under the auspices of MIT A, a group 
founded in 1987 and affiliated with the Rockland-based Island 
Institute . 
MITA, which has 2,500 members, uses its volunteer base to 
monitor and manage a network of some 70 islands between 
Portland and Machias, including Jewell Island, one of the 
westernmost islands in the trail. 
Trailkeeper Karen Stimpson is quick to credit the late Andrew 
Longley Jr., a Harpswell physician, with getting the ball rolling 
on Jewell. Longley, who frequently visited this island with his 
family, had grown increasingly alarmed over the last few years 
about the overuse and deterio-
says. "It was something of a 
miracle that the island didn't 
bum." 
Drunken yahoos, towering 
bonfires, a remote island, 
frequent winds. That's a 
formula to make any firefighter 
cringe. If a fire were to break 
out, Cliff Islanders would be 
If the Jewell Island Project succeeds In 
wrestling the Island back from the brink, It 
will establish a model that can be applied 
ration of a place he cared for 
deeply. 
Longley wrote the state two 
years ago about the growing 
problems. The state was 
sympathetic to Longley's 
concerns, but it lacked the 
funds to manage the island 
to other Islands facing similar pressures. 
first on the scene, arriving via 
lobster boats within 10 minutes or so. Maybe 45 minutes later, 
Portland's fireboat would show up. But with fires likely to start 
on the northwest shore, where most people camp and where 
the prevailing winds make land, the damage could be swift 
and catastrophiC. 
Human waste is another, somewhat less savory area of 
concern. With hundreds of people scrambling ashore on a 
typical summer weekend, and dozens tenting along its shore-
line, it doesn't require a sanitary engineer to determine the 
likely result. 
loW-impact camping techniques call for digging a shallow 
hole for depoSits, but few seem to subscribe to this approach. 
"If you walked six feet away from any campsite you'd walk 
right in it," Stimpson says of the unpleasant mounds adorned 
with little bouquets of weathered toilet paper. "By late July it 
can begin to smell like a sewer." 
Other problems typical of overuse also surfaced. Litter was 
found scattered widely about, with cans and bottles left by 
departing partyers. The ill-informed hacked down leafy trees 
for firewood, then abandoned the green logs when they 
wouldn't bum. Heavily used areas became compacted from 
foot traffic, damaging the the plant life nearby. In short, much 
of Jewell's wild appeal began to erode, and it started to look 
like ill-tended urban parks everywhere. 
But perhaps most disheartening to many longtime visitors 
has been the less-than-subtle change in the whole nature of the 
island, which was once a place to retreat from the city. '1n the 
party atmosphere, we've lost the peace and tranquility," says 
Stimpson. 
Tom Bergh, who first visited Jewell a decade ago, agrees. 
more aggressively. 
In fact, the Bureau of Parks and Recreation has paid scant 
attention to the island since first purchasing it (largely with 
federal funds) in 1972. The original intent, according to the 
bureau's Steve Curtis, was to manage it more as a nature 
preserve than a recreation area, keeping it in a primitive state. 
Two or three times each summer, the superintendent of 
nearby Eagle Island, which is home to a state-owned museum, 
stops by to assess condi tions. (This year, a part-time state 
employee from Long Island will also visit from time to time.) 
Recreational users are expected to follow the general guidelines 
for those on state land, but the stricter rules and closer polidng 
common at developed state parks don't apply here. 
Frustrated by the state's response, Longley then contacted 
MIT A in the summer of 1990. The fledgling organization was 
then short on staff and unable to tackle major new projects. But a 
year later, when MlTA was on more stable footing, it opened a 
Portland office. Stimpson, who was hired in the spring of 1991, 
says that Longley "was only minutes behind" in again asking for 
help with Jewell. 
After some discussion with Cate Cronin, the trail director, 
and Philip Conkling, the head of the Island Institute, Stimpson 
and MIT A decided to take on Jewell as a special project. With 
Jewell's prominence in Casco Bay, Stimpson says, "to not be 
involved was unthinkable." 
Stimpson first sought out those who had expressed a concern 
about Jewell Island, urging them to become involved. She 
realized this wouldn't be easy. During an early reconnaissance 
trip in May 1991, Stimpson found that someone had recently 
replaced the deteriorated metal rungs in one of the observation 
Continued on page 13 
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repeated Sat· Mon.1·4 & 7·1 Opm and 
Tues .• Wed., & Thurs. 9;un·noon. 
Cable Channel 37 In Portland. So. Port· 
land. Cape Elizabelll. Faimoulll. & Scar· 
borough. Channel varies In Gorham. 
-
1 2 Gzsco Bay Wukly 
IF YOU ARB A FATHER A ~ 
YOU WANT TO BEA FATHER't 
IF YOU HAVE A FATHER. • • 9.1 
... redeem these gift certificates for ... 
Buckdancer Bucks 
Toward the 
purchase of any 
guitar over $500 
one per customer • with certificate only 
Buckdancer Bucks 
Toward the 
purchase of any 
guitar up to and 
including $500 






270 St. John St. Portland. ME04102 
(207)774-2219 
Take exit 5AofII·295 turn right at first 
Open MON.·FRI. 1 SAT. 
::::-:«.:-:-:-:-:--..x-:-x--...-.:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-.. .. {---FREE ----::----FR~-E ----:J. 
~I Medium Cheese Pizza II Jumbo 17 Pizza I -:-
9 1 with purchase of any:: with 'purchas~ of any : y 
~: ~?ium pizza II ~~bO pizza : ~ I  II  • V I P; . s'< LISA'S'PIZZA II '> s,.~s' LISA'S PIZZA I Y 
.1 ,>' ~ ...... ~~o.< OF PORTlAND II ... ":.~~o.<· OF PORTLAND I. • 
~I t,t 325 St. John Street II t< 325 St. John Street I * ~ 171-8061 II ~ 171-8066 I : __ ..: ______ ~ ~ . :!~:"II __ .: _______ ~ .::::.!/~21 •• 
~ FAMILY -SPECIAL :: FAMILY SPECIAL:~ 
~I -Medium Cheese :1 -Jumbo Cheese Pizza :-:-
:-: - Box of Fries I: -Box of Fries Y 
... -Pitcher of Soda II -Pitcher of Soda 1:-: 
-:-: ~·s'\ $8.99:: ~·S~ $10.99:-:-
.... 1 c.,~'.'\~LlSA'S·PIZZA II c.,~,;,\~ LlSA'S'PIZZA:~ '--'-:-1 '(..tl'o OF PORTlAND II \.tl'o OF PORTLAND 
I ~ 325 St. John Street II ~ 325 St. John Street II 
I 871-806& II 871·8066 
~ __ ~ ______ ~ ::!:!!"-f" 11- _ ..: _______ -::' ::':!!"-f" I ::: 
:-: LISA'S®pIZZA •• 
::: f9-f.,<1< of PORTLAND ~ 
rh t>-\.~~~~\")t>--('. 325 ST. JOHN STREET -:-
-:- ~-J PORTLAND, MAINE :::Y •• $ ® 871·8055 
-:-:-:-:-:-:-:«-:-:-:-w...-.:-:w..:-:-:-:-:-»:-:::: 
Getting to Jewell Island 
For the quickest, safest 
look at Jewell Island, head to 
the top of the Sonesta. Jewell 
is the big island with the WW 
II observation tower visible 
on the eastern horizon 
beyond Peaks Island. 
Touring the island itself is 
somewhat more vexing. 
Although it's only seven 
miles from the Old Port (an 
unintimidating distance to 
capable canoeists), the 
capricious seas surrounding 
the island make travel by 
small boats Oike rowboats or 
canoes) extremely hazardous 
and ill·advised . 
Oceangoing motorboats or 
sailboats can get to the island 
from Portland by way of 
Whitehead Passage or 
Hussey Sound. Those 
without boats (or friends or 
relatives with boats) have 
limited options. None of the 
charter tours stop at Jewell, 
nor does Casco Bay Lines. 
One option is to work for 
your passage. MITA hosts 
regular work trips to Jewell 
Island throughout the 
summer and fall. Volunteers 
pick up litter, clear brush, 
and at times undertake light 
construction. Space is li~ited 
to those who can fit in the 
six-passenger MIT A boat. 
Call the Portland office at 
761-8225 for information 
about scheduled trips. 
Another option is to sea 
kayak. These sleek, oceango-
ing craft may be rented at 
SaCO River Outfitters on 
Marginal Way and at other 
locations along the coast. 
One bit of advice: If you're a 
novice, don't attempt to 
reach Jewell unless accompa-
nied by an experienced 
friend or capable guide. 
Tom Bergh, owner of 
Maine Island Kayak, says 
kayakers "need to be pre-
pared for open ocean 
conditions made more 
complex by reflective and 
refractive waves." Bergh cites 
four common hazards in 
getting to Jewell: 
powerboats, fog, wind and 
waves. 
Powerboats can be 
particularly menacing in 
Diamond Passage, where 
some cigarette boats cruise at 
50 miles per hour and are 
unlikely to see - never mind 
stop for - a mosquito-sized 
kayaker. Dense, coastal fogs 
can also move in unexpect-
edly, particularly,in July and 
August. Since it's one of the 
most distant Casco Bay 
islands, it's not unusual for 
Jewell to be fogbound when 
it's clear in town. Basic 
navigation skills, a decent 
compass and a Casco Bay 
chart are essential. 
Winds can be a kayaker's 
friend, but a formidable 
enemy as well. A gentle 
paddle to the island in the 
morning can tum into a 
nightmare by afternoon's 
return. If a strong wind kicks 
up, watch for chop and 
reflected waves off Cliff 
Island's south tip, and steep 
waves near Long Island's 
northeast shores. 
Winds create a particu-
larly menacing hazard when 
they oppose the tide, Bergh 
says. This combination can 
create tall waves that will 
turtle even experienced 
kayakers. Danger spots en 
route to Jewell indude the 
stretch between Little 
Diamond and Fort Gorges, 
the Hussey Sound, and the 
bar between the southern tip 
of Jewell and Inner Green 
Island. Last summer, local 
lobstermen rescued capsized 
kayakers in at least three 
incidents in Hussey Sound, a 
deepwater channel between 
Peaks and Long islands. 
Those looking for guid-
ance can contact Maine 
Island Kayak (70 Luther St., 
Peaks Island, 766-2373), 
which offers three-day, 
guided kayak trips to Jewell 
Island and vicinity in July 
and September. The cost, 
including all meals and 
equipment, is $275. Guided 
day trips also may be 
arranged throughoutthe 
summer. Paddlers leave in 
the morning from Peaks 
Island (saving about an hour 
of paddling), and return by 
evening. The cost is $75. Saco 
River Outfitters also runs 
day and overnight trips to 
Jewell (and other Casco Bay 
locales) through Columbus 
Day weekend. The cost, 
including all meals and 
equipment, ranges from $80 
for a day jaunt to $205 for an 
overnighter. Call Jack 
Flanagan at 773-0910 for 
more information .• 
Cocktail Coye attractS visitors of all persuasions. 
l_ Bumsted, left and Sue Bylander paint one of four new privies built on Jewell Island by area Rotary Club .... d 
Maine lsI .... d Trail volunteers. 
WILDERNESS 'BURB 
. Continued from page 11 
towers with solidly crafted ladders of fresh-cut birch. No one 
knew who was responsible. Stimpson dubbed the mystery 
workers the "Phantom Friends of Jewell Island." 
Last fall, those whom Stimpson did manage to contact met in 
the Portland office and on the island. In addition to Longley 
and a handful of MITA members, participants included Cliff 
Islanders, state officials, kayakers, sailors, outfitters, 
lobstermen, island owners and assorted others. The Jewell 
Island Committee, as this informal group was called, quickly 
grew to about three dozen members. 
Under an arrangement with the Bureau of Parks and 
Recreation, the committee fundamentally took over manage-
ment of the island. The group would formulate plans for the 
island, which the bureau would then review. Committee 
volunteers would carry out the approved actions under state 
overSight, but otherwise with limited state involvement. 
Outhouses and fire rings 
The group quickly reached consensus on two points: 
Immediate steps needed to be taken to prevent the island from 
slipping further. And, second, all actions taken needed to be as 
unobtrusive as possible. 
Committee members agreed that it wa~ important to try to 
preserve Jewell's slightly shaggy, unkempt character. Nobody 
wanted to see it become an over-tended, over-policed state 
park. "No picnic tables" could be the motto of the group. 
"Our goal was to do as little as possible to protect the 
ecology of the island," Stimpson said. 
The committee selected two volunteer projects for the 
summer of 1992: Build several outhouses and install fire rings . 
Although moderately intrusive, they felt both actions were 
needed to curb some of the more pressing threats to the island. 
The state approved the plan. 
Longley, who had been an active participant in the process, 
died suddenly of an aneurysm in November. Stimpson, who 
had been aware of Longley's involvement with the Rotary 
Club, was nonetheless overwhelmed when dozens of Rotarians 
from Portland, Brunswick and beyond volunteered to help 
finish what Longley had started. 
In early May of this year a Jewell Island "summit" of about 
35 people took place on the shores of Cocktail Cove. State soil 
engineers probed for locations for the new island outhouses. 
Joel Eastman, a University of Southern Maine historian, 
surveyed the island's historic structures. Rotary volunteers 
made plans for shipping out materials and constructing the 
privies at the month's end. 
Among those assembled were Ellis Leet and Scott Johnson, 
two of the "Phantom Friends." Those responsible for the covert 
construction projects turned out to be a group of 10 or so 
Harpswelllobstermen and boat builders, mostly in their late 
20s and early 305. 
Leet admitted that they all feared increased state involve-
ment on the island, and had taken steps to reduce the chance of 
serious accidents, which would surely lead to state intervention. 
Now members of the Jewell Island Committee, Leet and his 
friends are trying to increase safety in the main gun battery, 
which has a lethal combination of dark hallways and open 
manholes. 
Over Memorial Day weekend, more than 50 returned to 
Jewell in a flotilla of skiffs, kayaks, sailboats, powerboats and 
the Sea Toy, a doughty Portland work boat that volunteered its 
services for the day. The group brought out generators, power 
saws, lumber and prefabricated sections of the outhouses built 
by carpenter George Rice. 
By the end of the weekend, two of the sturdy new outhouses 
were standing near Cocktail Cove and the old military wharf. 
Two others - near the six-inch gun battery and Devil's 
Punchbowl- were completed the following weekend. Fire 
rings, which Stimpson hopes will encourage smaller, more 
controllable fires, were installed at several of the more heavily 
used campsites. 
"isiandmaster" In Jewell's future? 
To date, there's been little response to the island's new 
additions. Some are skeptical. Says Cliff Island's Suzanne Rieth, 
"If the kids are anything like they used to be, they'll bum the 
outhouses down over the Fourth of July." 
But the Jewell Island Committee is already looking ahead to 
next year, when they hope to place volunteer stewards on the 
island during the busy summer months. This step would be 
similar to the Appalachian Mountain Club's "hutmaster" 
program, which provides volunteer caretakers at backcountry 
shelters in the White Mountains. The stewards, who have no 
authority to tell people how to behave, will inform visitors 
about the island's ecology and history, and provide information 
about low-impact camping techniques. 
Stimpson firmly believes that getting the right information to 
island users is most of the battle. Once properly informed, most 
are happy to comply. When MITA members descend on an 
island with trash bags in hand for a litter sweep, Stimpson says 
those on the island are invariably '1ess inclined to leave things 
behind, and more inclined to pick up things left by others. We 
educate by example." . 
If the Jewell Island Project succeeds in wrestling the island 
back from the brink, it will establish a model that can be applied 
to other islands facing similar, if less severe, pressures along the 
entire coast. Island users would have a stronger say in how the 
islands are administered, and the state would save money by 
delegating management. 
Stimpson is confident this will prove to be the best way of 
assuring not only Jewell's future, but that of all islands: "Wilder-
ness management by the users is, to me, the future of the Maine 
islands." • 
Wayne Curtis is a frulll1la writer who has been a MIT A 
steward of Jewell Island since 1990. 
Membership In the Jewell Island Commltt_ Is open to 
any and all. For more Information, contact the Maine 
Island Trail Association, Box 8, Union Wharf, Portland, 
ME 04101, or call 761-8225. 
JU1UI 18, 1992 






every thursday nite 
at 8 pm $3 
at the cave ·31 forest ave 
sponsored by:nm.j:fj1J 
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92 Exchange St. Portland 
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show starts at 8:00 pm 
$3 at the door 
May 30th· Steve Gerlach 
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I. 0Isc0 Bay Wuldy 
Recycling is not a simple t~ing 
run. Windham's recent referendum vote on a special tax district didn't fool 
anyone: It was really a yes or no vote on a proposed office paper recycling 
plant. And the town's rejection of that plant chased the developers out of town 
(see Newsbriefs), probably for good. 
• It's easy for a manufacturer to slap a "recyclable" label on a package or for a 
consumer to slap a cute green bumper sticker on a car, but recycling itself is not 
just a "simple thing" that anyone can do to save the planet. 
The Windham citizens who organized to fight the plant made some good 
points during the debate: The recycling facility could have been better sited, 
and the Presumpscot is already getting loads of pollution. In addition to outfall 
from S.D. Warren's paper mill in Westbrook, the river collects runoff from 
fields, streets, sewers and driveways. The increased heavy truck traffic in a 
rural area and the chemicals used in the proposed recycling plant also deserved 
scrutiny. 
Recycling is a heavy industrial process. The conversion of waste back into raw 
materials often consumes more energy and produces more toxic waste than did 
the manufacture of the original material. 
That's why many recycling projects have utterly failed. When McDonald's 
tried to recycle its McFoam, it got into huge McTrouble and closed down the 
works. Juice box makers have also spent dumpsters of cash searching for a way 
to usefully compost their product, without 
success. 
If the product is broken - too-wasteful, too 
The citizens who called themSelves Friends of the Presumpscot argued that 
this sylvan stretch of the river, traditionally a home to light, medium and heavy 
industry, should be left alone. And from that narrow view, they were right. 
But there are larger questions at stake. 
• Paper comprises a large chunk of America's collective wastebasket. The 
proposed recycling plant would have been the first in the state to recycle high-
grade office paper such as the kind used for photocopies. Presently, such paper 
can be sent out of state for recycling - but most gets burned or landfilled 
instead. 
toxic - recycling won't fix it. Yet neither the 
paper industry nor the government has invested the time and money to develop 
simpler, less-toxic raw materials. In this way, the cycle of denial is complete: The 
refusal of communities to take responsibility for their waste is compounded by 
the refusal of government or corporations to do so. 
It is we, the users, who are ultimately responsible for this waste. To point 
fingers at those who would build a recycling plant is an act of self-denial. Every 
single community that produces waste has a responsibility to set aside space 
and resources for recycling it. When South Portland's sludge compo sting 
operation shut down last year, the city lost a successful venture that changed 
sewage to garden soil. This was NIMBYism - the "Not In My Back Yard" 
mentality-at its worst. 
• The key to aVOiding dumps, incinerators and de-inking plants is simply to 
use less. Every time we reuse a mug for coffee instead of grabbing a foam cup; 
shop at Goodwill in~tead of buying some plastic trinket at the Mall; and insist 
that businesses use or sell recycled and reused materials, we are helping reduce 
the time, energy, money and land we'll need to allocate to recycling in the 
future. 
These aren't easy things to hear. But the sooner we roll up our sleeves and 
recognize that solid waste is a bioregion-wide project, the better. 
NlMBYs forget a basic ecological truth: Our backyard doesn't stop at the 
Presumpscot River. Our backyard extends from the White Mountains to 
Georges Bank. We have to think in terms of that entire ecological system of 
mountain, sea, river and sand plain. In that perspective, a first-of-its kind paper 
recycling plant for the entire region sounds like one hell of an idea. 
Because in order to clean up the world, we have to start by cleaning up our 
own bioregion. In order to clean up our own backyards, we have to begin in our 
individual homes and workpJaces. 
The way we attend to the small details of life means everything, and living in 
such a manner also transforms us into better - which is to say, more respon-
sible - citizens of this city, this region, this planet. • 
We've got to learn again that a little sacrifice strengthens us all in the long (PK) 
A guilty verdict the public missed 
• By Donald Maurice Kreis 
Superior Court Justice Donald Alexander, 
perhaps Maine's most outspoken judge, did not 
disappoint recently when he appeared in Portland 
to render stark judgment against the local journal-
ism establishment. 
Condemning newspapers and broadcasters for 
what he characterized as a lack of any ethical 
standards, Alexander stood at the podium of the 
Portland Club and stated that if coverage of the 
justice system is any indication, "the press can 
publish without responsibility, without accountabil-
ity, without caring who is harmed or what are the 
costs." 
Do journalists have any ethical standards that the 
judge is able to detect? "No," Alexander stated flatly. 
Normally, when someone as powerful and 
distinguished as a trial court judge speaks out in 
searing terms against one of the state's monolithic 
institutions, headlines would blare and newscasters 
would squawk. But notwithstanding the presence of 
seasoned journalists from the POrlland Press Herilld, 
WCSH, and even Casco Bay Weekly, Alexander's 
speech received not one word of news coverage. 
Maybe it wasn't news. Judges tend to be grumpy 
people, and Maine's judges are feeling particularly 
prickly of late when it comes to the media, what 
with the recent advent (albeit only experimentally) 
of cameras in the trial courts. Maybe it's too much to 
ask for the news media to report on criticism of itself 
with the same lusty vigor that it directs at Linda 
Bean or the teal panels set to festoon the new USM 
library. 
On the other hand, maybe the refusal to cover 
Alexander's speech is just another symptom of the 
very disease of which the good judge complained. A 
cloud of discontent has gathered, and it's not just 
judges complaining of shoddy and insensitive 
coverage of judicial proceedings. Activists who 
struggled five years ago to preserve Portland's 
working Waterfront were outraged when the Press 
Herald abandoned all pretense of neutrality earlier 
this year and declared the citizen-initiated water-
front zoning to be a colossal failure. Citizens with 
political aspirations watched in horror as the same 
newspaper fired an unsubstantiated broadside at a 
city council candidate that questioned his integrity 
just days before the election, so that he could not 
respond effectively. TV viewers have seen television 
news degenerate into info-tainment on Channel 13, 
which has taken to polluting its newscasts with 
glitzy "stories" about the "personalities" behind the 
station's network programming. 
And even the newspaper you now hold in your 
hand, our bioregion's last best hope for a publication 
that comforts the afflicted and afflicts the comfort-
able, has been stumbling in recent months. It is one 
citizen 
thing to run adver-
tisements for Mark's 
Showplace, thereby 
giving the paper's 
imprimatur to the depersonalization and explOita-
tion of women that such a drinkirig establishment 
epitomizes. It is then quite another thing to follow 
up such a decision with features, photos, and even 
edi torials all designed to argue that the First 
Amendment demands that places like Mark's 
Showplace ?eserve sympathetic attention in the 
media. 
"Such FITst Amendment platitudes are a cop-out 
to avoid serious discussion of ethics, responsibility 
and accountability," said Alexander (though he was 
referring to reporting on courtrooms, not topless 
bars). Whenever media criticism begins in earnest, 
the media moguls run the bloody flag of the First 
Amendment up the pole and expect the citizenry to 
drop their weapons and salute. 
Among those whose dander was raised by such 
comments from the learned judge was Jeff Marks, an 
executive with WCSH-TV. At a recent critique of 
Maine's experiment with allowing cameras in trial 
courtrooms, Marks defended his station's commit-
ment to good journalism by announcing that the 
Channel 6 news department is allowed to break into 
regular programming whenever it wants. The way 
Marks told it, WCSH was just conducting business 
as usual when it decided to break into a soap opera 
and present a live broadcast of the verdict in the 
Wolfenden case. 
But the reality is that ratings, and therefore 
advertising revenue, are microscopic during the 
daytime. And the Wolfenden case just happened to 
involve the death of a small child. Does anyone 
seriously think WCSH would interrupt "Cheers" or 
"The Cosby Show" to air the verdict in a case that 
did not involve a heart-wrenching death? 
Alexander's speech condemning the media was 
billed as a discussion of relations between the justice 
system and journalism. He happened to give the 
address the day after the Rodney King verdict, at the 
height of the ensuing riots. No one could have 
planned a more tOpical subject for the day, and 
Alexander spoke just a couple of blocks from the 
WCSH studios. Marks was there but his cameras 
weren't. So much for news being the dominant 
consideration at Channel 6. 
It's unfair to single out WCSH. Or the Guy 
Gannett empire. Or even Casco Bay Weekly. We're 
stuck with a national culture that has allowed 
journalism to degenerate, with the result that 
politics in particular seem no more relevant than the 
races at Scarborough Downs. But the Maine media 
moguls ought to be worrying when people like 
Justice Alexander start complaining so vocally, since 
it is the courts that have traditionally protected the 
media when the public or political leaders would 
stop the presses or pull the plug. 
As NYU journalism professor Jay Rosen observed 
recently, "If a free press can find no virtue in 
promoting a politics with meaning, then what is the 
meaning of promoting the virtue of a free press?" • 
Donald Maurice Kreis is a former journalist who went to law 
school in a desperate quest for ethics and the chance to wear 
gray suits to work. 
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Steve L'Heureux (left) and Frank Smith look across the Million Dollar Bridge 
toward South Portland early on the morning of June 4. The two are members 
of a paving crew that closed the bridge for repairs. 
Martha Severens 
will be missed 
We, the undersigned 
Maine artists, wish to express 
our immense feeling of loss 
and disappointment brought 
on by the recent resignation 
of Martha Severens from the 
Portland Museum of Art. 
Martha did a great job of 
bringing Maine's artists and 
our state's most important art 
institution together. She did 
this simply by becoming 
personally involved in and 
aware of the day-to-day 
activities of the art commu-
nity. Martha attended our 
exhibitions. She seemed to be 
at every art opening and 
event and was an enthusias-
tic, supportive visitor to our 
studios. She was the friendly 
face of the Portland Museum 
of Art demonstrating support 
of our cultural life by being a 
visible and active presence 
among us. 
Martha Severens worked 
steadily to bring living art 
and living artists into the 
Portland Museum of Art 
through programs and 
exhibitions which presented 
our work to museum patrons 
and the public. She accom-
letters 
Casco Bay Weekly 
wekomes your IeHers. 
Please limit your thoughts 
to 300 words, Include a 
daytime phone number 
and address to: LeHen, 
Casco Bay Weekly, 
551A Congress St., 
Portland, ME 04101. 
plished this with her profes-
sional skill, her warm 
personal attention and her 
great good humor. 
She will be missed. 
Martha Severens' resigna-
tion represents a serious loss 
to us, the community of 
artists, as well as to Maine's 
leading art institution. 
We vigorously encourage 
the Portland Museum of Art 
to continue and expand the 
policy of community involve-
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Equality for all 
The Portland City Council 
passed the gay rights ordi-
nance because it is only fair 
that gays and lesbians have 
equal rights. Now, some 
people are pushing to have it 
put to a referendum. 
Well I say, haven't we had 
enough of gay-bashing and 
other forms of hate and 
discrimination against the 
gay and lesbian community? 
Do we really want Portland 
to be an anti-homosexual 
society? 
H we as a community 
allow the gay rights ordi-
nance to be defeated, then a 
message will be sent that 
gays and lesbians don't 
belong in Portland. Is that 
what the citizens of Portland 
really want? 
Portland can become a 
leader in our state by telling 
everyone that no one will be 
denied their rights or be 
discriminated against 
because of their sexual 
preference. Equality for all 






While your words have 
espoused a humane regard 
for all people, some of your 
recent advertisements have 
blatantly shown opposing 
behaviors. 
So what comes next? Ads 
for necrophilia? Ritual 
sacrifice? Maybe pedophilia? 
Cheap shots? You bet - this 
is one guy who considers 
neither sexism or fascism to 
be an alternative lifestyle. 
Perhaps you will someday 
choose to act by your own 
self-appointed "standards," 
and so cease to carry such 
advertisements. Perhaps you 
will some day put your 
(advertising) money where 
seen • By Colin Malakie 
your (editorial) mouth is. on the phone and driving 
Meanwhile, this once weekly around drunk. 
reader is going to enjoy a Listen up Bub, when this 
carefree and CBW-free went down not one person at 
summer. the PPH would talk about it, 
~1(.'f(~ not one woman, even those sitting next to him when he 
John R Rancourt was under indictment, 
Portland complained. Don't forget the 
story he wrote about domes-
Stirling standards? tic abuse and murder while 
We are writing to show under indictment. Lemley 
our support and praise for was writing about date rape 
Lee Stirling's letter (4.30.92). while Niss sat 2 feet away 
Both of us have enjoyed from him and no one thought 
reading CBWand appreci- it was odd. 
ated the high standards that You know who got fired 
you have nurtured since your from all of this Mr. Humez? 
Not Bob Niss who for 18 inception. It is most disap-
years hid behind the persona pointing to now be assaulted 
by the weekly T&A displayed of Mr. nice guy and sent me 
by Mark's Show Place/Video flowers and gave me front 
Expo advertisements. page Evening Express assign-
Why have your standards ments until I told him I 
caved in? wouldn't date him? You 
What will be next? know who went from $5,000 
~~Ol~~~~ a year freelancing to $250 to $65 to zero, not the batterer, 
Portland but me, the one who blew the 
Ah",'t. 0' I?ri'l!." whistle, a fact that to this day 
Anne O'Brien King Ureneck still denies. 
Freeport In 1992 when the names of 
all former child batterers and 
What about Bob? molesters are to be made 
Is this the same Nick 
public and kept on record, 
Humez who is a music critic 
why not those who batter 
for the Porlland Press Herald 
women? I wish all the people 
(PPH) and who is also the 
who call me daily to com-
editor of the PPH's in-house 
plain about Bob Niss would 
newsletter that has taken it 
call Ureneck instead. 
And since Bob Niss is 
upon himself to defend doing nothing but rewriting 
batterer Bob Niss (6.4.92)? 
The same Bob Niss that gives 
press releases, I don't call 
what he's doing an honest 
Humez all his assignments? living. 
No one but me ever 
defended the victim who po·-"...,.. ........ 9,7~. 
spent the night in the hospital Bonnie Moore 
with a broken nose and jaw Portland 
while Niss was harassing me 
16 useo &y WeekIy 
Submissions for Entertainment Weekly sections 
must be received In writing on the Thursday prior to 
publication. 
Send your Calendar and Listings Information to 
Ellen Llburt, Casco Bay Weekly, 551A Congress St., 
Portland, ME 04101. 
The Casco Bay Weekly Calendar: 10 days and more 
ways to be Informed, get Involved and stay amused. 
Ir 
{ 
I \L . \7-
~ , 
Enjoy the sunset, a 
view of the harbor 
and sea songs on 
Sunday, June 21. 
TclSluWJ$ 
126 North Boyd St, 
Portland, ME 04101 
- UPCOMING EVENTS -
$250 happy hour giveaway 
every FRIDAY. 
NATIONAL HEADUNER 
COMEDY EVERY SUNDAY 
Join us for 
"Songs That 
Got Us Through 




Sunday, June 21th 
11:45·2:30 
548 Congress S l 
Portlan.d.' .(207) TRY-ABES 
• Round about midnight 
That's when the Gary Wittner 
Quartet will be cruising 
through their serond set. You 
might know Wittner from his 
duo gigs with fellow guitarist 
Tony Gaboury, but tonight he 
plays with saxophonist Matt 
Langley (a member of both 
the Mandala Octet and the 
Charlie Kohlhase Quintet), 
bassist John Hunter and 
Boston drummer Les Harris 
Jr. Hear them at cafe no. 








Right on the corner 
of Lower Exchange Street 
in the Old Port· 774-6010 
starts at 9, the serond set at 
11. Call 772-8114 for more 
information. 
• Portland in pictures: See 
the dty captured by 10 local 
photographers whose 
subjects include the third 
shift at Shaw's supermarkets, 
the shrimp industry, children 
and their caretakers, elderly 
women, homeless people and 
cemeteries. The exhibit, 
directed by Stuart 
Nudelman, is by photogra-
phy students of USM's 
drawing, photography, print-
making, sculpture, fabric 
design, functional art, 
jewelry, decorative paper, 
furniture and more. The 
studios are open only twice a 
year, so don't miss this 
opportunity. They're located 
at 536 Congress St., Portland. 
Open house runs from 10 
a.m. to 5 p.m., and from noon 
to 3 on Sunday, June 21. 
• Rock me on the water: 
Soothe your fevered brow 
and celebrate the solstice by 
cruising Casco Bay at sunset 
with the local greens, eating 
local greens, and listening to 
musical greens - ero-rockers 
the Hysterics. See Outside on 
page 25 for details. 
No, Fidei Isn't appearlng.t Mark's Show Place. But 
you can learn what's happening In Cuba from a 
Folk Club honors the ele-
ments with an evening of sea 
shanties, comic songs and 
other songs of the sea by Roll 
&: Go - members of the club 
who love these songs. You'll 
hear old work Songs and 
ballads, and some new songs 
which highlight current 
conditions in our merchant 
marine and fishing industry. 
Hear them - and sing along 
-at 7 p.m. at the Portland 
Observatory on Munjoy Hill. 
Tickets are $5 in advance (at 
Amadeus Music), $6 at the 
door. Kids get in half-price. 
For more info call the Port-
land Folk Club at 773-9549. 
• No sibling rivalry here: 
The Sextants, one of San 
Frandsco's hottest new 
bands, feature the harmonies 
of brother-sister team 
Brennan Hester and Lori 
Hester Arthur. Music has 
always been a family affair 
with the Hesters. Growing up 
in New Mexico, they were in 
a punk band called Manson 
Family Christmas. Now 
they're more melodic. Their 
debut album, "Lucky You," 
embraces the past and 
present and has been likened 
to the sounds of Buffalo 
Springfield, the Bangles and 
the Pretenders. Hear them 
tonight at Granny Killam's 
Industrial Drinkhouse, Maine activist on Thunday, June 25. 
-~ Market Street, Portland. For 
more info call 761-2787. Department of Community 
Programs. "Portland 
Through the Lens: Urban 
Ecology from People to 
Porches" opens tonight from 
5 to 8 at the Danforth Gallery, 
34 Danforth St. The exhibit 
runs through July 17. For 
details call 775-6245. 
• What is funk? Find out 
when Lenny Pickett - sax 
symbol of the Tower of 
Power horns and The 
Saturday Night Live Band -
plays the stuff he really likes 
with his band, The Borneo 
Horns. Hear them at the 
Portland Performing Arts 
Center, 25A Forest Ave. 
Music starts at8, but get 
there at 7 for an Ethnic Food 
Tasting. Snag tickets for $13 
at Portland's Amadeus Music 
or by calling 774-0465. 
• Lucky 13: Browse, buy and 
ask questions about the work 
of 13 Portland artists who 
will open their hearts, minds 
and studios to you at an open 
house today sponsored by 
The Artists Studio. Their 
disdplines include painting, 
SlIt., june 20th, 8:30-2:30 
KRIS' BIRTHDAY & • 
SUMMER SOLSTICE BASH 
FREE ADMISSION wI this ad 
U~e~~~I~~ The cove. 
wI steve. dJ landry 8< michael. 
The dooest dance music 
upstairs wI dJ spencer. 
>: i • 
j~:i~~th, 1111 IIges e' 
THE DEAD MILKMEN 
• Continue the solstice 
celebration: The Portland 
PATIO DINING 
lreafut or Lunch 
Lunch Features 
<hlcken PIneapple s.alad 
'Sesame ChleXen salad 
'Fresh Caesar Salad 
'Malne Crabcakes 
'Fresh MaIne Crab Salad 
Breakfast M-F 6 to 11 :30AM 
Lunch M-f.t t :45-2PM 
All Day Breakfast 
Sat 6AM-2PM Sun 8AJ\\-ZPMI 
98 Portland Street 
Opposite Main Post Office 
portland ~73-2096 
• A few days after the riots, 
some bankers toured the 
devastation in South Central 
Los Angeles. The bankers 
talked of investment and 
rebuilding and held them-
selves up as part of the 
solution. To many neighbor-
hood residents, however, 
banks have always been part 
of the problem: Loan dis-
crimination by banks has 
crippled minority communi-
ties and led to alienation and 
anger. The charge is heard 
across the country. It's 
··': ow 
sweet it is ... 
to kick back on our 
garden patio, enjoy the 
summer weather, and 
savor a fine meal. 
IielVi"8 breolcfa&. 
lunch. dinner (15 &Iridal b~h 
58 Pine Street 773,8223 
investigated and amplified by 
PBS' "Frontline" in "Your 
Loan Is Denied." The pro-
gram airs at 9 tonight on your 
local public TV channel, 
WCBB Channel 10 in Greater 
Portland. 
JUlie 18, 1992 17 
• Take an hour at lunch to 
discover one of Portland's 
most remarkable dtizens. 
USM presents "The Life of 
Fr.annie Peabody," a video 
about this 89-year-old activist 
who worked to save historic 
landmarks, supported the 
Sweetzer Children Services 
and co-founded The AIDS 
Project in Portland. The video 
premieres at noon in Room 
316 of Portland Public 
Library,S Monument Square. 
For more info call 780-5078. 
They used to be called "Manson Family Christmas." Now they're called one of 
the best pop bands In the United States. Hear them Monday, June 22. 
• Sodalism or death: That's 
still Fidel's mantra. But 
boomboxes and other signs of 
capitalist culture are growing 
in Cuba. Find out more about 
what's happening in the last 
bastion of sodalism from 
Barbara West, co-founder of 
the Maine Coalition on 
Central America. West speaks 
about child care, sodal 
changes and AIDS in Cuba in 
"An Activist's Impression of 
Cuba in 1992," tonight from 
7:30 to 9 in Rines Auditorium, 
Portland Public Library. Call 
the Matlovich Society at 657-
2850 for more. 
• The world is black and 
white - at least through the 
lens of Portland photogra-
pher Curtis Harvey. Harvey's 
one-man show, "People and 
Places," features images from 
Rockport to Rome. Italy, that 
is. All are impresSive in their 
street documentary style. The 
~xhibit opens tonight with a 
reception from 5 to 8 at the 
Photography Co-op, 547 A 
Congress St., Portland. It runs 
through July 16, and can be 
seen from 10 a.m. to 8 p.m. on 
Tuesdays, or by appointment. 
For more about Curt's world 
call 761-2113. 
• A munidpal bath is 
poisoned by industrial waste. 
A struggle between social 
Ma and Bud were seiling Junk out of their garage. 
They called It "Green Acres Antiques." See them and 





CDs • TAPES. VIDEOS 
Only 15 min. from PoI1Iond 
YARMOUTH MARKETPlACE 
'lbrmouth. ME (2On 846-4711 
Openldaysoweeic.10to 10 
~71 : ~~::: music 
V ~ • great beer & wine 
• Tlwrr. June 18 
THE GARY WITfNER 
QUARTET 
fealuring ..... or IUOphonl_ 
Mall Langley 
• Fri. & Sot. JOAM 19 & 20 
BEVAN MANSON 
nno 
• W.d. juneU 
TONY GABOURY 11UO 
OPEN JAZZ JAM 
re&ervalionl welcome 
elooed aundaya tilllaoor day 
eloaed mondaya 
20 danforth al. • 772-8114 
consdence and man's self-
importance follows. Sound 
familiar? It's the story of 
Henrik Ibsen's "An Enemy 
of the People," which 
remains relevant 100 years 
after it was written. See it at 
the Schoolhouse Arts Center 
at Sebago Lake through June 
28, Friday and Saturday at 8 
p.m., Sunday at 5. Tickets are 
$8, $5 for seniors and 
students with ID. Call 642-
3743 for reserva,tions. 
• Mark your calendar to eat 
a light breakfast You'll want 
chea thrill 
to save your appetite for 
Portland's Waterfront 
Festival. A celebration of 
Portland's maritime heritage, 
the festival is a hands-on 
learning event where resi-
dents and visitors meet the 
people who work the water-
front. Of course, plenty of 
native seafood will be 
featured, plus educational 
booths, exhibits, Coast Guard 
boats, the lightship Nantucket. 
You can also hear the Port 
City All Stars, Castlebay and 
merengue by Jose Bello and 
his Caribbean band. Ceremo-
nies start at 10 a.m. with the 
annual Blessing of the Heet at 
the Portland Fish Pier on 
Commerdal Street. Admis-
sion to the festival is free. Call 
773-1613 to fish for details. 
What's the state of Maine art? 
With the closing of galleries and upheaval at the Portland 
Museum of Art, there's been a lot of conjecture recently 
about the state of art in Maine. 
That topic - albeit with a positive spin - will be explored 
in a panel discussion entitled "Maine Art: Onwards & 
Upwards," Thursday, June 25 at 6:30 p.m. at the Danforth 
Gallery in Portland. 
Panelists include Martha Severens, Portland Museum of 
Art's recently resigned curator of collections; Kathy Ann 
Jones from the Maine Arts Commission; sculptor Ken 
Greenleaf; artist Peter Herley; painter Roland Rose; CBW art 
critic Margot Brown McWilliams and photographer and 
moderator Stuart Nudelman. 
"Stuart will be on hand to make sure things don't get out 
of hand," Rose joked - at least we think he was joking. 
"The intention is not to go back and make criticism, or to 
be negative. It's to talk about where Maine art is at the 
moment and where it's going," he added. 
Admission is free. For details call 775-6245. 
ONLY 2·1/2 MILES TO l.l. BEAN I I 
::::; : 
••.•••.. BRINGDAD ·· 
• .•.. down foT a bite to eat ... . 
.. on Father's Day! 
DA}t(<J:ONINI 
. this Sunday 
I Come to Freeport, I 
I ~ and Visit... I 
I Desert I 
I· :. -: of Maine I 
I . Maine's Famous I 
I Natural Phenomenon I 
I Giant Sand Dunes. Narrated I 
Coach Tours. Nature Trails I 
• Sand Artist .1 783 Bam I 
• World 's largest Sand Painting I 
• Gift Shop • Store 
Off U.S. Route 1 and 95 I 
• Desert Rd . • Dept. CB • I 
Freeport 04032 I 
Open May 8th I 
to October 12th I 
Tel. (207) 865-6962 I 
WITH THIS AD. $1 OFF 
ADULT ADMISSION 
UMIT ONE COUPON PER PERSON 
















rn JP Serlling 
I rmt\wJ,·.r;./IA-tf) Breakfast, Lunch I. r'~ jJ5hor& Ihnner Daj/y 
l ' I~~ Monument Square. Portland 
772·7299/ F"X 772-9662 
r--------------------------------~ 
Hey Kids! ~ 
Treat Your Dad 
to A Free 
Breakfast or Lunch 
on Father's D 
HOME PLATE 
... When You Buy 
Your meal Dad Gets 
His FREE! 
With This Coupon 6/21/92 
"Feed the whole family" 
Open 5am to 2pm 0 7 days a weelc! 
BRE~ v5,LUNG! Thursday, - Saturday Nights llpm-5am I 
5 DANA S~TREET • THE OLD PORT. 761.9567 : 
--------------------------------~ 
AREA RUG CLOSE OUT 
Manufacturer's Discontinued Colors 
and Styles. We Want Them Out-
You Save- 33 To 50 Percent!!! 
First Come-Best Selection. 2'x4'6" to 8'x11' 
Examples: 
Wool, Oriental Style 2'x4'6' reg $47.45 sale $30 
Nylon, Inlaid Broadloom 6'x9' reg $400 sale $267 
Wool, Tufted Design 8'1'x11'4' reg $900 sale $555 
Nylon, Print "8712-046 5'7'xS'g' reg $4S0 sale $240 
Most are small to medium In size. All are first quality 
21 ,....,. of .. ntic» 
F,.. E.timele. 
Fmencing ANIIiNbIe 
















333 Forest Ave " Portland· 773-6906 
Entertainment 
Omtinlltd frC1tfl10-dily CALENDAR 
WHAT'S 
WHERE 
01& to schEtduling changEtS after 
CBW goes to press, movie go&fS 




Maine MaJl Road, S. Portland 
774-1022 
Dates effective Ju"", 19-25 
Lethal Weapon 3 (R) 
1 :40, 4:15, 7, 9:35 
Ac .. -Iron I;alllelll (A) 
1 :05, 3:20, 5:30, 7:45, 10 
Far and Awe., (POl 
12:45,3:50,7:05,9:55 
AJ1en3(R) 
1 :50, 4:25, 7:15, 9:45 








Hoyts Clark's Pond 
333 Oark's Rd., S. Portland 
879-1511 
Dates effective Ju"", 19-25 
BaMC In.tlnct (AI 
1 :10,3:50, 6:55, 9:35 
Batman Aeturn. (PO·131 
12:30,1,3:30,4,6:45,7:15,9:45, 
10:15,12:30 
Howard. End (POI 
12:50,3:40,6:35,9:25 
Blat ... Act (PO) 
12:40,1:40,3,4:20,7:05,7:45, 
9:15,10:05 
TIle PlaY'" (A) 
1 :30, 4:10,7:35,10:20 
Patriot Oamea (R) 
1:20,4, 7:25, 9:55 
The Movies 
10 Exchange St., Portland 
772-9600 
MatlnMs Sat & Sun 
WIler. Angel. Fear to Tr .. d 
(PO) 
June 17-23 
Wed-Tues 7, 9:15; Sat-8un 1, 3:15 
36 Up 
June 24-28 
Wed-Fri 7, 9:15; Sat 1, 7,9:15; SUn 
1 
Nickelodeon 
Temple and Mldde streets, 
Portland 
772-9751 
DR_ effective June 19-25 
••• plllllllk_ (A) 
9:50 
WhHe Mwi c.n't Jump (R) 
12:50, 3:50,6:50, 9:40 
The Babe (PO) 
12:40,3:40,4:40,9:15 
... ...., and the Beat (0) 
1:20,4:20,7:20 
Fried ar- Tomllto .. (PO-13) 
12:30,3:30,6:30,9:20 
,.., CousIn VInny (R) 
1,4,7,9:30 
Wayne'. Wortd (PO-13) 
1:10,4:10,7:10,10 
Pride'. Comer Drive-In 
651 Bridgton Road, Westbrook 
797-3154 
De_ effective Ju"", 19-25 
WhH. Mwi c.n't Jump (R) 
8:35 




Ace. - Iron Eagle II 
Colonel Chappy Sinclair puts together a 
team 01 maverick air circus piots to break 
up the terrorist activities 01 a Peruvian 
drug lord. Starring Lou Gossett Jr. 
Allen 3 
Ripley awakes after crash-landing on a 
desolate world Where she is the only 
lemale on the al~male prison planet-
well, almost the only lemale. The stow-
away slurps through most 01 the cast en 
route to a showdown with Sigourney 
Weaver that wil make ·Nien 4" verydllfi· 
cult to write, 
""'''M The lile 01 a baseball legend: pitcher-
turned-slugger George Herman "Babe" 
Ruth. Set in the t92Os. Starring John 
Goodman, directed by Arthur H~ler. 
.. ale: IMtlnct 
Michael Douglas returns to the "Streets 01 
Sen Francisco" as a detective in this erotic 
murderthrilerdlrected by Paul Verhoeven 
(·Total Recall") , Slick. entertaining. 
homophobic. 
Batmon Retum. 
The dark knight (Michael Keaton) retums 
to bettie the combined lorces 01 the Pen-
guin (Danny DeVito). an evil industriaWst 
(Christopher Wal<en) and the Catwoman 
(Michele Pfeiffer), Directed by Tim Bur-
ton , 
... uty and the ... at 
Disney's animated extravaganza based 
on the fairy lale. 
Encino Man 
Two unpopular tMOaged boys unearth 
and thewa frozen Neanderthal man. They 
enroll him in school as a loreign exchange 
student, thereby gaining unexpected 
popularity. 
Fa •• ndAway 
A tum-ol-tha-cant~ Irish laborerendures 
hardship in Eire, then in an unlikeiytum of 
avents, IIaes Ireland with the well-to-do 
daughter 01 the rich landlord who 0p-
pressed his family and falls in love with 
her In America. Starring Tom Cruise and 
Nicole KIdman. 
F«n Qully 
A fairy from the Fern Gully rainlorest ~s 
a human and togethertheytryto stop the 
ecological destruction thet threatens the 
fairy's hama. 
frted QN8tI T_ .... 
An oY9fW8ight and neg lected housewile 
befriends a lonely older woman ~ving in a 
rest home. They dewtlop a close friend-
ship as the older woman spins a tale 
about two Intimate female friends in the 
'30s, Her story help. restore the 
housewile's joie de vivre. With Jessica 
Tandy, Kathy Bates, Mary Stuart 
Mast9l1lOn and Mary Louise Parker. 
....... rd.End 
Lethal W.apon 3 
Yet another encore lor the hardcore. 
Murtaugh has plans to retire but can1 
help being sucked Into one last lree-Ior-
all ca98 - this time involving stolen fire-
anTIS from the polica department - with 
partner RiggS, Stars Danny Glover and 
Mel Gibson, 
My Coualn VInny 
Ralph Macchio and MHchell Whitfield star 
as college students wrongly accused 01 
murder in a rural Nabema town, Joe Pesci 
plays the inept Brooklyn lawyer who 
comes to their rescue, 
Patr1otOa ..... 
Harrison Fords steps in lor Nee Baldwin 
as CIA analyst Jack Ryan in this sequel to 
"The Hunt lor Red October, "International 
terrorists and an IRA splinter group large! 
Ryan and his family after Ryan loils their 
attemptto kidnap a memberof England's 
royallamily . 
ThePlaybop 
A young woman iving In a small town in 
Ireland in t957 elicits local disapproval 
when she has an illegitimate child and 
refuses to name the lather, She then 
further offends local sensibilities when 
she fals in love with a member 01 a 
traveling actors' troupe, starring Nbert 
Finney and Aidan Quinn, 
The '"'-Yer 
Insider Hollywood satire about a movie 
exec suspected of having murdered a 
screenwriter. (Doesn't happen often 
enough,) starring Tim Robbins & Whoopi 
Goldberg, with cameos by hall the big 
names in Tinseltown, 
Slater Act 
A trashy lounge singer (Whoopi Goldberg) 
goes Into hiding In a convent after wit-
nessing a crima. She takes overthe choir 
and transrrutes them into superb jazz 
singers, thereby attracting the attention 
01 the thugs involved in the murder. 
1IIeep .. lk ... 
ExtratBI'Testrial vampires tarrorize a small 
Do_st town. always mainlaining their 
respectability with their assumed human 
lorms. 
3aUp 
Michael Apted's original documentary "7 
Up" followed the ivesol a socially diverse 
group 01 British 7yearolds. ln "35 Up," we 
get to observe this sama group 01 Britons 
as they approach niddle age, 
Wayne'aWorid 
Malal Heeds Wayne and Garth (ol"Satur· 
day Night Live; make pronouncements 
on teen 1I1e and share lantasies about the 
lovely babes from Babylonia, Moronic. 
WlMra Angel. Fe.r To T.-d . 
In this adaptation 01 E.M, Forster's novel, 
a grieving British widow travels to ~aly to 
"",ive her spirits and meets. marries and 
becomes pregnant with the child 01 a 
beautiful Italian youth. The woman's 
former In-laws. grandparents 01 the 
widow's child from her first marriage, 
dispatch tnt a son and then a daughterto 
llaly to inten:ede. Starring Helen Mirren, 
Judy Davis, Helena Bonham Carter and 
Rupert Graves, 
White Man Can't Jump 
Acomedy-<lrarra in which Wesley Snipes 
i Jungle Fever") and Woody He",,1son 
(TV's "CheMI; team up to make money 
8Canvning other besketball play"", on 
LA's playgrounds, Great dialogue, Great 
basketbel, ~ 
r;~) 
':.~~( j, --1\ fA ) 
"> !» r 
t" ,~i-~t. 
STAGE In this adaptation 01 E.M. Fonner's novel. tha clash bet-. different aspects 01 
ear1y 20th-century British society Is re-
flected by the alliances and conHicts b&-
~ the bohemian Schlegel sisters and 
the conventional Wilcox family. Starring 
Vanessa Redgrave, Anthony Hopkins, 
Emrra Tho~ and Helena Bonham 
Carter. 
All ....... AnHI'IIOI'I 
ttoua.Itter 
Goldie Hawn plays a con artist who has a 
one-night stand with an arcMect. then 
"borrows" the man's hama and pretends 
to be his wile. Also starring steve Martin 
and Dena Delany. 
I~vlsatlonal comedy team perlorms 
June 19 - Fri, 8 pm - at the Heffeman 
Center, Saint Joseph's College, WhHes 
Bridge Road, standish. Free. 892-6766. 
-An Enemy of the "-PI" 
The Schoollouse Arts Center at Sebago 
Lake opens its season with Ibsen's play 
June t2-28-Fri & Sat, 8pm: Sun, 5 pm. 
The $8, $5 seniors and students with 10. 
For directions can 642-3743, 
Omtinutd on 1"'8' 20 
Sylvia Rh,.. end Peul Sch_ffler shin. In a 
morallt)' tala about Inner beaut)' • . 
Photo/SIlSil1l Mills 
A kindler, gentler "Phantom" 
Masked man chokes up audience In this 
"Pygmalion" with a twist 
In modem parlance the problem here is one of Nself-worth. n What 
happens to your soul when you're born hideously deformed, you dweIl 
in the bowels of the cultural icon of your nation, everyone is afraid of 
you lind you have an artistic sensibility? It's a recipe from psychic heIl. 
The result: He's an archetype. He's Quasimodo; he's the Beast; 
he's the Phantom of the Opera. 
There are several stage versions of Gaston Leroux's gothic novel, 
"Phantom of the Opera." Andrew Lloyd Webber's blockbuster 
sta e 
"PhantOtn." by 
musical is, of course, the best 
known one. The version being 
presented in Brunswick by the 
Maine State Music Theatre 
(MSMT) was written in 1983 by 
the team of Arthur Kopit and 
Maury Yeston. There are differ-
ences between this and Webber's 
version of the story. This version 
stresses opera less and the human 
elements of the story more. 
Arthur Kopit and Maury 
Yest_, directed by Charles 
Abbott. runs through June 
20 at The Maine State 
Musk n.e..ter, Pickard 
n.e..ter, BowdoIn College, 
ar.ns~ •. C.11725-8769 
for reservations. 
Set in Paris at the turn of the 
century, this is "Pygmalion" with 
a twist. The creature to be 
transformed is a waif, a street singer named Christine (Sylvia Rhyne, 
returning to MSMTI. 
She's an archetype too. She's pure, gentle, kind, has a ~oice like 
an angel and looks like one too. She's in all the fairy tales, so there's 
no point in mentioning any particular one. She's Beauty. 
She is, of course, the darling of the crowd, loved by men and 
women alike. She's discovered by the dashing, womanizing Count 
Philippe (David Earl Hart), principal patron of the renowned Paris 
Opera. He brings her the promise of fulfillment of every singer's 
ultimate dream - a place in the opera. 
With his letter of recommendation in hand, off she goes to opera 
Mecca, starry~yed and full of hope. 
But evil lurks at the opera. The good director, Gerard Carriere 
(Bernard Wurger) has been replaced, not by an evil one exactly, but 
by Alain Cholet, an ineffectual, hen-pecked one (John Charles 
Kelly). And he's got an evil wife. 
So now we have the wicked queen role nicely taken care of. In 
this case it's La Carlotta, a would-be diva with a voice that shatters 
glass. Played by Jan Maris, La Carlotta is thoroughly easy to dislike. 
Blousy and overblown, she flounces around warbling, "It's mine, all 
mine (the opera)." And typical of people from away, she's got no 
respect for tradition . 
Tradition has it that it's really his, all his. The phantom's, that is. 
Carriere, throughout his many years of running the opera, has 
understood this. Indeed, everybody in Paris has understood it. The 
opera is haunted, and that's all there is to it. You deal with it by 
sticking to the rules. 
The phantom (Paul Schoeffler) is actually not a ghost, of course, 
but a hideously disfigured man with a mysterious past. He's been 
dwelling for years in the labyrinth that lies beneath the opera. So 
ugly is he that no human may lay eyes on him. 
But when Cholet, La Carlotta and Christine all arrive at the opera 
at the same time, the phantom's life undergoes a drastic change. It 
begins when he becomes an unlikely Pygmalion and undertakes the 
transformation of Christine. 
"fhe Phantom" does what a fairy tale is supposed to do. It 
evokes all the fundamental human emotions and reaffirms funda-
mental human values. It's about good vs. evil, the weak vs. the 
strong and is, of course, it's a morality tale about the supreme value 
of inner, spiritual beauty. 
The performances are uniformly strong, with Sylvia Rhyne 
capturing every heart in the house. She also, by the way, has an 
exceedingly lovely voice. So lovely, in fact, that the voice of her 
coach suffers by comparison. 
Visually, "Phantom" is splendid. With rapidly changing sets 
(designed by Charles Kading of USM) that range from the gaiety of 
the streets of Paris to the gloom of the underworld, and a dazzling 
array of costumes designed by the Seaside Music Theatre in 
Daytona Beach, Fla., there's never a lack of something wonderful to 
look at. The choreography, by Dennis Grimaldi, is beautiful and so, 
with a few exceptions, is Yeston's musical score. As this play works 
well as a fairy tale, so too does it work well as a musical. You exit 
singing. Once your throat gets unconstricted, that is. 
MIlrgot Brown McWiUiams 
Brunch so tasty you'll 
want to lick your plate. 
Su·vtng Sundays 9~3 
'Tony's ComedbeefHllsh 'Omlettes 'Eggs Benedict ...... 
'Fruit Filled Crepes ·Salmon & Eggs ,Cheese Blintzes ,...Uoo4:l 
• Usa's Baked Beans .Gteek Soul Food .Almond Crusted French Toast 
.Serving Bloodies & Ceasars AND SATURDAYS TOO 
: The Good Table Restaurant • 
• Itt. 77 Ca!'c' Fli/ahc·th 7<)<)·(,001) Mon · l'hurs: l for ~<).<)5 • 
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Third Annual "Critters" Show 
Featuring 45 Maine Artists 
June 19 through July 12 
ART GALLERY • FINE GIFTS 
7days-S-M 
9am-6pm,June 




PHYU.IS WOLF WD..KINS ..••. 
POilCartU From the Mania 
"",ria of 16 poll"" claronidUlg 
lhe IIr'IiaI r ... ,..".... to MtJine', 
v«ltu.d. in aut ....... 
June 20 \0 July 11 
Artiol Reception: Saturday, 
June 20, 510 7 pm 
t 
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. CLUBS 
I " 'lIUJIIJ THURSDAY B.18 
Entertainment 
Th. Warthog. (acoustic) Wharfs End. 52 
Wharf st. Portland. 773-0093. 
"--'YLoatar(rock)TheWrong Brothers· 
Pub at Port Billiards. 39 Forest Ave. Port- . 
land. 775-1944. 
MONDAY 0.22 
Portland ' C-_fr-~IB lIpoced Be-..t(rock)OId Port Tavern. 11 Moulton st. Portland. 774-0444. 
Open Mic with Randy MorabHo (b.y.o.) 
Raoul's Roadside Attraction. 865 Forest 
Ave. Portland. 773-6686. The Annual Blessln" o' the Fleet 
Delicious Native Seafood will be featured ~~:L~~~~use.55Marketst.Port-
Sutanta (rock) Granny K~lam's Indusbial 
Orinkhouse. Market St. PIk:I. 761-2726. 
0 ..... Mic with Ken Ori ...... y(acoustic) 
Wharfs End. 52 Wharf st. PtId. 773-0093. Educational Booths. the sounds of the Port CIty All Stars. 
meringue by Jose Bello and his Carribbean Band. Oown 
Glenn Dwyer. Juggler Troy Johnson and the Shoestring 
Theater will also be on hand 
FREE ADMISSION 
Portland's 3rd annual Waterfront Festival will be 
held Saturday. June 27th from 10a.m. -3 p.m. at 








584 Congress Street 
Portland 
t17 Brown Street 
Westbrook 
854-2518 77 4-5946 Free parking at both locations. 
All . credit cards accepted on 




BACK COVE ESTATES 
orders. 
Located off Ocean AoIenue 
ooerloolcing Baxter Boulemrd, Portland. 
774·8842 
• Elegant single-level Capes and Gardens 
• Beautiful two-story Townhouses 
• Choice of 1 or 2 baths 
• Outside Storage 
• Private Entrances and Patios 
• Fully applianced kitchens 
• Washer/Dryer Hook-ups 
• 24-hr Maintenance 
• Assigned Parking spaces! 
• Swimming Pool, Tennis Courts, Clubhouse 
----------~~~. ----------
C ...... Bey Movera 
Membenl of the dance school and faculty 
petfonn stnaet funk and lap June 19 - Fri 
at 7 pm - at Mehoney Middle School. 
2<10 Ocean Ave. S. Portland. Cos1: $3 
donation. 871-1013. 
Mu .... Heben.tetn Oazz) Little Willie·s. 36 
Market st. Porttand. 773-4500, 
TheWonyDolIa(rock)OlClPortTavern. ll 
Moulton 5t Por1Iand. 774-0444. 
Eight to the Ber (R&8) Raoul's Roadside 
Attraction. 865 Forest Ave. PIk:I. 773-6886. 
Wq Cool (rock) Spring Point Cafe. 175 
Pickett st. S. Portland. 767-4627. Celebration Bem Tho.t ... 
presents vaudevilian Fred Garbo and 
prima ballerina DaiellTlll Santos June 20 
- Sat. 6 pm - at stocklann Road. jus1 
off of Route 117 North. S. Paris. TIx: $6. 
$3.50. children 12 and under. 743-8452. 
"Chorua Uno" 
The Portland Players offer a Father's Day 
pertonnanceonJune21-Sun aI2:30-at 
Thaxter Theat .... CoIUIge Road. S. Portland. 
Tocks! sales to benefit the Westbrook March-
ing Band. Complementary pre-theatre pa1y 
at 1:30. Tix: $15. 854-8363. 
FI'M for All 
Variety show/concert leaturing Louis 
PhMlppe. Barney Martin. Steve Gaflach, 
Elen Faulkner. The Pe!fect Cure. TIm 
Westwig. Kristin Taylorand OeImarSmaIi. 
The Wldow's Web and Dr. Gonzo. June 
25-Thurs at 7:30 -at 159 State street. 
Portland. Free. 874-9002. 
"Funny Olrt" 
The Ogunquit Playhouse opens it season 
June29 with ttis hit musical about Fanny 
Brice. Through July 11 - Mon-Tues. FIi-
Sat. 8:30 pm; Wed-Thurs. 2:30 pm and 
6:30 pm - at state Road. Ogunquit. TIx: 
$19.64&-2402. 
"IMlgnlflcenco" 
Med Horse Theatre's last offering of the 
aeaaon centers on an imaginary rMellng 
~AlbertEinstein. MerilynMonroe. 
Joe DiMaggio and Joe McCarthy. one 
night before the House Un-American Ac-
IiYiliesConmitteehearings. Through June 
21 - Thurs-Sat. 8 pm; Sun. 7 pm - at 
Med Horse Theatre. 955 Forest Ave. Port-
land. Tix: $15 edutts. $13 s1udents & 
seniors. For reservations call 797-3336. 
• J~ .. 1 .. _ and LIwIng In P ..... • 
V.,tage ~ory Company presents. 
ITUlicaI review 01 the wor1<s 01 Jacques 
Bralfrom June 26-Sapt 4 - Fri. 8 pm-
July 15&29. Aug 12 -Wed. 8 pm-at 
Jordan Han. TempieAvenue.OceanPark. 
Old Orchard Beach. Tix: $7. $9. Perfor-
mances also JlJy 6 & 22. Aug S & 19 at 8 
pm at cale no. 20 Danforth st. Portland. 
Trx: $10. For more info cal826-46S4. 
"Motocly Hour Mu""""" 
at The Mystlll)' CaIa Dinn .. Theatre, BaiI .. ·s 
Table Banquet Room, 434 Fore 51, Portland. 
Shows tNIII)' Saturday at 8. For info and 
.-vationacaJlfI93.3063orl.alQ.834-3063. 
"PIMIntom" 
Meine state Music Theat .. s1ages Kopil 
& Yes1on's new musical thriller through 
June20-Tues-Sat.8 pm; Wed. FrI&Sat 
(ftrst week of each new program). 2 pm; 
Tues. Thurs. Sat (second week). 2 pm-
at Pickard Theater. Memorial Hall. 
Jenny Woodm.n (rock) T -Birds. 126 N. 
Boyd st. Por1Iand. 773-8040. 
Deejay Greg Powera (karaoke) Tipperary 
Pub. Sheraton Tara Hotel. S. Portland. 
775-6161. 
Open Mic with Bill Cameron (b.y.o. 
acous1ic) The Wrong Brothers· Pub at 
Port Biliards. 39 Fores1 Ave. Portland. 
775-1944. 
FRIDAY 8.19 
Bob IoIbei (comedy) AquaLounge. 17 
Ocean Ava. York Beach. 363-6306. 
QoorgIo Nichola (acous1ic) Bramhall Pub. 
769 Congress st. Portland. 773-9673. 
"'n M.naon Trio (jazz) cafe no. 20 
Danforth st. Portland. 772-8114. 
Midnight Kitchen (funk rock) Father 
O'Hara's Pubic House. 45 Danforth 51, 
Portland. 871·1579. 
Mothorlolkera .nd Tho 8hruba (original 
rock)Gano·s.13 Brown st. PIk:I. 772-7891. 
8hockra (innovative ska) Granny Killam's 
Indus1rial Drinkhouse. 55 Market street. 
Portland. 761-2787 . 
Umo Rocket. (rock) Moose Alley. 46 Mar-
ket st. Portland. 774-5246. 
The Worry DoIIa (rock)OId Port Tavern.ll 
Moulton st. Portland. 774-0444. 
Sun RhJ1hm IIoctIon (rock)Raoul's Road-
sideAttraction. 865 Forest Ave. Portland. 
773-6886. 
W.y Cool (rock) Spring Point Cafe.175 
Pickett st. S. Portland. 767-4627. 
Jenny Woodman (rock) T-Birds.l26 N. 
Boyd St. Portland. 773-8040. 
Curt ...... tt. (acoustic) Tipperary Pub. 
Sheraton Tara Hotel. S. PIk:I. 775-6161. 
"''''landwlch (rock) The Wrong Broth-
81'S ' Pub at Port Billards. 39 Forest Ave. 
Portland. 775-1944. 
Beboa In ToyIand,Lubricated Goat.lld 
Lummox (progressive rock) Zootz. 31 
FonastAve.773-6187. 
Bowdoin Collage. Brunswick. Tix: $12- SITURDIV 8.20 
$24. For reservations call 725-a769. tI. tI. 
"8outII Pacific" 
Meine state Theater stages the Rodgers _ 
& Hammarstein's classic June 23-July S QoorgIo Nichola (acoustic) Bnllnhall Pub. 
- T ues-Sat 6 pm' Wed Fri & Sat (1jrsI 769 Cong"",s st. 773-9673. 
week of each new p,.,g~. 2 pm; Tues. Bovan M.naon Trio (jazz) cafe no. 20 
Thurs. Sat (second week). 2 pm _ at Danforth st. Portland. 772-8114. 
Pickard Theatre Memorial Hal Bowdoin D.J.undry,MlchHIDan.hyandat .... 
Collega. Bru~ick. Trx: $12~$24. For Oortach (acoustic) The Cave. 31 Fores1 
reservations cal 725-6769. Ave. Portland. 773-8187. 
The Wanna __ with Loat Dog .nd 
Don Gillette (original rock) Gano·s. 13 
Brown st. Portland. 772-7691 . 
TarNd a Foethorad .nd AlrI>ua (cajun) 
Granny Killam'. Industrial Drinkhouse. 
Market Street. Portland. 761-2726. 
Umo Rockota (rock) Moose Alley. 46 Mer-
ket St. Portland. 774-5246. 
Tho Wony DoIIa (rock)OId Port Tavern. 11 
Moulton st. Portland. 774-0444. 
TUESDAY 0.23 
Open Mlc Nlght(acous1ic)Granny Killam's 
Industrial Drinkhouse. MarketStnaet. Port-
land. 761-2726. 
Legend (classic rock) Old Port Tavern. 11 
Mouhon St. Portland. 774-0444. 
Open Mlc Night wHh P.t .. 01 .. lI0II 
(acous1ic) Spring Point Cafe. 175 Pickett 
St. s. Portland. 767-4627. 
.11m Duffy.nd Maryj.no Brtnk (acoustic) 
Wharfs End. 52 Wharf st. PIk:I. 773-0093. 
WEDNESDAY 0.24 
Tony Gaboury Trio .nd Op ... Jazz J.m 
Oazz) cafe no. 20 Danforth St. Portland. 
772-6114. 
Irown atr •• t Folk Factory with 
.... rtatrlng. .nd .lull. un. (folk) 
Gano·s. 13 Brown St. Portland. 772-7691. 
.. f. 10. Comedy (comedy) Granny 
Killam's Indusbial Drinkhouse. Market 
street. Portland. 761-2728. 
lacholora' Night (topless) Moose AIev. 
46 Mar1<et St. Portland. 774-5246. 
Legend (classic rock) Old Port Tavern. 11 
Moulton st. Portland. 774-0444. 
LIquid Doydream (classic rock) Spring 
Point Cale. 175 Pickett St. S. Portland. 
767-4627. 
Lou a Skefoton Crww (acoustic) Wharfs 
End. 52 Wharf st. Portland. 773-0093. 
Open Mlc Night with The Cool Whlpa 
(b.y.o. jam) The Wrong Brothers· Pub at 
Port Billiards. 39 Forest Ave. Portland. 
775-1944. 
DANCING 
Gatta Donc .. Inc .. Thompson's Point. 
Second Floor Bldg lA, Portland. Smok ... 
and cIlem-Irwdances with IlWing. Latin & 
ballroom music Fridays from 9-12 pm & 
Sundays from 3-6 pm. $5. 773-3556. 
M.lno Bellroom, 614 Cong.-s St. Port-
land. Every Sat 9-midnight. Cost: $5. No 
"",_lions required. 773-0002. 
Th. Moon, 425 Fore St. Portland. Open 
nightly. 6 pm on ... Naked Thirstdays. no 
co_. drinks $1.25 & drafts 25¢; Fli-Sat 
until 3 am. Cover: $3. 772-1983. 
Iolut ... 20 Milk st. Portland. Open nightly 
until 1 am. No CO_. 774-4200. 
T-Blrd'a, 126 N. Boyd st. Portland. SUn: 
comedy right; weekdays: special events; 
Fri & Sat: rock & roll. dance. n3-6040. 
Whet ahoua. Dance Club, 29 Forest Ave. 
Portland. Progressive music. Fri. cham lrae. 
all ages w~h deejay; Sat. women's night 
from 9-1 w~h deejay Deb. 874-9770. 
Zootz, 31 Forest Ave. Portland. Wed: cham· 
lrae: Thu: cutting edge dance; Fri: live na-
tional acts; Sat deejay tin 2:30 am. live at 
The Cave; Sun: request night. 773-6187. 
CON 
CERTS 
IIavor TNfIIo (rock) Raoul's Roadside At-
traction. 865 ForeetAve. PIlei. 773-6886. 
Inside Out(clllssic rock)Spring Point Cafe. 




One Shot Theater Is Iooimg for on-stage 
and backstage talent for Its IIUIT1InIIr pro-
duction 01 Sam Shepard'. play. II you.,.. 
en axperienced non-aqulty actor. an ex-
perienced dnmmer or jazz saxophonist 
or just Interested in working backstage. 
audition JIIl8 20 from 12-3 or June 21 
from4-6at Portlend PerformingAttsCen-
ter. 3rd floor. 25A Fonllll Ave. Portland. 
For more Info call 871-1416. 
"Tho T_"- "" tho Auguet Moon" 
City Theat ... announc:etl auditione lor 29 
roIee (18 men. 8 woman and 3 children) 
June 21-22 at 6 pm In the City Theatre. 
205 Main St. Biddeford. 
Jenny Woodman (rock) T -Birds. 126 N. 
Boyd st. Portland. 773-8040. 
Itralght Up (80ft rock) Ttppenlry Pub. 
Sheraton Tara Hotel. S. PIk:I. 775-a161 . 
IhartI Iondwlch (rock) The Wrong Broth-
ens' Pub.t Port Billards. 39 Forest Ave. 
Portland. 775-1944. 
SUNDAY 8.21 
""ed •••• n..t(rocklOld PortTavem. 
11 Moullon st. Portland. 774-0444. 
PhIlp Walker (bIuee) Raoul's Roadllide AI-
traction, 8e6 Forwt /We, PtkI. 773-6886. 
National Con.dy HaodIIn0t'8 (comedy) 
T-Birds. 126 N. Boyd St. PIlei. 773-8040. 
Tom DyhrIMrg 
(folk) 8 pm. The Chalet. Saint Joseph's 
College. Whites BrIdge Road. Standish. 
Free. 892-6766. 
lMIny PIckett .nd tho Borneo Horna 
(jazzIIunk)6 pm. Portland Perfoming Arts 




(Kotz.chmar Organ) 7:30 pm. Portland 
City Hal Audltonum. 389 Cong.-s St. 
Portland. Programlncludeswo~oIElger. 
Franck. Ba<:h & VIeme. Donations en-
couraged.774-3427. 
UPCOMING 
MolI ... Ch.m .... ~aDavlclJolloy 
on French hom 
6126192 (classicaQ 6 pm. First Parish 
Church. Maine Street. Brunswick. TIX: 
$12.725-3695. 
cattle Call a Tho ewlnglng ate.1ea 
6127192 (rock) 9 pm. Celebrate the re-
lease of SIaid Cleaves' tape and CD at 
Raoul's Roadside Attraction. 865 FO""'t 
Ave. Portland. 775-2494. 
Ted M.nduca .nd hi. orc..-ra 
8127192 (big band) 8 pm. The Chocolate 
Church. 604 Washington st. Bath. TIx: 
$10. $8 lor seniors & students. 442-8455. 
Portland IIymphony Orchoatra 
7/3192 ~ndependance pops) 7:30 pm. Fort 
WilliamsPaIit. Cape8izabath. AdvanceTIX: 
$36forlamily of lour. $12. $10 forchiklren. 
senior citizens and groups of 10 or more; at 
gate: $40. $15. $12. 773-6191. 
ART 
OPENING 
The Artlata atudlo 
S36 Cong"",s st. Portland. Studios 01 
Anne Bernard. Kevin Brusie. Claudia 
Brzoza. David Cedrone. Dennis Folmier. 
Eileen Gilespie. Richard Holleman. Tara 
LoughWn. UamJ. Moody.llaria Robinson. 
Janice May Scott. Duncan Slade and Ron 
Slateropen fo public June 20 from 10-5& 
June 21 from 12-3. 
Cry of tho a.- Art Gallery 
Route 302. S. Casco. Opening reception 
June 19-20 from 4-8 and June 21 from 2· 
5 for "Critt8l'S: an exhibition 01 Meine's 
pets. wildlife and Iann animals as d&-
picted by 45artis1s. On viewthrough July 
12. Gallery hours: Tues-Sun 9:30-5:30. 
855-5060. 
Th. Danforth Oallery 
34 Danforth St. Portland. Opening recep-
tion Juna 19 from 5-6 for "Portland Through 
the Lens: lkban EooIogy from People to 
Porches, • agroupexhibitiooofphotOlTaphs 
bystudentsatthe USM Department of Com-
munity Progams. ShowingthroughJuly 17. 
Gallery hours: Tues· Thurs 11 -3. Fri 4-6. Sat 
11-3. 775-6245. 
O ...... nOaIl.ry 
15 oak St. Boothbay. Opening reception 
June 20 from 5-7 for "Postcards from the 
Mersh," postcard-sized pastels of Maine's 
-.ands In fall. On view through July 12. 
Gallery hours: Tues-Sat. 10-5. or by ap-
pointment. 633-6849. 
Photography Co-Op 
547ACongress st. 133. Portland. Open-
Ing recaptionJune25 from 5-a lor "People 
and Places." an exhibit of photos by Curtis 
L. Harvey. On view through July 16. Ga~ 
Iery hours: Tues 10-8. or by appointment. 
775-1741 . 
PSOai ....... 
Route 1. 112 mile south 01 Ogunquit Play-
house. Cape Neddick. Opening recep-
tion June 20 from f>.8for works by Dianne 
BowieZaftNn. GeorgeBurk. DeWrtI Hardy. 
Pat Hardy. Ted Jaslow. Janet Conlon 
Menyan and Sally Drake Streetman. On 
view through July 10. Gallery hours: daily 
10-5.64&-3404. 
AROUND TOWN 
Afrtcan Irnporta .nd N_ England Arta 
1 Union st. Portland. Original artwork & 
advice to collectors. Hours: 10-9 Mon-
Sat. 12-6 Sun. 772-9505. 
Alberta'. 
21 Pleasant St. Portland. "Of tha Earth," 
paintings. collages and photographs of 
Portland artis1 Laurel MacDuffie. On view 
through July 17. Hours: Mon-Fri6 am-l0 
pm. Sat-Sun 7 am-l0 pm. 774-{)()16. 
Art Gallery .t II DoerIng at 
6 Deering st. Portland. New oil paintings 
by Maine artist Cynthia Hyde. showing 
through June 20. Gallery hours: Tues-Sat 
11-5.theftrsttwoweeksollhemonth; the 
remainder by chance or appointment. 
772-9805. 
Art Oallary .t tho Phoenix 
630 Forest Ave. Portland. An exhibit of au-
thentic batik paintings from Java, Indone-
sie, acquired by Lois Flaherty. Showing 
through June 27. Gallery hours: Thurs-Sat 
1005. Tuee-Wedbyappointmenl. 774-4154. 
Ch.mber of eon- of the Oraat ... 
Portland RegIon 
145 Middle St. Portland. Paintings, lCulpture 
and photos by Elaine Tselikis. Sarah 
Cowperthw~ .. Klrstan Leyli .Johnaon. Clifford 
Ullman and JaneWray. On Yiewthrough Jun • . 
Hours: Mon-Fri B.S. 772-2811. 
CcHIIII_ aquare Gallery 
42 Exchange st. Portland. Pas1e1s by 
Henry Isaacs. showing through July 6. 
Hours: Mon-Sat 10:30-5. 774-3369. 
Continued Ott 1"'ge 22 
BEST BAGELS IN THE OLD PORT! 
W~~~~@) 
DAD '- -
Come In For a FREE Bagel 
with plain cream cheese 
(show us proof of Fatherhoodl) 
Good Fathers'S Day June 21. 1992 onlyl 
MUSICAl SUN JUNE 21 9·11 am 
BRUNCH Michael Danahy 





On Saturday, June 27th there will be an open house 
and rowing clinic at the Casco Bay Rowing Center. 
Be there from 10 am to 1 pm and learn to row an 
Alden Ocean Shell. We'll have everything you nee~ 
for a great time. People of all ages love to row and 
you will too. Advance reservations requested. 
846-3277. 
Casco Bay Rowing offers: 
• Sales of Alden Ocean Shells 
• Storage • Rentals 
• Instruction • Membership 
• Great Fun! 
Location: Lower Falls Landing in Yarmouth. 
Drive through the Marina and park your car. 
CASCO BAY 
ROWING CENTER 
Make reservations for our open house now! 
Call 846-5139 or 846-3277 \VlPK.Ml. I06.3 
Sponsored by: 
111 1111 111 11111 
POR'll..Ar-.n's CI.ASSI(!AL RAlno 
UNBELIEVABLEIII 
MAINE LOBSTER --=-




May not be purchased in combination with other discounts or promotions. 
Sheraton @!)T~Jj2~~! 
363 Maine Mall Road 
So. Portland, ME 04106 
207-775-6161 
Port Bake House 
+ 







205 Commercial St. • 263 St. John St. (bakery only) 
COOKIN 
KATAHDIN 
With the hot weather here, you won't fmd a better place to stay 
cool than at Katahdin_ We have air conditioning and ceiling 
fans to keep our dining room comfortable. You can quench 
your thirst with one of our many iced beverages or enjoy a 
cold pasta. 
Gretchen continues to use seasonal fruit and berries (as well as 
her imagination) to make some of Portland's delectable frozen 
treats. Her ice creams include Maple Pecan Walnut Cluster, 
Peanut Butter Chocolate Chip, Peach, Chocolate Mint, and 
Toasted Coconut Ice Cream. 
For something lighter, you might want to try a refreshing 
sherbert. The Orange Ginger Sherbert was a big hit with our 
customers, and Gretchen plans to make it again soon. Other 
crowd-pleasing sherberts include the Orange Pineapple, 
Grapefruit Mint, and Cranberry Sherbert. Gretchen is trying 
something new this summer-frozen yogurt. Her Raspberry 
Frozen Yogurt is now on the menu. All our desserts are made 
from scratch right here in the kitchen by John, a recent and 
welcome addition to the crew. 
Several of our regular customers have told us that when they 
have Gretchen's ice cream they are struck with an 
overwhelming urge to lick their bowls clean. We are always 
quick to thank them for minding their manners. Not for our 
sake, but for Jerry's. He's our dishwasher and would be out of 
a job if all the dishes came back from the dining room already 
cleaned. 
So come give us a try, and tell your friends about us. They'll 
be glad you did! 
AJuftL~ ru~ 
774·1740 
SPRING AND HIGH STREET 
MON-THURS 5PM· lOPM • FRI AND SAT 5PM • llPM 
21 
, 
22 Casco &y Wuldy 








Gary Larson's Farside 
Mugs, Books, Cards 
Entertainment 
Continued from page 21 
ART 
o-n v ..... ~ Oellery 
60 Hampshire St, Portland. Paintings by 
Gf8g Parker, showing through July 5. 
Gallery hours: Thurs 12-8, Fri &SaI12·5, 
Sun 12·4 Of' by appointment. 772-2042. 
Fro8t Oully Oell..., 
411 Congress St, Portland. Alfred 
Chadboum's recent paintings, showing 
through June 19. Galle!y hours: Mon-Fri 
12-8, or by appointment. 773-2555. 
Herdware Cat •• Oellery 
115 Island Ave, Peaks Island. Prints by 
Marie Galland-Dodin and CerBrncs by 
Conny Hatch, showing through July 1. 
Gallery houn: Thurs-Sun 1·7. 766-5831. 
Jewell Qellery 
345 Fore St, Portland. Impressionist and 
realist oils and watercolors by Bill Jewell, 
Peul Blackand otherlocal artists. Stained 
and painted glass by Bill Jewel and Burt 
Weiss. On vi_ through July 1. Galle!y 
hours: Mon-Sat 1 0-5, Of' by appointment. 
773-3334. 
Ke1IIhdin Reeteurent 
CanerofHigl and Spring St. 'lin Exhibition 
of Student Photography,' a show by con· 
timJing studies students at Portland School 
ofM. Showing through June 30. 775-3052. 
LAwleOell..., 
Portland Public Ubrary, 5 Monumenl 
Square, Portland. 'A Sense of Place,' a 
rrultimedia show by Maine Woman in the 
Arts, showWIg through June 29. Galery 
hours: 9-8 Mon, Wed, Fri; 12·9 Tues, 
Thurs; ~5 Sat. 871·1758. 
MHtIng Hili ... nn 
Route 88, Yannouth. Sculptures by vari-
ouS artists, showing through June. Gal-
lery hours: Tues-Sun 1().6 or by appoint-
menI. 6BB 4466. 
Me""" Mergolla Qellery 
367 Fore St, Portland. Cetamics, jewelry, 
glass, wood and metal work by 52 area 
artists. Through thesumrner. Hours: Moo-
Sat 10-6, Sun 11:30-4.775-3622. 
Pine T ........ p • 8eyvI_ 0.11..., 
75 Market St, Portland. "Different 
Strokes,' an exhibit of abstract woriIs by 
Mary Brosnan, Christine Gyr, Lee Gabriel, 
Cathy Kaelin, Sean Morrissey and Nina 
Sytvia. Showing through June. Galery 
hours: Moo-Sat 10-6. 773-3007. 
Parttend Mu .... m fit Art 
Sewn Congress Square, Portland. Hours: 
Tues, Wed, Fri & Sat 10-5, Thurs 10-9, 
Sun 12-5. Admission: adults $3.50, se-
nior citizens and students wnh 10 $2.50, 
children under 18 $1 , group rate $3. Mu-
seun admission is free 100noon Satur-
day. 773-27B7. 
..... dangered lend __ 
Lynn Buller photographs places threat-
ened by development, from New York's 
Coney Island to the south of France. 
Through November 1. 
"The HoI_uat 
ConternporaryAmericansculplOf'Gaorge 
Segal has distiled the meaning of this 
atrocnyinalife..sizec~ofhaunt­
ing white plaster figures. Through Oct 18. 
*ByLand end"': The au_ fit Jemee 
Fltzgenold 
Working in Monhegan Island and in CaN-
f()(ftla, this 2OIn-century painter evoked a 
sense of hannony between man and na-
lin. Exhibit consists primarily of land-
scapes in watercolors and oils. On ~ 
through July 19. 
"The Mer ... mlly Collection 
Twenty-two works from the 19th & 20th 
centuries that unite the cultural divarsity 
01 America from East to West. Showing 
through Sept 6. 
...... tWItneM 
Judy Ellis Glickman documents Polish 
ghettos and death c:aft1)S of Trablinka, 
Auschwitz and Birkenau in photographs 
taken 0_ the past four yeatS. Through 
Oct 18. 
Parttend IIchooI fit Art atudent Qellery 
97 Spring St, Portland. ~ WOIt< by Dan 
Gillotte, showing through June 23. Ga~ 
Iery hours: Mon-Fri ~5. n5-3052. 
"'_'aClub 
1 ExchangeS!, Portland. 'Beauty. ATribute 
to Mother's Day,' an exhibition featuring 
Mair Honan, Evelyn Winter, Peter HerIey, 
Nancy BrO¥in, Diane Dahlke, Challene Lee, 
lesia Sochor, Mamie Souza and many oth-
ers. Through June. 775-0712. 
The 8plrtted Gourmet 
142 St. John St, ~Iand. '91 the Name 01 
Reed,' wood sculpture, paintings, drawing 
and braided wool works byfourmembarsol 
the Reed family. Th~ July 1. 773-2919. 
The eteIn Gallery 
20 Milk St, Portland. M exhibit of Robert 
WIoon 'sglaaaaculplLre. ShowIng through 
July 31. Gallery Hours: Mon-Sat 11-6, 
Sun 11-4. 772-9072. 
Thoa. M_ Ceblnetmekera 
415 Cumbef1and Ave, Portland. An ex-
hibit of Brita Holmquist's recent palnt-
Ings,showingthroughJuly9. Hours:Mon-
Sat ~5. 7~5181. 
3 Vlewa Qellery 
112 High S!, Portland. An exhibit of paintings 
and drawings by Michael WaIern'Nwl, showing 
throughJune21. Gallery hours: Thurs5-B, Fri-
Sat 12-5, Sun 12-4. 772-1961. 
WMtb~k CoII_ 0.1..., 
716 Stevens Ave, Portland. A retrospactive 
exhibit 01 the paintings and prints 01 John 
Muench, showing through July 5. Hours: 
Tues-Satl0-5, Sun 12-5. 797-7261. 
OUT OF TOWN 
"m Qellery 
Shore Roed & Bourne's Lane, Ogooquit. 
Gallery Hours: Mon-Sat 10-5, Sun 2-5. 
64&-5370. 
• ....... , Butt.r and Fine Art 
A group invnational with works by Larry 
Hayden, Dahlov lpear, Jell Kellar, Paul 
Maddrall, Alan Magee, Marjorie Moore, 
Jock Reynolds, Abby Shahn, Richard 
Wilson and Toni Wolf, through June 30. 
·M .... , Worn ... and Chlld ... n 
The figurative bronzes of Sumner 
Winebaum through Sapt 27. 
Bowdoin CoII_ Mu .... m of Art 
Walker Art Building, Bowdoin College, 
Brunswick. The rruseum Is open to the 
public free of charge. Hours: Tues-Sat 
10-5, Sun 2-5. 725-3275. 
"VIalona of W_ 
An exhlbHion of paintings, pastels, prints 
and photographs from the permanent 
collections celebrating women as artists 
and patrons. Through June 21. 
·Bulldlng lend __ 
The paintings of Mary Alice Traworgy. 
Through June in Molilon Union, Lancaster 
Lounge. Hours: 8:30-10. 
"VIewa fit BrldfI_ 
Selected woriIs on paparfromthe perma-
nent collection. Through July 19. 
"Recent Acqulaltlolla I 
Selections of recent additions to the per-
manent collection at the Twwrtleth Cen-
tury Galery - paintings, photographs, 
works on papar a nd sculpture. 
The Chocol .. Church Qellery 
604 Washington St, Bath. "Mednetions 
on Loss," a series of prinla, paintings and 
wood constructions by Rich Entel. 
Through June 27. Gallery hours: T ues-Fri 
"When BIrth Won the Amerlca'e Cup 
This e.hiM describes the construction and 
racing histoty of the famous J-boaI Ranger 
built by Bath Iron Waks lor a successful 
defense of the 1937 Cup races. Halt-hull rood-
els 01 the Ranger and its competitor, 
EnclIHNour, histaical photos and other arti-
lacts IeII the story. Through July 29. 
Mu .... m <If Alta 
Olin Arts Center, Bates College, Lewiston. 
"Phiip Barter Retrospective," an exhibi-
tion of Maine landscapa paintings, prints 
and sculpture. Showing through August 
7. Ganery hours: Tues-Sat 10-5, Sun 1-5. 
78&-6158. 
Thomea Mamorl.1 U ..... ry 
e Scott Dyer Rd, Cape Elizabeth. 'Suns in 
Natural Edge,' an exhibnion of woodtumings 
by Richard McFaul. Through August 1. Gallery 
hours: Man,Wed, Fri 9-5; Tues-Thurs ~9. 
79&-1720. 
0· ... ".11 aallery 
58 Main St, Brunswick. 'Contemporary 
Abstraction," featuring paintings and 
sculpture of Glenn Grafelman, Connie 
Rush, Claire Saidl, Sarah Hnchcock, Ri-
chard Remson and Tom Paiment. On 
~throughJune25.Galeryhours:Tues­
Sat 10-5. 7~8226. 
OTHER 
Crath F.I,bylocletyofSouthem MeIne 
Crethrnen 
Fair held in conjunction wrth the Antique Auto 
Show to bensfn Thornton Academy, June 28 
from 9-4 at Thomton Academy, eu_and 
Cent .... Free parking and 1ree admission. For 
further info call ~3073. 
Fine Alta .... tI",,1 
The Old Orchard Beach Art Aasoc sponsonI 
ns arts festival July 25, from ~, on the front 
lawn 01 Old Orchard Beach Jr. High School 81 
the comer 01 Saco Avenue and Tum Road. 
The festival is open to all artists. Sand in 
applications no later than July 10. For mora 
info. write to Old Orchard Beach Art Assoc, 
PO Box 393, Old Orchard Beach, ME 04064 01' 
call Sylvia 81934-7712 (days) a Paul a12B3-
4192 (nights). 
Jurlecllmall WorD Exhibit 
The Galle!y of the Chocolate Church en-
courages artists to think sman and par-
ticipate In this juried exhibit of woriIs no 
greater than 8' x 10' framed. The show is 
open to all two dimensional media with 
the exception of photography. All work 
rrust be framed and raadyto hang. Artists 
should deiiverWOlt< June3Oto theChoco-
~4, Sat 12-4. 442-8627. 
~ 
late Church, 604 Washington St, Bath. 
, Fees: for non-member.!, $10 for three 
pieces, $6 for two, and $5 fOf' one. For 
, ~ further info cal 442-8627. 
Meine Art: Onward. and Upw ..... 
Danforth Ga lery hostsa panei discussion 
featuring Martha Severens, Kathy Ann 
Elemente Oallery 
19 Mason St, Brunswick. Annette 
Kearney's mixed media sculpture and 
wall pieces. Showing through July 25. 
Gallery hours: Tues-Thurs 10-4, Fri-Sat 
10-5. 729-1108. 
Th. Oel..., at WldfI_n Cov. Studios 
Roule 123, Harpswell. Gaorgeann & 
Condon Kuhl's ~ painlings, sculpture 
and jewelry. Gallery hours: Fri & Sat 11-5, 
Sun 1-4.833-6081 . 
OoktlSmlth Oallery 
7 McKown St, Boothbay Harbor. "Nudes 
in Water,' the photography of Karin 
Rosenthal. On ~ through July 29. Ga~ 
Iery hours: daily 10-5.633-6252. 
Oorg_ Orent Hotel 
Route I, Ogunquit 'Food Show" an eochibi-
tion of the works of 10 artist depicting food 
and the issu811 that sunound it Through July 
12. Gallery hours: 7-11. 646-7003. 
Icon Contemporary Art 
19 Mason St, Bn.nswick. Tom Chapin's 
sculptures and John Gallagher's paint-
ings & drawWIgs. Showing through July 
25. Galeryhours: Mon-$atl-5. 725-8157. 
LI ..... ryHeIl 
80 Winship St, Bath. ~ work of area 
artists Pamela l. MoonI, MiddyThOf'nas, 
Ruth Ferrara, Ellen Brown and Mark 
Gessner through June. Gallery hours: 
Wed-Sun 11-5. 443-3785. 
Maine Coeat ArtIeta 
Russell Avenue, Rockport. 'The Juried 
Show: By Invitation," an exhibition of 
woriIs by 21 artists selected from juried 
shows since 1987; and "Light Year,' fea-
baing the WOIt< 01 Nancy Glassman. Both 
shows on ~ through June 28. Galery 
hours: daily 10-5. 236-2875. 
Jones, Ken Greenleal, Peter Harley, 
Roland Salazar Rose and moderator 
Stuart Nudelman on June25at6:30 in the 
Danforth Gallery, 34 Danforth St, POf't-
land. For Inl0 cel 775-8245. 
"Meine Con ............ , Drewlng ExhIbit" 
DanfOf'th Gallery is accepting submis-
sions for ns drawing exhibit, judged by 
Sigrrund Abeles of UNH. FOf' more info 
send 11 0 SASE to: "Maine Contemporary 
Drawing ExhibH," Danforth Gallery, 34 
DanfOf'th St, Portland, ME 04101. 
"Migrant Within - Franco-AmerIcan 
Artl.te 0' N_ Englend" 
Juried exhibnion reflecting aspects 01 
Franco-American harnage, which will 
travel throughout New England and Que. 
bee. AI media accepted. Submit slides 
by August 20. For more info, contact Tha 
Danforth Gallery, 34 Danforth Street, Port-
land, ME 04101, Of' cal 775-8245. 
Slide Tal'" 
"How To Look at Sculpture," with artists 
MeIne Bracher, Gary Haven Smith and 
Edwin Gamble, and "Why Buy Art," with 
collectors Mallory Marshall and Peter 
Haffenreffer June 15 at 10 am, Meeting 
Hil Fann, Route88, Yannoulh. Fordetails 
cal 68&-4466. 
31th Annu.1 ........... Eahlbltlon 
The Maine Art Gallery invites Maine art-
ists to submit paintings, drawings, hand-
pressed prints, photographs and sculp-
ture fOf' ns juried show. FOf' info call 862-
7511 Of' write to Maine Art Gallery, P.O. 
Box 315, Wiscasset, ME 0457B. 
Pepanneklng WOf'bhop 
ArtistGeorgeann Kuhlteachas pulp prepa-
ration, sheet formation, laminations and 
collage Juna 20 at Widgeon Cove Stu-
dios, Route 123, Harpswel. For more info 
cal 833-6081. 
Maine Mariti .... M ...... m SEN S E Maritima HistDry Bldg, 243 Washington St, Bath. Gallery hours: daily 9:30-5. 443-1316. 
"The MtIrttI .... Folk Art <If A.. De Clerck . 
Paintings by Belgian artist portraying the 
coastal and deepwater V8!III8Is that anttnd 
tha porta r:I AnIwa'p and livarpooI in the last 
daya of sail. On view through the~. 
..... Wot1da: North Atlentlc ..... rlng 
In the Enol Dlaca •• r 
Rare world maps and nautical charta, 
early navigation instruments, Ilustrations 
of line art and archaeological material 
brlngtogethertheOidandthe~Wor1ds 
In the Age of DIscovery and beyond. On 
~ through the year. 
Art Worbhope 
Tha ~Iand School of Art oilers a variety of 
ons-day workshops, including the follow-
Ing: Books, Containers and Companions, 
June 20; ThOf'nas Moger: Producing Crafts 
fOl'the Marketplace, June 27; Write Now, 
June 27; The Hand-Colored Photo, July 11; 
T aoillTl and Zen at Tidebrook, July 18. call 
n5-3052 fOl' apace availabilny. 
Scott end ............ rtng In their PIrofo CDWT/esy of Helen Nuring 
Harborsld. hom. shortly before Scott died at theeg. of 100. 
With and without you 
Helen Nearing tells a love story for the ages 
and how to survive its end 
In a culture that worships youth and money, fears death and 
knows more about sex than love, Helen Nearing has a love story that 
spans more than 50 years and stretches beyond the grave. It's 
Nearing's memoir of her life with and without her husband, Scott-
the rebellious prophet of the modern back-to-the-land movement. 
Helen Knothe met Scott Nearing at a church lecture when she was 
24. He was 45 and had recently been fired from his post as an 
economics professor at the University of Pennsylvania for speaking 
out against child labor. An inteUectual radical shunned by the 
educational, literary and political establishment, his opposition to 
books 
Helen Nearing reads .t 7:10 
p.m. on June 25 .t the 
Unlbl .... n UnlverNllst 
Church, 15 PIeu4Int St. In 
Brunswick. For more Info 
ull 729-6111. 
war, poverty and other products 
of capitalism had cost him any 
chanre of conventional success. 
Deciding they wanted no part 
of such a society, the Nearings 
turned their backs on it and built 
a frugal homestead in the woods 
of Vermont. Their aims were 
simple. They were opposed to the 
accumulation of profit. They 
wanted to make a living with 
their own hands, yet have time for leisure and other pursuits. They 
hoped to replace worry, fear and hate with serenity and purpose. 
They succeeded, supporting themselves by tending the land with 
few modem tools. One of their many pursuits was qLiving the Good 
Life," the-book they wrote together in 1953 about their homesteading 
experiences. Over the years it has become a "Walden" for the 20th 
century, inspiring thousands to drop out of the get-and-spend 
economy and seek a more healthy lifestyle. 
The Nearings were driven out of Vermont by developers and in 
1952 they came to Maine and settled in Harborside. They continued to 
live much as they had in the Green Mountains. 
GraduaUy, as the world caught up with him, the prophet began to 
accumulate honor. Thousands of admirers came on pilgrimages. All 
were made welcome and given lunch - as long as they did their 
share of the work. Roger Mudd came by one day to ask what Scott 
thought of the energy crisis. Scott handed him a saw and pointed him 
to the woodpile. 
Scott Nearing remained vital into his 90s. And when death began 
to approach he faced it his way - without fear and without doctors. 
One day he decided to stop eating. Six weeks later, soon after he 
turned 100, he died quietly in Helen's anns. 
Helen Nearing tells this extraordinary story in a clear, simple, even 
flat manner, Her lack of affectation and ornament lends an ironclad 
credibility to the saintly portrait she paints of her husband. Helen 
reports that she received more than a thousand cards and letters upon 
Scott's death, including one from a butcher's union. Scott was a 
staunch vegetarian. 
The most surprising section of NLoving and Leaving the Good 
Life" is the early chapter detailing the romance that Helen, who was 
then 17 and studying the violin in Europe, had with Krishnamurti, the 
noted Indian philosopher. Nearing, who later built stone houses with 
her own hands, spent nearly three years romping across the Continent 
with Krishnamurti in the company of barons and debutantes. 
The contrast between Helen Knothe and Helen Nearing is fascinat-
ing, as is that between Krishnamurti and Helen's husband. Helen 
never really felt loved by the universally minded Krishna, while she 
spent 53 joyous years with the ploddingly nuts-and-bolts Scott 
Nearing. 
The book's narrative runs inevitably toward Scott's death as calmly 
as a river flows into an ocean. Helen and Scott's parting is whoUy 
devoid of sorrow. 
"Slowly, gradually he detached himself, breathing less and less, 
fainter and fainter; then he was off and free, floating down and away. 
'All right: he breathed, seeming to testify to the all-rightness of 
everything, and was gone, M she writes. 
The first words of the next paragraph are: NOur love affair had 
lasted half a century and still goes on now ... " 
This book could be better constructed, more linear, perhaps a bit 
less didactic; but it teUs a story so vital it ovexwhelms any weaknesses 
in the teUing. 
Helen Nearing will give a free reading from "Loving and Leaving 
the Good Life" in Brunswick on June 25. It's a good opportunity to 
witness how the good life never really ends. 
Jason Wilkins 
c-D .... op .... nt ......... , 
Leam to manage rru"ipIe priorities In 
today'. wor1cpIace at this Dun & Bradstreet 
Seminar, scheduled tor July 7 et the 
Sheraton Tara Hotal, 363 MaIne Mal Road, 
S. Portland. Cost: $t55. eel 212-312-
6880 to register. . 
Femlnlate Aplnat Rape IF"" 
rnaets TU811 at 7 pm lor discussion and plan-
ning. II you ant a 1eminist datermined to help 
make Portland a cny free of _uai violence, 
call 772-0953 a 772-5941101' location. 
"FIctIon" 
Allred DePew, winner of the Flannery 
o'Connor Award, teaches an 8-week writ-
ing workshop. CIaaa begin June 16 and 
meat Thursday evenings from 6:30-8:30. 
Cost: $80 (membarsl, $100(non-membars). 
I'nIragistration required. Sand payment to 
MWPA, 12 Pleasant St, Brunswick. To re-
serve a apace call 729~. 
Lecture at Bowdoin CoI'-
Michael Loken ~. 'DiscrimInating 
Leukemic from Normal Cells Using Multi-
dinensionalAnaIyaia," June 18from5:3(). 
6:30 at Kresge Audnorium, Visual Arts 
Center, Bowdoin College, Brunswick. 
Meine Hlatorlcelloclety 
presents 'The Declaration of Indepen-
dance: Vision for a Democratic Society," 
featuring the Declarationof Independence 
and materials from the Maine Historical 
Society'seKIensivecoilection. Exhibit nilS 
from June ~26, Tues-Sat, 10-4, at the 
Maine Historical Society, 485 Congress 
St,Portland. Formore info, cal 774-1 B22. 
Meine Writ .... end Publ .. h .... Allie ..... 
offers tha following workshops: 'The 
Children's Book Markel: All Your Ques-
tions Answered," June 20 from 11-3:30, 
and 'Sudden Fiction,' a workshop in 
short-short story, June 27 from 11-4 at 12 
Pleasant St, Brunswick. Cost: $30 (mem-
bers), $35 (non-members). Preregistra-
tion required. Send payment to MWPA, 
12P1easantSt, Brunswick, ME 04011. To 
reserve a space call 72~6333. 
Helen N •• rlng 
Author of "Loving and Living the Good 
Life' will give a reading June 25 at 7:30 
pm in the Unitarian Universalist Church, 
15 Pleasant St, Brunswick. A reception 
will follow. Donations are appreciated. 
For fuother info can MWPA, 72~6333. 
Poetry ReHlng 
by Ruth Belchetz, June 30 at 7 pm in 
SpindIeWOlt<s, 76 Maina St, Brunswick. 
8tey at "- end ater 
A seminar with Bill Steele on succeeding 
In your regional ectlng and modeling ca-
reer June 27 from ~noon at McAuley 
Performing Arts Center, 531 StevensAve, 
Portland. For more info caH 775-0414. 
Trenaf~al ~tar Ea ..... '-
June 24 at8 pm in USM's Corthell Concert 
Hall, Gorham. Harvard psychologist Carol 
Gilligan, author Kristin Unklater and The 
Company of Women promotecreativny and 
sense of self in women. A discussion and 
question and answer period follow. Free. 
FOI' further info can 78().5147. 
Writing Short Storl_ 
Maine Writing Fellow Denis Ledoux 
teaches a series of workshops every other 
Tuesday from 7-9 pm, from June 9 to 
August 18, at SoIeiI Press, Lisbon Fals. 
Call 353-5454 fOf' specific directions. 
HELP 
ACOA Open Meetlnga 
Sundays from6:3().8 pm atJackson Brook 
Instnute, 175 Running Hil Rd, S. Port-
land. For more info call 883-5006. 
Community AIDS """cea 
provides hea~ng for the spirit, hope fOf' 
the future and hospitalny June 21 at 4 pm 
in the First Pariah Church, 425 Congress 
St. FOf' further Info call 775-2301. 
Elder Abu .. 
A group of individuals, concemed about 
issues affecting the elderly, have started 
a group in Portland. FOf' further info cell 
773-0202. 
Oar Support Oroup 
for gay men concerned with safe relation-
ships, dating, coming out, etc. is now 
forming . Call 799-7276fo, further info. 
Ingreham Volunt ..... 
Help available by phone 24 houn a day. 
Call 774-HELP. 
Male ... rvIvon fit .... 01 AllUM 
Group starting soon wnh facllnatOf' T ()(ft 
Marino, Ed.D, licensed psychologist. 
Three openings available. Previous 
therapy/recovery WOIt< _ntial. Cost: 
$45Iseasion. For more Info call 773-0649. 
The Meln. Stet. HoueIng Authority 
gives assistance to Iow-incOf'ne people in 
search of affOf'dabie housing and rightful 
subsidies. The toll-free hotline is 1-800-
452-4668 (If deaf, call1-60().452-4603). 
Peer Support Meeting 
fOf' Individuals with disabilities and other 
interested parties. Two monthly ~t­
ings: third Thurs of wery month, 1-3 pm 
at 1700 Broedway West, S. Portland; third 
Tues of every month, 5-7 pm at tooState 
St, Portland. For additional details cell 
767-2169. 
Continued on p<lge 24 
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SAFE SEX COMEDY 
with Hugh Chatfield, Safety Coordinator and friends 
8 and 10 pm Wed. June 24th, at 
Granny KIllam's Industrlal Drlnkhouse 
The Old Port 
Market Street 
Bring Your 
Own Condom $3 Cover 
/ , 




183 U.S. ROUTE 1. FALMOUTH. MAINE 04105 
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casual dress. comfortable price, quality dining 
769 Congress Street Intown Portland 773-9873 
Est. 1924 (in the historic Rines Mansion) 
M-F I 1 :30 am-9 pm . Saturday 5-9:30 pm 
Now Open Sunday 5 - 8pm 
Call about our Early Bird Specials 
Enjoy a Panoramic 
View of Casco Bay 
Specializing in Seafood and Homemade Desserts 
........ , .... ~, ... 
LOG CABIN RESTAURANT 
BAlLEY )SLAND. ME. 
833-5546 
Open 11:30 - 9:30, Seven Days A Week 
Rt. 24, just 13 miles from Cooks Comer, Brunswick 
,,i).\i y\$~" , Maine's .1\ Authentic 
Oyster Bar 
Ogotel' 
STOP IN ON FATHER'S DAY 
1'-£\111-_ Sports on T. V. 
§1j~~nAec~r on Tap 
Pizza on the House! 
;..-. .............. _< .... _ ...... 









ADULT FILM STAR 
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HELP 
The ...... c ..... Cent ... 
annpunceea free, facilitated IUpportIdit-
cussion group for women SUMvonl of 
aexualassault or child sexual abuse. This 
confidential group IM8ts Weds from 
12:30-2 pm. The centeroffers crisis inler· 
vention, edvocacy and support groups 
for SUMvonl of aexual assault and abuse, 
including family and friends of the vic· 
lims. All ..vices are free and confiden· 
tlal. Comprehensive training is given to 
voIunt~. who are welcomed. If you 
have beMl sexually assaulted, caM the 24-
hour hotllne at 774-3613. For more into 
on volunteering, call 879-1821 . 
.. pport Group "ng Formed 
for family members and significant others 
of Incarcerated people. For more infor· 
""tion, cal 871-0709. 
TRUTH 
Support group forming for families and 
friends with loved ones in Maine's pri!IOn 
systama. lets gettogetherto support one 
another and change conditions in the 
priBon systems. For more info send your 
neme, address and SASE to TRUTH, P.O. 
Box 2046, Windham, ME 04062. 
U ...... !ored V_enn ... pport Orcoup 
is now forming . For more info cal 77&-
2934. 
V_ ..... • Support .. rvlce. 
provide vets with the opportunity to _ 
cIaIlze & gather In relaxed !letting. Dinner 
earved Thursday nights, open to the ~ 
lie. located at 151 Newbury St, Portland. 




. ' Oiacovery Education offers six·week pre-
pared childbirth c lasses Including 
anatomy & physiology of Ia bor, relaxation 
& breathing techniques, pain menag&-
mant options during labor, role 01 coach 
or support ~, physical & emotional 
changes after birth, and much more. 
C'-s are held Mon or Tues eves from 
7-9 tor sbc weeks. Cost: $60, Including 
handbook, gift packs and articles. To 
register call 797-4096. 
DIIncI.,. frern the Inalde Out 
A fun exploration of the body's wisdom, 
creativity Ind freedom. Forschedule and 
location, call 772-7549. 
DM ..... -....,Oroup 
launches its WMkIy nondenominational 
meditation pnlCtice June 23 from 7 :30-9 
pm at 9B Maine St. Brunswick. SIttIngs 
witl continue every Tues night through 
Sept 4. Allhough the group is aligned with 
Tibetan Buddhism, general Buddhist 
meditation instruction is available on re-
quest. For more info call 666-33l1li. 
Raft rap 
"Exploring ..... m of the MI .. culou." 
DI!ICO\I8t'the essential human needs that 68 
beyond our cultural order, June 28 at lOam 
In the Proprioceptive Writing Center, 39 
Deering St, Portland. Fee: $50 session. 
Gym Actlvltl .. 
USM lifeline Is offering Gym Activities 
Program (GAP) memberships to tha gen· 
eral public. GAP offers a weight training 
facility ; squash, racquetbal and basket· 
ball courts, sauna and locker room in the 
USM Portland gym, 96 Falmouth St. For 
more Info cal 790-4170. 
HMlth ... .tce. of South Portland 
holds an adult sc.-Jing clinic-services 
include blood pressure, sugar and cll<>-
lesterol screening - on tha last Wed of 
every month, from 11 :30 am-l pm altha 
Peoples United Methodist Church, 310 
Broadway, S. Portland. Call 767 -3326 for 
further details. 
Herto.I Worlcahop. 
Crystal Springs Fa"" & Canter serves as a 
learning canter and provides a variety of 
herbal and educational workshops: June21 
from 2-4 pm. 'ThePath of Herbs. '$20; June 
28 from 2-5 pm, 'Herbs for Men and Sexu· 
ality, ' $35. Held at 70Hollis and Buda Road, 
Dayton. To register call 499-7040. 
Iyengar Yoga CIa .. 
Portland Yoga Studio offers a free class 
June 20 from 6:1!)' 7:45 pm. Six separate 
summer sessions of Iyengar yoga wli 
thenbeoffered beginning June3O,JuIy I, 
July 2 and July 6 . Cost for 9 weeks is 
$85.50. Classes are held at 616 Congress 
St, Portland. Cal 797-5684 for rnon! info. 
Mal ... eo..t Solar Ba ... 
is a family·oriented, clothing-optional 
social group. They meet regularty in cen· 
tral Maine for swims, saunas and pot luck 
picnics. For further info, sendyourneme, 
address and telephone number, in confi-
denCe, to Maine Coast Solar Bares, P.O. 
Box 718, Norway, ME 04268. 
Outdoor Yoga CIa_ 
Earty morning classes In Cape Elizabeth, 
Falmouth Foreaide and Gomam. Classes 
include stretching poatures, meditation, 
breathworlc, visualization and self·heal-
Ing techniques. Cal Noonday Sun ~ter 
at 839-lIFE for more info. 
..... 1atrIc Clinic 
for wet child and sick child care. June 18, 
22, 25 &29 from 1-5 at 161- 167 Mein St. 
Sanford. To meke an appointment, call 
49().2336. 
Planned Pllrenthood 
01 Northern New England helps teenagers 
at its Walk·ln Oinic Fri, 1·4:30 pm and Sat, 
9 am·noon, at 500 Forest Ave. Portland. 
Confidential services include birth control, 
pregnancy tests, pap smears. SID screen· 
ing and treatment. F_ based on ability to 
pay. For further info call 874-1095. 
Polarfty Cant .. 
invites you 10 a free lecture and discus-
sion group June 20 at 1 .pm in the 
SWedellborglan Church, 302 Stavens/'''.', 
Portland. For more Info call 874-97S9. 
alliooneimpl.n" CI_rtnt Houae 
If you are In need of info on implant. and 
potential hazards, call (606) 331-0058. 
.... rIJ Warriora A_bnlng Camp 
Explore tha shaman'sjoumeyto knowledge 
and power, tap your own inner wisdom and 
pnoc;tice healing techniques June 26-28 . 
Register early. For mora info call 767 ·2349. 
SplrItu.1 Seek .... Group 
Meet to discuss theological and spiritual 
Iuues In relation to everyday IWe, to shara 
questions and experiences and to support 
ons another. Alternate Mons or Wads at the 
Swedenborgian Church, 302 Stevens Ave, 
Portland. For more into, call m43277. 
.. m .... Fu ... Day 
Throw a pia at a public official, paint your 
face, get free balloons and popcom, _ 
magic, hear tha Sweet Adelines sing and 
more June 20 from 10-3 at Pine Tree 
Shopping Center, Brighton Ave, PortlIlnd. 
Proceeds to benefit tha Currbeltand 
County Child Abuse and Neglect CouncIl. 
The TeenlYounll Adult Clinic 
III p*&1D go ~ you have. health concern or 
medical problem. nsed aspol1lt/schocl phyli-
cal done, or have birth caotrol issues to deal 
with. ()pa1 to.,yons 13·21 , 8V8t)' Mon. from 
4-8 pm, at Maina Madical Centar, 22 Bnrnhall 
St. PtId. WaIk·ins.., W they anive by 7 pm. 
Pacing the floor in the wee hours just dying to know the rafting 
conditions? Lose sleep no more. Now you can get a rafting report 24-
hours-a-<l.ay by calling 1-800-624-6380 during the rafting season, 
which runs through October 12, 
W .. I Child Clinic 
on June 23 from IH2 at V1i11oge Church, 
Maine Street, Casco; June 24 from 9-2 at 
Westbrook·Warren Congregational 
ChlrCh, Main Street, Westbrook. Tomeke 
an appointment, cal 77&-7231 (ext 522). 
W_n·. Meditation Warbhop 
leem to listen 10 your inner voice. For 
more infOl'lRltion cal 781-0944. 
OUT 
SIDE 
IIack Country Blk. ElIcurslona 
These minl-WMkends which run June 13 
IhroughOctl-wiltakeyouthroughthe 
foothills of tha White Mountains. They 
start at noon on Sat and end about 2 pm 
on Sun. Each weekend includes over· 
night tent accommodation, one pancake 
breakfast, one sweat sauna and more. 
Cost: $35 single, $60 double. To enrotor 
for more Info, call 62&-8169. 
8Icyde Ca .. and Malnt_nca 
MI. Desert Island bike weekend June 26-
28cost8 $165. To register call 780-4170. 
MaI_ Audubon 80cIaty 
.eeks volunteer guides for tha 
Scarborough MarahNatureCent ... Trail>-
Ing sessions at tha Nature Center June 18 
and 20 from 9:30-noon, and July from 
9:30-noon and 6:30-8:30 pm. For more 
Info call 781 -2330. 
Meine Merltima Museum offers an "Eagle 
Osprey Count,' a nanated cruise on tha 
Kennebec. Cost: $18. Call 443-1316 for 
more info. 
Outdoor Trip Une 
For the latest bicydlng, hiking and other 
outslda activities Info, sponsored by 
Casco Bay 8icycla Club and Meine Out· 
doors Adventure Club, cal 774-1118. 
Paddle with a Purpoea 
WhitawaterraftlnglripdowntheKennebec 
June 28 to benefit the American Cancer 
Society. Trip incIudesexperiencad guides, 
beeutiful scenery and a cookout. Formore 
Info call 474-8539. 
....11 ao.t Handling 
AOII&-day workshop providing training In 
docking, anchoring, man overboard and 
picking up moorings.. June2O&21 (choose 
one), from 9 am-noon and 1-5 pm, at 
Deck Ship, SMTC Ca~, Fort Roed, S. 
Portland. Cost $95 ($5 registration). For 
more info, call 767-9523. 
T ... Paddling ..... on. 
Test Saco RiverOutfitters' touring kayaks 
st East End Beach every Wed at 5:30. 
Wolf.'. Neck Natu ........ 
Thesenature programstake placethrough 
June on Sundays, meeting at 2 pm by tha 
benches In the second pari<ing lot. They're 
free and reservations aran~ necessary. 
Upcoming: "Osprey Watch,' June 21 ; 
'Nature'. Medicine Chest,' June 28. For 
more info eal 289-3821. 
Solstice food 
Cruise Casco Bay with the greens 
It's the summer solstice, the time of year when the benevolent 
light of summers lengthens, holds itself like a hawk in the sky, 
then begins descending toward autumn's ripening. Most other 
cultures take the time to celebrate this moment with wine, 
feasting, prayers - an offering of some kind, Not ours. 
Wait, we do. Casco Bay Greens, a local grassroots group that 
works for social and ecological change, will host its second annual 
summer solstice sunset cruise around Casco Bay on Saturday, 
June 30, 
You'll see the sights and benefit a group that's working to 
protect them_ Just think of it: stars in the air, islands slipping by, 
fellow celebrants dancing jigs, tofu scramble wann in your belly, 
The cruise ship holds 200 people, so you'l1 get to meet fellow 
greenies too. 
A buffet of fine vegetarian eats (no animals slaughtered, 
consumed or quartered) wil1 be supplemented with a cash bar, 
And live music will be provided by the Hysterics (fonnerly the 
Ozone Holes, formerly the Lawn Ornaments), Maine's onlyem-
biker band. Playing bass wiIJ be none other than Gulf of Maine 
poet laureate Gary Lawless, who'lJ provide the rhythmic bedrock 
for a melange of Dead covers, dance tunes and other strange stuff, 
Almost anything goes - except for slow songs. Why do you think 
they're called the Hysterics? 
If you pass this one up, folks, you'll be kicking yourselves aIJ 
year, As Lawless says, ''You can't go wrong - unless maybe you 
throw your empties over the side of the boat,H 
The cruise leaves at 7 p.m. sharp from the Casco Bay Lines 
ferry terminal on Commercial Str'eet. Don't miss the boat. 
Paull<Jzrr 
Tickets aTe $15 apieCl! - d01UJte moTe if you like - and aTe available 
at GuIf t>f Maine Books in Brunswick, the Ecology House in Portland's 
Old Port and the Good Day Market in Portland's West End. For 
infomwtion call 729-5083. 
BIcycle Club fill c-Bay 
Join the club for a Oil&- to two-hour ride 
every Thurs at 6 pm along tha ocean and 
marshes of Scarborough and Cape Eliza· 
beth. PIzza and socializing afterwards, 
swimming optional on warm evenings. 
Meet at Pat's PIzza, Route I , neer Oak 
Hit, Scarborough. Cyclers of all abilities 
welcome. For further Info, call 799-1 085. 
c-Bay Rowing Cant .. 
seeks to provide tha place, equipment 
and people necessary for a safe and en· 
joyable rowing experience. SeMces of· 
fered include storage, a sheltered tidal 
river,agalheringspaceandmore.Classes 
and clinics, suitable for all levels, are 
ongoing. For more info call 846-5139. 
Q.t Your Paclclie Wet 
Bring your kayak, paddleand craziness to 
Portland's East End beach every Thurs-
dey at6 pm for some water fun. For more 
Info call 772-5357. 
Journey witt! Mel ... Audubon Soc 
Pacific Nortttwest tour June 19-30 offers 
highly skilled leaders, first·rate accom-
modations and a comfortable pace for 
liIembers & non-mennbers alike. For a 
detailed Itinerary and more Info, call 781-
2330. 
IAamto .. 1I 
Hands-on instruction all summer long in-
cludes everything from tying knots to 
rigging salls to navigation. Enrollment~m­
lied to six peopIeIcourse. Cost: $275120-
hour class. To reglstarcaIl767·9528. 
W_nshlp Clinic 
Portland Yacht Club inv~es white-knuck· 
led females 10 leam boat handling and 
emergency procedures. Sessions June 
25 &26, 27 & 28, and 29 & 30. For more 




for boys entering grades 3-9 at Deering 
High School, 370 Deering Ave. Three ses-
sions: June29-July 3 forgredes 3-5, July 
6-10 for grades !). 7 , July 13-17 forgredes 
7·9. Tuition: $8OIwk. For more Info call 
774-13t 5. 
8utterfly Plctu ... 
June 18, 23,24 and 25 from 10:30-11 :15 
and 1-1:45 at Tha Childrens Resource 
Canter, T~n's Point, Building lAo 
Portland. Cost: $lIchild. R_tions 
required. For more info cal 773-3045. 
Camp Opportunity 
Itt. one-WMk realdenllal ca~ designed 
for chldran, ages 6-14, who suffer from 
moderate to lI8Yere asthma. Two one-
WMk sessions offered in July. Register 
eartyas eachseesion is limited. Foraddi· 
tional info, call1-800-499-LUNG. 
The Chlld .. n'. Muaeum of Meine 
invites kiddos to enjoy its Preschool Worlc· 
shops: Reel Puzzles, June 18, 11 am; 
Paperrraking & Computer lab, June 23, 
10:30 am-noon; The Kennel Shop, June 
24, 11 am; Rockets Away, June 25, 11 
am. Free with rroseum admission. For 
additional info, can 797-5483. 
The F ... h Air Fund 
is an nol>-profit organization that sends 
thousands of underprivileged children on 
free summer vacations to suburban and 
country hos! families. It is now seeking 
host famlles lor kids 6-12 years of age. A 
variety of programs and possibil~ies ex· 
Is!. For more info write to The Fresh Air 
Fund, 1 040 Avenue of the Americas, New 
YorI<, NY 10018. Or call (212) 22H)900. 
"K .. hkomlg, Mal ... 1482" 
This Children's Museum of Maine exhibit 
focuses on kids and thair interaction with 
the environment and explores how children 
lived 500 yes ... ago in an exhibit that runs 
from June 2O-Oct 12, from 10 am·5 pm at 
the Smiling Hill Farm, 781 County Rd, 
Westbrook. For IT1OI1I info call 797-5483. 
Make Your Mowe ... 
is a creative movement group for children 
7-12 years old. CIasIMl9 feature song, 
dance, drawing and writing . Six·week 
summerseesion on Tueedays from 10-11 J 
am and 11 :30-noon, at Williston-West 
Church,32Thomae St,PortIand. Forrnon! 
info, cal 77&-2825. 
MusIceI Theatre 
The Young People's Center for tha P ... • 
forming Arta is offering a sommer pr0-
gram in dance, song, costume and set 
design from July 14-29 at McAuley High 
Performing Arts Center, 631 StevensAve, 
Portland. Register now. For further info 
cal766-2657. 
Portland Public Ub .. ry 
at 5 Monument Square, Portland, invites 
children to enjoy its upcoming programs: 
Preschool story tine, June 22 8110:30; 
Fingerfun forbabies,June 24at9:30;TaIes 
for twos, June 211 at 10:30. For more Info 
cal 871-1700. 
Portland YMCA Toddl .. and Preachool 
Progr.ma 
haw openings. Formoreinfo call Maryjane 
Johnson at 874-1111 . 
Riverton Ubr.ry 
offers ToddlerTimafor , . to 2-yeerolds, 
including games, stories and songa, Wed 
at 9:30 andlO:30 am & Fri at 9:30 am; 
Preschool Storyhourforages 3 to 5, Fri at 
10:30 am. The ibrery's located at 1800 
Forest Ave, Portland. For more Info cal 
797-2915. 
allly Seturdays 
The Portland YMCA presents a !leries of 
summer workshops for preschool·aged 
kids at 70 Forest Ave, Portland. For more 
Info call 874-1111. 
SUmmer Reading et PPL 
Summer reeding sign-up runs June I!), 
July 3 for eerty·K and older at Portland 
Public librery, 5 Monument Square. For 
more info cal 87t -1700. 
Th ..... Projecl 
ClaSIMIS through the summer. Upcoming: 
' Ufe with leo,' for grades 1-3, and 'Magic 
Beans, 'forgrades 4.e, June29--July 1 o from 
9:30-noon at 14Schoo1 St, Brunswick. Cost: 
$125. For IT1OI1I info call 729-8584. 
SPORT 
"""all fot' Men 30+ 
Portland's Senior Baseball league i. now 
f""'*'ll for the t992 season. Cal 773-
0767 lor more Info. 
Blb ... 11y 
Participate In road riding, off·road riding 
and time trials by entering lhe Fourth 
Annual Maine Bike Rally on July 10-12 in 
Newport, ME. Space is ~mited. Send SASE 
to Fourth Annual Maine Bike Rally Com-
mittee, 54 Irving St, Portland, ME 044100. 
For more info call 774-8620_ 
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: 'Bavarian : 
: Struie{ : 
: c 0 99 ¢ w~!~s~!~;n : 
I 25 Pearl 51. Portland I 
I next to TGI Fridays Strudel & sm, coffee ~or ~ I 
1 . 772-7511 Bagel & cream cheese & sm, coffee -or- I 
_ ..:xplres..:u~2:2.992 ____ ~uffin~ Ig. coff!:, _____ 1 
KNITIING 0 SPINNING 0 WEAVING 0 SUPPLIES 0 INSTRUCTION I 
- CALL FOR CLASS DATES - I 
15% OFFjjJ!m' : 
LanD - Wash '/J 1" ~ I 
& LanD - Rinse UG ,,1jf!I I 
Be nice to your S'Neaters! This c;Jt I 
care pair is beyond belief 1::::......-51 ~ 
removing stains and -::"-I--... ' /} 2 I 
conditioning your woois ~ _ (.,{/ I 
Coupon good 
W~~I~ I 
174 US RT 1, Scarborough· Tues-Sat 11).Q' 883-2951 I ----------------------, 
\.:\~ §~ 4~'" ~s:==-.~~.~. 
I -MAINE LOBSTER & 
SEAFOOD MARKET 
0UII'II!d (1 operaud by 
Nicholas P. Karahalios (1 Son 
lO¢ OFF ~ery Pound ~ 
Haddock & Lobster-
II 889 Brighton Ave, Portland 772-4024 
~ Overnight Shipping available 01 1/41b and up, EXP 7/2/92 f:( 
!~~ s:s5:s ~~~ .. -=~~ 
----------------------t 
: GRAND OPENING DEAL! I 
I . 129 June 22-June 26 with this coupon I 
1 , ( All Beet Jumbo Dog Choice of I 
I Y Toppings Coke & Bag of Chip; I 
I $ 2 . 00 (Jndudes tar) : 
I (Chill • a- . Ib:on - Krout a:ld 25 cants) I 
1 TJ's GOURMET DOGS ETC, I 
II 255 Federal St. Portland, ME I 
(around the oomer from Minolt's Florist) 
I Eat In or Take Out 761.5854 1 





1 I I. , , I 
I I 
: Offer good Ihrough June 30th I 
1 Call 799-0607 for delail, I 
1--------









one sail ~r customer 
exp. 7(2/92 
Portland Sail 
and RIGGING co. 
II 58 Fore Street, Portland ~ I 
828-0003 ~ I 
L-----------------~---l 
1 Don't Have Time? Let Ed Do It! I 
: S~~MER SPECIAL : 
: o~\~$8.0i» : 
1 WASH 'CHAMOIS DRY'VACUUM cars I 
plus TIRES &.. RIMS a.EANED I 
1 Great In Town Location' FREE Shuttle ServIce I 
: I ED'S CAR CARE I I 
1 __ 52..EI~s.!:.P~~2.6!.21E ___ wL~""..!!: WYJL __ J 
26 Usco Bay Wukly 
• HYBRIDS STARTING AT $319 • 
• MT. BIKES • CLOTHING 
• ROAD BIKES • SHOES 
• HYBRID BIKES • COMPUTERS 
• USED BIKES • TOOLS 
~~ 
Expert and Prompt 
Repair at 
Reasonable Rates 
Thurs·Fri nights till 7 • Cbsed 
Sundays due to prod uct testing. 
59 Federal St., Portland 
ME 04101 (207) 774·2933 
Trading Co., Inc. 
ESTABUSHED 1913 
"Quality merchandise 
and experience you can trust" 
We Buy Anything Worth Buying 
- - -WE PAY CASH- --
Use our convenient Lay-Away plan 
14k Gold $13.95 per gram 
BlrY-SELL-TEUUDE 
5 Stores to Serve You 
498 Congress St.,. Portland 
772-3932 
330 Lisbon St., Lewiston 
177 Water St., AUgU5tJ. 
155 Front St., Bath 
Penobsc:o. Plaza, 
Ban80r 
"Dos and Don'ts" Parenting Guide 
A senSible, direct and 
easy-to-read parenting guide. 
Designed to provide direction for 
parents, to furnish them with 
understanding of their child's 
behavior and to instill confidenc8. 
Issues and behaviors ar8 
common in childhood and 
adolescence. Tells parents what 
to do and what not to do. Indexed 
and alphabetized. Written by cart 
Metzger, M.D., who has a private 
psychotherapy practice in 
Portland, and hosts "Health line: 
a weekly radio talk show. Send 
$10.95 check or money order to: 
Good Parenting Guide 





Harry James, 7 Ibs., 8 oz. 
Born June 13th, 1992 
........ 1 .. Alj~ A DRINK ON DADDY HARRY! 
FREE with lunch through 6125192 
58 MARKET STREET, OLD PORT 773-7146 
Open Every Day Mon. through Sat. 11-6:30 
Entertainment 
SPORT 
Kante T ........ ment 
10 benefit Maine Children'. cancer Pr0-
gram June 27 in the Kennebunk High 
School gym, Fletcher St. Kennebunk. 
CompatitDnl from NewEngland and Rus-
sia. Regist ... ,o c~.al 8 am; specta-
IDnI admittad at I I am. Cost: $2. For 
more Info cal 775-5481 . 
M.lne CI'Ic:Ut Club 
is -"ing experienced players and curi-
ousbeginnonfornsl992_son.GalMS 
alnladyschaduled. call 781-9678 for Inlo. 
RoIling" "kayak R_ Clirlica 
epon.onld by Saco River 0UIIiIt8l'S, run 
Saturday nights al a cost of $40. Cal 
Saco Riv ... OUIIiIteraat 773-091 0 for info. 
TennlaL_one 
Portland Recnlation offers adult tennis Ies· 
lIOIlSin a 1~"'on,July20-August 
21 atthe Deering Oaks Parte Tennis Courts, 
PortIn:I. Cost: $55 r1IIidents, $85 nonresi-
dent .. For men Info can 874-87113. 
ETC 
N:rlP~1II 
he you MIllY II1II1 people .. dying t. 
cau. certain IndIviduaItI in tha federal 
and local govwnrnent _Ignoring thefacl 
thaI we ... In • health criIIis - end thaI 
becauM 0/ their ignorance, prajucice and 
,.. nothing _ to be getmg done? 
Join til. We are a progl8lllllve. grassroots 
organization of vol ... t.... dedicated 
through nolHilolent dil8Cl action 10 end-
ing tha AIDS criIis by dispelling ignorance 
through education. Byenightening people 
we can initiale change. Open rMeIIngs 
are Sundays .t 7 pm al tha YWCA. 87 
Spring SIJeet, Portland. Wheelchair ac-
ceeaIbIe. For more info call82lHl5e6. 
Arnwfc:an Civil W.r Enca ....... nt 
living histo/y pnlSentations June 20-21 
from 10-4 al Fort Preble, SMTC ca"""", 
South Portland. 
"8etmlln R.tum." 
Movie sneak pl8IIiaw to raise money for 
Maine kids with canceron June 19 at 6:30 
and 8:45 pm al Hoyts CIa",'s Pond Cin-
ema, GoIham Road, S . Por1land. For$14 
you get seats to lhe movie, free popcom 
and eoda, and two additional free admi&-
IIioM to Hoyts Cill8lJlls. For flJru-lnfo 
cal 775-5481. 
C._BarO ...... 
hold general business meetings on the 
fourth Sun 0/ the month, regu.r aduca-
tlon maatings on lhe second Wed of the 
month, end newmemberoriantation meet-
Ings on the third Wed of tha month - at 
72 Pine St, Portland. For mo .. info cal 
~I. 
Caaldlaak ...... nl 
byJohna!han Chase, auIhoro/"Sallwat ... 
Seasonings: Good Food from Coastal 
Maine" June 24 from 12-2 al Bookland, 1 
Monumenl WRY, Portland. For mont info 
cal 874-2300. 
FIM Marte .. 
June 27 from 8-2 al Central Square Bap-
lisl Church. comer of Stevens Avenue 
and BnIntwood Street. Por1land. To r&-
serve a tabla cal 8~ 1424. 
O....ter Portland Land .... rtca 
is looking for volooleer guides for the 
Portland ObeeIvatOl)'. Training plOvided. 
Flexible hours. For more info, cal 774-
5561 . 
Maine RMe 8ociet)' 
preeents ita 30Ih AnnLBI Rosa Show June 
28 from 1 :30-4 at Cha~ High School. 
287 Ocean Ava, Portland. For more into 
cal 772-8788. 
TheN_hFaIt-
Foundation for Blood R_rch is spon-
soring a fair with a white elephant tabla, 
raffle, carwash, dunk tank and galMS for 
children to benefit an educational lecture 
hall. June 13, from 9:30-3:30, atthaFoun-
dation for Blood Research, 69 Route I, 
Scarborough. For info, call 1183-<1131 . 
Father knows best 
Some dads push little leaguers the right way 
Portland-area little leagues are winding up their regular 
seasons. And it's time for the annual aU-star games, which 
invariably fallon or around Father's Day. It's a serendipitous bit 
of scheduling. AU-star games and Father's Day go together like 
Maris and Mantle, Mays and McCovey, Canseco and McGwire, 
since most youth baseball teams are coached by falhers trying to 
give their sons or daughters what they themselves never had - a 
shot in the big leagues. 
That's not to say it's life and death in little league. Fun is still 
the main objective, with some keen competition sprinkled in like 
jimmies on an ice cream cone. 
Runs are as plentiful as blades 
of grass. Most outcomes 
resemble football scores - 21-
10, 24-17. Defense is not so 
much associated with the skillful use of gloves, as it is with what 
you tty to hit the ball over or toward. 
This paean to America's great kids' game leads back to my dad, 
however. On Mother's Day I send roses to my mom. On Father's 
Day I write a sports column. My father always had the strength to 
master the moment, and this included his participation in little 
league. 
He never officially coached, but his wisdom was always in 
demand. He knew what to say and what not to say to everyone -
players on both teams, parents, spectators, and, of course, 
umpires. 
Back in the good old days, before the six knee operations, I 
dreamed of making the leap from little league to the Baltimore 
Orioles. 
My father was aculely aware of my great expectations. As I hit 
balls out of parks, he chided me to improve. After a brilliant 4-for-
4, with three homers and a single, he would say, "What happened 
on that single? Didya take your eye off the ball?" Even if I hit all 
home runs, he'd have the temerity to blurt, "I think you missed 
touching second base on your third homer." 
I miss the old fart - even though he tried to rankle me at every 
opportunity. His brand of ball-busting doesn't work for every 
child, but it made me a much better player. It gave me quiet 
confidence and a healthy humility. 
On one Father's Day many years ago, my father joined me on a 
bus ride from Rochester, N.Y., to a tiny town called Friendship. It 
was supposed to be the most important all-star game of my young 
life. We drove what seemed like forever through alternating 
stretches of fragrant apple orchards and fields of pungent cow 
dung. 
He never complained about the bumpy trek through the 
backroads. Instead, he drilled me on stl'ategies for bunting, cut-off 
throws, stealing weight transfer and centripetal bat speed. 
When we approached Friendship, the skies darkened and the 
rain poured down. After arriving, I did some exercises and wind 
sprints. Then I sat on the bench that was almost floating, deter-
mined that the cruel deluge would stop. 
Every other kid was on the bus laughing at me crying. My 
father knew there would be no all-star game that day. Still, he sat 
next to me on that splintery old bench in his Bear Bryant brimmed 
hat and lied. ''Yes son, it's bound to stop any minute," he said. 
Ninety minutes of that torrential beating did not kill the two of 
us. And to this day, the thing I loved most about my demanding 
father is that at that critical time in Friendship, N.Y., he didn't say, 
"Get your stupid little ass back in that bus." He understood my 
dream. 
Dad, if you're listening, Happy Father's Day, 1992. 
People AgIoln8t Crtma 
provides classes in peraonaidefensastrat-
egias at 565 Congress St, Suite 207, 
Portland. Cost: $10 or $15 for private 
instruction. Forfurther Info call 799-0807 . 
Portland Folk Club MuaIc hap. 
continue on the filst & third Tuas of fN8f'/ 
month. a17:30 pm, In an infonnal setting 
wherea 1IOIlQ, t...eorstory may be shaAld. 
Swadattborgian Church,302 StevansAva, 
Portiand. For more details call 773-9549. 
........ mpacat RIvv Wm:t.er. 
Is holding a rMeting to kick off its third 
sunwnarof wal ... qual!ymoniloring June 
18 from 7-9 pm in mom 403 ofthe science 
building, USM Portland ca"""". Volun-
t_ monitors are needed. No exparlance 
necessary. For more Info call 773-1896. 
MilreQuinn 
Read-ln 
Mambersoflha o-ing CenI ... Naighbor-
hood Assoc will take turns reading silenUy 
and aloud to focus attention on tha8Chool 
cornmittee'8 inabil!y to relaasa a section 
of the Longfellow School parking lot as a 
building site for tha Butbenk Branch Li-
bnl/y. Reading COfT1/Tl8lICe11 June 19 al7 
am end continues through June 21 on tha 
lawn ofthaCentralSquareBaptislChurch, 
altha comat' of Savens and Pleasant av-
enues. Portland. 
YWCA 
al87 Spring St, Portland, Walk-In regis-
lration June 18 from ~6 for children & 
adult swimming cIasges. Ten week sum-
mer session begins July 6. Fees vary, for 




July 26-August 7.1992· Portland. ME 
Daily Workshops in the shorr story, the novel, poetry, creative 
nonfiction, children's fiction, and screenwriting/playwriting. 
Also, panels, lectures, readings and private conferences. 
Featuring: David Bradley, Carolyn Chute, Michael Curris, 
Deborah Digges, Stephen Dobyns, Denise Gess, DeWitt 
Henry, Amy MacDonald, Kenneth Rosen, Betsy Sholl, Robley 
Wilson and other leading writers and editors. 
Director: Barbara Hope· Tuition: $395 
For mort information, cal/ or wriu: 
Univ<nity of South,m Main<, Summ(r Smion, 
96 Falmouth Strut, Portland. ME 04103 
(207) 780-4076 
o University of Southern Maine 
t'} 
Get the lowdown on over 70 resr..urants in 
Casco Bay Weekiy's Southern 
Maine Dining Guide. 
~ o 
HAPPY HOUR: 
4 .. 7 PM • MONDAY .. FRIDAY 
.. FULL MENU AVAILABLE 
FOR TAKE OUT .. 
Monday - Thursday: 7AM-llPM 
Friday & Saturday 7 AM-Midnight 
Sunday: Noon-llPM 
~~ 
212 DANFORTH ST., PORTLAND 
uWhere Good Friends, Fine Foods, & 
SPirits Blend Together." 
lu"d8,1992 27 
real uzzle By Don Rubin 
Medicine chest 
"Honey, have you seen the Right 
Guard?" 
Each of these containers holds a 
familiar product from your bath-
room shelf. How many can you 
identify? 
12). __ _ 
13) __ _ 
14) __ _ 
1) __ _ 
2) __ _ 
3) __ _ 
15) __ _ 
16) __ _ 
4) __ _ 
5) __ _ 
17) __ _ 
18) __ _ 
6) __ _ 
7) __ _ 
19) __ _ 
20)Selsun Blue 
8) __ _ 
9) __ _ 
21). __ _ 
22). __ _ 
10). __ _ 
11), __ _ 
Can you solve the Real Puzzle? 
There is a $20 gift certificate from 
Alberta's for the first-prize winner. 
The second-prize winner receives 
two free passes to The Movies at 
Exchange Street. Winners will 
recei ve their prizes in the mail. 
Drawings are done at random. 
Contestants are ineligible to win 
more than one prize in a four-week 
span. Only one entry is allowed per 
person per week. 
All entries for this week's puzzle 
must be received by Wednesday, 
June 24. The solution to this week's 
puzzle will appear in the July 2 issue 
of Casco &y Weekly. Send your best 
guess to: 
Real Puzzle #127 
Casco &y Weekly 
551A Congress St. 
Portland, Maine 04101 
11 
20="El. 
Solution to Real Puzzle # 125 
I-cues 
PepSi, Miami 
airline (or airlift), dial 
dirigible 
Ritz (or HiHo), 




Titanic, mi ti (or hi fi) 
Obviously, your I-cues are not very high. 
This week there were no winners. 
(Don Rubin's book, BRAINSTORMS, was recently 
published by Harper and Row.) 
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Entertainment 
Center! 
Offering a huge 
selection of videos, 
magazines and toys 
for the discriminating 
adult ... 
"We Have What 
You're 
Searching For •.• 
A"d Theil 
Some!" 
Newly Remodeled & Newly Expanded! 
- --
PORTLAND 
• VIDEO EXPO. 
666 Congre88 .5t • 
Open M-Sat. 10-10 
Also in KITTERY 
• VIDEO EXPO. 
Route 236 • 439-6285 
Open M-Sat. 10-10 • Sun. 12-7 
.. 
~ 
28 Gzsco &y Weekly 
CALL 775-6601 TO PLACE A caw CLASSIFIED AD 
body & soul 
AIll T ACTING At«) SINGING CLASS!! 
"Singing is only dignified screarring" alii 
"through acting and playing wepar!icipale 
lI10fe fully in Nfeand the moment at hand." 
Fun-filled class beginsMon.June29from 
7·9 p.m lor 5 weeks. Instructor Edith 
Doughty will help participants balance in-
dividual axpression with ensemble awar&-
ness. Artistic lislts Will be encouraged! 
Lirrited enrollment Call Edie 443-960310 
register. 
CHANNELING can be fascinating, em-
powering and healing. Especially effec· 
tive for finishing that unfinished busi· 
ness with departed loved ones. Call Joan 
at 846-1318. 
CHANNELING FOR PERSONAL 
GROWTH. Call Tyler 774·1183. 
DEEP MUSCLE MASSAGE· Karen Austen, 
MA. LM.T., Lic8nsed Massage Therr 
pist. AJleYiate chronic backaches, head· 
aches, neck and shoulder stiffness, sc~ 
atica, stress, improye flexibility, muscle 
tone, circulation, athletic performance. ~ 
appointmenL 865-0672. 
FOOT MASSAGE & REFLEXOLOGY· 
Refl8l(0logy is an ancient healing treat· 
ment which improves Circulation and 
releases stress. Call Elke Rosen berg, 
M.Ed .. 774-8889. 
MALE SURVIVORS OF SEXUAL ABUSE 
group starting soon. Three openings 
available. Previous psychotherapy/re-
coverywork essential. $45 per session. 
Insurance reimbursable. Tom Marino 
Ed.D., licensed psychologist. 773.{)649. 
ON·GO ING LESBIAN THERAPY 
GROUPS now accepting new members. 
Groups meet Mondays, 7·9pmorTues· 
days, 5:3(}'7:3Opm. S70/mo. Confiden· 
tiality respected. Call 775·7927. 
RELEASE PENT·UP ANGER and pain, 
and open up to joy this summer! Indi· 
vidual and group therapy available. Call 
Jane Gair, LCSW, 774-8633. 
SHIATSU OR SWEDISH MASSAGE. 
Shiatsu is Japanese-style massage. 
Special introductory offer of 20% off 
regular fee. Keith Hintz MST 828·2023. 
Portland license. 
THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE AND BODY· 
WORK: Rev~aliZB and strengthen your 
body, mind, and spirit Celebrate the 
new season! Slidingfeescale. AndreaE. 
Price, L.M.T., 871'{)121. 
TRANSCENOENTALMEDITATION· TM, 
the most scientifically researched, ef· 
fectlve technique to remove stress and 
to unfold full potential. Classes can be 
offered in your home. Call Don at 865· 
3467 for more information. 
DAVID R. WOODBURY, MA,C.P.F.T. r. ___.rllll_ 
--,.~-207m·6001 
"I'O&ITIVE RaW, BlJAIWITEEO" 
Lisa Bussey, M.A., C.E.D.T. 
Individual & Grou p Therapy 
for Women Focusing on 
• Food 
• Body Image 
• Sexuality 
232 51. John SL 775·7927 
Grntle, "laxing, hUlling. 
AH experience tif dup b"I,,",t 
~ ACUPUNCTURE 
WlTHOlff NEEDLES 
Ann Foster Tabbun, AOBTA 
799-9258 
PORTLAND YOGA STUDIO 
Cer.ified tyengar Yoga 
roommates 
BEAUTIFUL COUNTRY HOME· Females 
only, 2 BR available for $2OO/mo., fMJfy-
thing included. Jacuzzi, sundeck & much 
1T1Ofe. ComehaveaBBQ & check Hout No 
lease, short or long term 655-5246. 
COOL, KIND, CLEAN ROOMMATE 
needed to share 4 BR cape. Seeking a 
young, professional N/S. Prime location 
with Crescent & Higgins nearby. Must 
see. Available now. $2121mo.t utlls. 
799-5133. 
DEERING OAKS- Prefer N/S M/Fto share 
spacious 2 BR apt. in convenient loca-
tion. Heat, hot water, oft·street parlling 
included. 772·5536 after 5:30. 
EASTERN PROM- NlS M/F roommate 
needed for summer months to share 2 
BR apt. Furnished, full ocean view in 
historic building. $3OO/mo. includes 
uti Is. 761'{)552. 
F NlS FOR SUNNY 3 BR apt. on West 
End. $0250/mo. includes heal. cable & 
parlling. Available 711 . Call 76Hl149. 
No pets. 
GM SEEKS CLEAN, responsible room-
mate, (WF, GlS)toshare2 BR East End 
apt $0242.50 includes heat Please call 
761-4091 . 
GM SEEKS RESPONSIBLE, considerate 
roommate to share sunny, 2BR apt. in 
USM neighborhood. Laundry, parlling, 
porches. $3OWmo. +112 utils. Avail. 7/1. 
MATURE NlS FEMALE to share nice 
home in Saco. Country setting, must 
like dog. $35O/mo. Utils. included. Call 
284·5093 after 4pm. 
MATURE, RESPONSIBLE, reasonably 
neat person With healthyl~estylewanted 
to share large, sunny, furnished (your 
room furnished or unfurnished) apt. in 
nice neighborhood, WID, decks, stor· 
age, cat $2751mo.t 112 utils. Refer· 
ences.773-f>212. 
NlS HOUSEMATE WANTED to share my 
largeN. Windham home. My cat refuses 
to help with expenses and I need some-
one who will! 3 BR, 1-112 baths, WID, 
close to Sebago lake yet 20 mins. to 
Portland. S32G'mo. +113 utils. 892-8393. 
NlS TO SHARE beautiful Eastern Prom 
apt. Private bedroom suite With 3 clos· 
ets and bath. WID, dishwasher, sunny 
porch, considerate roommates and 
more. 774-8212. 
PROFESSIONAL, DISCREET GM look· 
ing for roommate to share 2 BR apt WI 
W carpet, WID on-site, off·street park· 
ing. $027Wmo.t 112 utils.+securitydep. 
Call Mark 856-nBO. 
RESPONSIBLE, MATURE, NlS FEMALE 
roommate wanted to share co~ house 
in Deering area, Portland. Ouiet, safe 
neighborhood. large private yard and 
parking.Mustvalueprivacyand be com-
rritted to keepi ng house clean t com· 
fortable. Spacious, sunny living room 
with fireplace, brightworking kitchen wi 
dishwasher. Avail. July 1 st. $30IYmo. t 
utils. Call 775-0205, leave message. 
Security deposit and rels. 
ROOMMATE? IT'S OF THE UTMOST 
importance that you do not call us un· 
less you display extremist absurdist 
behavior and be of exceptional charac· 
ter. $1551mo. 772·8529. 
SEEKING WF mate to share rooms on 
Stevens Ave. $1551mo. t 1/3 uti Is. Must 
appreciate cats and noise. Students 
welcome. 7n·2972, Melissa or LiL 
SPACIOUS WEST END Old Port apt 
w~h porchand washer. Needs M/F room-
mate, N/S preferred. $1751mo. t 112 utili· 
ties (in8l(pensive gas heat). Call Matt ill 
774·5255. 
SUNNY APT., GREAT NEIGHBORHOOD-
Woodfords area. NlS. $2751mo.t 112 
utils. m·9048. 
TWO BEDROOM APT.· Need roommate. 
Walking distance to MMC and down· 
town. Looking for responsible, mature, 
NlS female. S2251mo. +112 util. Avail. 
immed. n2·7342. . 
TWO CREATIVE WOMEN seeking third 
to share huge, pe3ClI!ul "higher·pow. 
ered" apartment near Back Cove. Two 
cats in residence. Request chem-free NI 
S. $3151mo. includes utils. 772'{)552. 
WEST END· NlS, chem-free, clean & 
responsible male roommate needed to 
sharesunny, spacious 2 BR, 2 bath apt 
wlGM & one clean cat$25Olmo. includ· 
ing. Available July 1st 879-1347. 
WESTERN PROM- responsible chem· 
free NlS WF to share roomy, beautiful 
but quiet apt with 2 creative women. 
$182/mo. plus. Available July 1. 
WESTERN PROM· Seeking friendly, re-
sponsible NlS WF to share spacious 
sunny 2 BR apt. with off·street parking 
& garden. $3OOImo.+ utils. Available 71 
1.7n-0035. 
WOODFORDS AREA HOUSE· INF, NlS. 
Two decks, dishwasher and more. S28(V 
mo + uti Is. Call 879-0n5. Keep trying. 
WOOOFORDS AREA· 1913 RESTORED 
home to share. WF. $350 for own two 
rooms plus 112 utilities. Garage, work· 
shop, laundry, etc. No pets. Available 
July 1 st 774-4231. 
apts/rent 
A CONVENIENT ADDRESS to every· 
thing downtown in the Port. Historic 
India Street, 4 rooms heated, wfH.W., 
parlling, overlooks lovely landmarlls. 
S4661mo. Call Marigold 761-1764 for 
Showing. 
EASTERN PROM area. Lg sunny 3-BR, 
living rm, dining rm, kit. w/S',ove, ref rig .. 
WID hook·up. Avail. now. S6251mo. + 
utils. 87f·7037. 
IN· TOWN CONDOMINIUM recently 
renoyated , Victoriangarden-style,1 BR, 
pumpkin pine floors, bay window, W/D, 
roofdeck, ideal for Single professional. 
Available immediately. $4O!Vmo t utils. 
(603) 862·1368. Cats OK. 
MUNJOY HILL· 2 BR, third floor, re-
modeled, clean, good views, gas heat, 
porch, ample closet space. $450/mo. 
plus utils.Available rri!hJuly. Call Oliver, 
7n-4739. 
NEW EFFICIENCY, excellent neighbor· 
hood, very private and small. Available 
now. Parlling, utilities included. ~ 
wI<. 871·9065 or 772·2427. 
EXTBIIDED BY POPULAR DEMAND - SEll ANYTHING FOR 892 RIfE 
PARK AVE.· SMALL COZY SOOIO for 
rent Freshly painted, attached sundeck, 
large bacllyard, off-street parking, $36(V 
mo. includesall. NIS. 780-46421767·2844. 
PORTlAND, ME. MED AREA- Large 1 
BRs, $350 & $400. Large2 BRs, $450 & 
$500. 3 BR, $625. All include heat & 
HW, parking. Call 871·1503. 
SOUTH PORTlAND· 2 BR 1 mile from 
beach. New deck, yard, adults only. Gas 
utilities. $49Wmo.t sec. dep. Cat OK. 
767·5606. 
SOUTH PORTlAND. Large one bed· 
room, living rm, dining rm, storage rm, 
water views, large yard, parlling. Excel· 
lent location. $56O/mo. heat + hot water 
incl. 7~97. 
ST. LAWRENCE ST.· Sunny 2 BR w~h 
nice views on second floor with living 
room, dining room, sunporch and stor· 
age rooms, enclosed yard, parking. 
$4251mo. 773·2696 eves. 
SUNNY, ATTRACTIVE, 2 BR,Iiving room, 
dining room, eat·in kitchen, porches, 
yard, off·street parking, oil heaL sepa· 
rate utilities. $5OO/mo. Must see. Call 
854·1066. 
TWO BEDROOM PLUS DEN on third 
floor of owner -occupied building in safe 
Western Prom area near Waynflete 
School. $56O/mo. References required. 
772·1402. 
WEST END· Sunny, clean, large 2 BR, 
living room, eat·ln kitchen. WIW, stor· 
agespace,largeyard.Adults. N/S. Sorry, 
no pets. SSO!Vmo. t 774-4205. 
WEST END. Exceptionally clean and 
sunny two bedroom with hardwood 
floors, deck, gas heat and off·street 
parlling. Offered at SS751mo. + utilities. 
A must see. Security deposit and refer· 
ences required. No dogs. Avail. Bl1. 
879-7t20. 
ONE MONnl'S FREE RENT! 
Portland o n the Peninsula 
I , 2 & 3 Bedrooms 
Heated 
$315 to $600 
CHECK US OUT! 
772·1232 
I WE MAKE NEWS MATTER I 
houses/rent 
WANTED: INEXPENSIVE long-term 2 
BR housalcamp, OK/safe for cats & 
dog (well·behaved). Quiet; garden 
space. Highly reponsible, mature, 81(. 
cellent references. 761'{)228. 
onlces/rent 
33 DEERING ST.· 3 room suite, 1st 
floor, fireplaces, in loveIyblickVictorian 
building. Parlling, all utilities included. 
$5251mo. 2 available. Johnson Realty, 
774·9303. 
OFFICE/STUDIO SPACES IN OLD PORT· 
422·112 Fore St., 3rd ftoor. Sunny, car· 
peted, low utility cost from $2OO/mo. 
775-3346. 
PORTlAND- 311 CUMBERlAND AVE., 
corner of Elm St. Heavy traffic. Excellent 
Visibility. 1,600 sq. ft. storwoffice, heat 
inciuded, parking available. 7n-f>527. 
PROFESSIONALSTUOIO OFFICE LOFT· 
Convenient Old Port location. Month· 
to-month or lease available. Fax, laser 
plinter. Utilitiesincluded.$15O/mo. Call 
7n·2327. 
studios/rent 
ARTISTS OF ALL KINOS- 00 yourself a 
favor and rent a stud io at 317 
Cumberland Ave. Small to large studios 
available with lights and heatfurnished. 
Call 7n-f>527. Parlling available. 
MIDDLE ST. STUQIOS- A co-op of 
graphic artists. Share FAX, copier, full 
k~chen. NlS preferred. Open studio 
space shared by 4 other artists. $14W 
mo. tutils. 774-4977. 
SOOIOS: ARTISTS ONLY building. All 
inclusive, tin ceilings. artists sinks, high 
energy environment. Darllroomsto suHes 
with views. $75 to $2Wmo. 799-4759. 
real estate 
$94,900· 2 story home in Portland's 
Capisic Pond area. Completely reno· 
vated. All new systems. 2·3 large bed· 
rooms, 2 baths, deck, private yard. Pos· 
sibly furnished. 7n·9664. 
ALMOST NEW BURLINGTON HOME· 
Lived in summers only, best location· 
South Portlan<VScarboroug h line. 2 BRs. 
1·112 baths. completely furnished, many 
extras. Must see. Asking $45,000. 885· 
5407. 
COTIAGE YEAR·ROUND, Pine PoinL 
Scarborough, ME. 2 BR, fireplace, com-
pletely furn ished, ocean view. $98,500. 
Some owner financing available. Ex· 
change for other type real estate pos. 
sible. (207)873-4171. 
COUNTRY PARADISE in the city· Peaks 
Island. Solar 3 BRt, on 1.5 acres. 766· 
2604. 
ChICk Y" 1Ittie. 1Ia.1IIHIIII11111 garlll .... llk •• Iock .f what Y" III Ind Isk Yo ..... an, "Would I rlther keep this, ar hlv. 892 ill my poclllt?-
• YII'v. cho •• the CI.~ _11115 wlI'III_crlptloa.f the bill II CUca Bay Weekly, (III. the COllllon below), .11 SB2 fop It, $92 (15 word limit, no changes, no phone calls) IIIIIi caw wiI rul y_1II fIP 4 weeki ABIOlUTRY FRE8 
CLASSIFIED AD ORDER FORM BY PHONE: 775-6601 
categories the sure sell your ad: 
Obody&aoul Ota2 8tutI lor sale 25 words ... $9 per week 
OroomrMtea o yard sa .. additional words ... 40¢1wordlweek 
o .pta/rent o .rt. & cndta Phone It In: 775-6601 (visa/mc) 
Oho_/rent Ogerdena FAX It In: 775-1615 (visa/mc) 
WalklMalllt in: Casco Bay Weekly o oflk:ealrent o wanted 
551 A Congress St., Portland, ME 04101 
o atudloalrent Ocornputars Attn; Classified 
o '1N!8OlIIIVrent Omuaic 
o rMt emtta OwMela deadlines 
Oeuctlons o bolita 
Ochlldc.. o tllMter Irta Line ads; Monday at 6PM 
o help wanted OlNrnlng Display ads: Friday at 5PM 
OJob. wanted o publications Call 775-6601 for display rates. 
Phone" Number of words: o bualn_ MrvIcft OenllNlle fine print o bualn_ opportunltJn o lost & found (free) Name: Number of weeks: 
OllnMCIaI o legal notIc:M 000III'00d ods rruot be paid fO( h advance "'"" -.. pononII Address: First 25 worda 
OddngMMcea o bulletin bon _ ~ order. \/loa 0( MaoIorard. Loot & _ lems $9 per_: $ hied free, ~ edt ... non_ CIfflohal not be 
o dining o ride boIIrd __ for Itt( \yIA>gI1$A oicoj """"', 0IT'IIII0nt, ~h Ihe ed + add. words 0 4De ea.: S wNc:h do not ~ Ihe .... 0( oonIent 0( dwIg& Ovisa Omc' Ihe rr-*>g It Ihe ed. Cl1IcIt wi be _ """'" .-aTOr hoi o etuft lor .... ~ dot_ "'"'*' one _ or pt.IJIcIIlon. T __ 
exp.date Total: S __ for S21CClp\'. 
real estate 
CRESCENT lAKE, RAYMOND· Former 
lodge, converted to huge seasonal resi· 
dence. 200' water·frontage, 6 acres, S 
stonefireplaces, sunsets from screened 
porch. Sleeps 10+. Serious buyursonly. 
$225,000. 883-8351. 
GREAT DEAl! 2 BR MOBILE HOME wI 
pitched roof and 2 room addition in 
O.O.B. only sa,700. Great starter or re-
U rement 1-800-43~7 4. 
LONG ISlAND BY OWNER· Cozy 2 BR 
year·round home. Well insulated, arte-
sian Well, spacious new bath with water 
filter system, monitor heat, short walk 
to ferry, store, school, tennis court, Ii· 
brary and beaches. Needs some worll. 
Asking $60,000. 766-5598. 
PEAKS ISlAND BY OWNER· Charrring 
2 BR year·round bungalow. Hardwood 
floors, fireplace, sun porch, new sys. 
tems, garden. $94,000. 766·5643. 
PORTlAND- OCEAN AVE. 3 bedrooms 
plus bungalow near schools and Back 
Bay. Zoned for 2·farrily and profes· 
siomll use. Asking $99,000. Cal 773· 
2242. 
SOUTH PORTLAND· Reduced, Meet· • 
ing House Hill, 3 BR bungalow, walk to 
beaches, schools, stores, quiet neigh· 
borhood, $78,000. Owner, 799-0628. 
I Classifieds: 775-6601 I 
SAVE HUNDREDS! 
·199370' 3 Bedroom Fleetwood, $14,495 
$138 for 180 months, $1,450 down APR 9.5% 
. • New 16' wide Norris, $29,995 
·52' Double-Wide $29,995 
• 4 Bedroom, 60'x28' $37,995 
Skylights, fireplace, whirlpool, dishwasher, paddle fan 
TO SEE IT IS TO LOVE ITI 
LUV 
HOMES 
At 26, Oxford, ME 
207-539-4759 
Daiiy 10-7, Sun 11-5 
Closed Tuesday 
RECESSION BUSTER! 
• $15,995 For 19933 Bedroom, or $150 for 
180 months with $1,599 down 
• $19,995 for 1993 4 Bedroom 80'1 
• $29,995 for 16'wide Norris 
• $24,995 for Double wide, 3 bedroom,2 
baths APR 9.5% 
Champion, Imperial, Norris and Redman 
auctions 
LEGAL STORAGE AUCTION· Sat., June 
20th, 10:00am. Mini·Self Storage Cen· 
ter, corner RI. 1 and Pleasant Hill Rd., 
next to Frost Boat Sales, Scarborough, 
Maine. Items to be auctioned: House-
hold goods, automobile tires, furniture. 
clothes, glassware, pictures/picture 
frames, toys, 3 pick·up caps, tables, 
chairs, hutch, 2 waterbedslframes, 1 
display case, many antiques, many box 
lots. Aanagan's Auction Service, Me. 
Lic . #1002. 10% Buyer's Premium 
Auctioneer's note: No preview of this 
sale. In case of inclement weather, said 




Rt 1 A, Holden, ME 
207-898-7644 
Daily 10·S, Sun 11·5, Closed lUes 
Child care 
FOR ENERGETIC, CREATIVE & CARING 
nanny with a certification in elementary 
education, call Oeniseat 799-5133. Own 
car and 8I(cellent references. 
LOOKING FOR LlTILE ONES to fill my 
home. Place your child in a loving home 
atmosphere. Early morning hours, large 
backyard, central Scarborough location. 
References, full/part·time. Call BB3-
5043. 
LOOKING FOR LlTILE ONES to fill my 
home. Full and part·time child care. 
Central location in Scarborough. Call 
883·5043 or 883-6314. Excellent refer· 
ences. 
WESTBROOK, REGISTERED DAYCARE· 
Ages 3 and over. High School area, 
playground, supervised swimming, 
fenced·in yard. Lunches, snacks, refer· 
ences given. $75/wk. 856-6092. 
help wanted 
HELP WANTED 
ADVERTISING ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE 
Penny$aver has an opportunity for an 
energetic, self-motivated account 
executive to join in our growing success . 
If you possess a strong 
advertising sales background 
and can serve our valued customers 
on a consultant level, 
we would like to hear from you. 
You will receive an established, protected 
territory, accompanied by a draw vs . 
commission pay plan, auto allowance, 
incentives and full benefits. 
Please send your resume, in confidence to: 
PENNY$AWii FREE 
P.o. Box 1048 
Scarborough, ME 04070-1048 
Attention: Bill Murphy 
n. "-""ytaw-r is an EI{W2I Opponunily E~ 
ACCOUNTING DIRECTOR 
Casco Bay Weekly is seeking an experienced 
bookkeeper to manage and maintain all day-to-day 
accounting functions at our fast-growing business. 
You must be proficient at billing, collections, 
credit checks, bill paying, payroll processing, cash 
flow management, preparing financial reports and 
budgeting, 
You must also have superior interpersonal skills 
and thrive in an active, deadline-oriented young 
company. 
Salary depends on experience. Benefits included. 
Send resume and a letter of interest to: 
Il6tH.) :£11. SSlA Congress, St, 
----- - -- Portland, ME 04101 I'M44 ~ ['1 Attn: Accounting Dlredor Search 
- " --- - -. No pIro ... CJJir., pI ..... E.O.E. 
business services 
ALL TYPES WORDPROCESSING· Re-
sumes,coverletters, termpapaers, tran-
scription, general correspondence. Rea-
sonable rates, laser printer. 799-8731 . 
AVON PRODUCTS: Appointment, catr 
log. Avon parties 6/20, 6/27, 7/6, 7113. 
Tea, coffee, crumpets, etc. Samples. 
Men and women. 1·5pm. 84 Irving St. 
Friends. Ashley, 774·7648. 
BEULA'S BUSY MOTHERS CLEANING 
SERVICE· Laundry, grocery shopping, 
etc. Your supplies, my labor at $IWhr. 
Cash only. Honest, dependable; excel· 
lent references. Ask for Patti. 761·2490 
lNes. or message: 773·1931. 
CARPENTRY, PAINTING, ODD JOBS-
Reasonable rates, freeestimates. RL.U. 
Enterprises, 773-5367. 
HANDYMAN- Windows waShed, cellars 
and attics cleaned, house painting & 
carpentry work. 767·3104. 
HOUSECLEANING BY LAURA· Reliable, 
references, Call 846·3213. 
INTERIOR & EXTERIOR PAINTING- Qual· 
ity work. 15 years experience, low price, 
free estimates. Call George, n5-5899. 
lANDSCAPES FOR LESS- Let us beau· 
tify your outdoor living space. We'll de-
sign, plant, mulch, prune, maintain your 
yard. Professional results, reasonable 
rates, free esti mates. 879-1352. 
LAWN MOWING, light landscaping, rea-
sonable rates, free estimates. Call 773· 
5367. 
$40,OOO/YR! READ BOOKS and TV 
scripts. RII out simple "likwdon1Iike" 
form EASY! Fun, relaxing at home, 
beach, vacations. Guaranteed paycheck. 
24-hour recording nweals details. BOl· 
379-2925, copyright lMEI14EB. 
FORMOREINFORMATIONANOASSIS- EXPERIENCED PAINTER· 18 yrs. Ex· 
TANCE regatding the investigation of cellent references. Interiorl exterior. 
LOOKING FOR BUILDINGIMOVING 
WORK· Jacking for foundations, sill 
work, leveling and post work. Some 
carpentry. Year round. Call Mr. Ahlquist 
839-4296. 
$5OOWEEKL Y, NEW! EASY! stay home, 
any hours. Easy assembly ... $21,000; 
Easy sewing ... $36,600; Easy wood as-
sembly ... $98,755; Easycrafts ... $76,45O; 
Easy jewelry ... $19,500; Easy electron-
ics. .. $26,2OO; Matchmaking ... $62,500; 
Investigating ... $74,450; T.V. talent 
agent... $40,900; Romance agent... 
$62,500. No selling. Fully guaranteed. 
FREE 24 hour recording reveals details. 
801·379-2900 copyright IME114YH 
ASSEMBLE OUR DEVICES: Learn this 
trade, we send instructions, parts, and 
check for assembly. Call (404 )426-0672, 
ext WB3027. 
COLLEGE STUDENTSoIH.S. SENIORS-
$7.35 • $1320. Vector has full·time 
summer positions. Gain valuable re-
sume8l(pelience. Training prOYided, all 
majors may apply. For info! interview 
call 878-2711. 
dating services 
MEET BEAUTIfUL, FAITHRlL, Marriage-
rrinded ladies from Asia. Russia, Eu· 
rope, North & South America. For FREE 
photo brochure and complete d8ttils 
call 702-451·3070 anytime and leave 
mailing address. 
financing, business opportunities and Terry Greenlaw, 879-0630. Portland. 
work at home opportunities, Casco Bay Free estimate. 
Weekly urges it's readers to contact the ----------
Better Business Bureau, Inc., Maine Di· " HANDYMANWITHTRUCKAVAILABLE 
vision, 812 Stevens Ave., Portland, ME to do odd jobs and moving, locally or 
04103·2648. long distance. Expelienced & depend· 
BE ON T.V.· Many needed for commer· 
cials. Now hiling all ages. For casting 
info call (615)779-7111, ext. T·1265. 
NATIONAl.. MARKET RESEARCH COM-
PANY needs part·time telephone Inter· 
viewers in Portland calling area Worll 
from home eves. & weekends for con-
sumersurvey two weeks each quarter. No 
selling, hourly pay. Call 603-352·7138. 
PART·TIME HOSTESSES needed to 
demo food products at area supermar· 
kets. Experience a pi us but not neces· 
sary, will train qualified individuals. Call 
883·1267 for an interview. 
STAY HOME and make up 10 $100adayor 
1T1Ofe. Over 400 companies need home 
worker&'distl1buters NOW! Call for amaz· 
ing recorded message. 919-406-9432. 
Iinancial 
CASH LOANS AVAILABLE! Lender has 
8I(oessfunds. (Nota broker!) Bad credit, 
no credi~ OK! Must pl'Ol/8 income and 
stable residence. Credit consultants on 
duty 7am-11 pm 1-800-f>85.3696. 
able with references. Call for low rates, 
774·2159 anytime. 
Pfwtograpny 






to any kJcation. 
MATURE,PROFESSIONAL WOMEN will 
clean your house. Reasonable rates. 
774-9897. 
CHARLES B. MELCHER 
PHomcRAPHER 
EXTRAORDINARY PORTRAITS 
501 Cumberland Ave. 
Portland 775-630 1 














PAINTING' STAIN ING' CLEAR FINISHING 
NEED HELP? 
Certified Paralegal 
• Wills • Living Wills 
• Power of Attorney • Divorce 
• Probate • Bankruptcy 
Reasonable Rates 
Carolyn Pardi 
74 Wilson St., Portland 772-6620 
Executive Chef - Tony Pastry Chef - Anna 
• Restaurant Design 
• Menu Planning 
• Food Preparation 
• Food Presentation 
• International Cuisine 
• Pastries 
470 White's Bridge Road 
Standish, ME 04084 
207-892-6906 
DECKS 
Belter Quality & Better Prices 
1-800-535-5833 
Su rlDr Sundecks Inc. 
NASTY~NEAT 
COMPULSIVE {CLEANING 
... and other life support services 
It's Spring Cleaning Time! 
If you've ever cleaned up for the cleaning people ... 
or worse, cleaned up after them ... 





PORTlAND RESTAURANT FOR SALE: 
Excellentlurn·key facility w~h great p0-
tential. Lowstart·upcoslandgoodlease . 
DPC loan money available. 799-0090. 
stull lor sale 
FOR SALE· KHchen cabi nets, stoye, dish-
washer, new kitchen window, 41,)(461/ 
2', 883-6437. 
GAS GRILL WITANK· Shish-Ka-llob & 
rotisserie attachment w/motor. $100 
takes all. Call before 8pm. 883-6527. 
HELP WANTED advertising account 
MATIRESSES & BOXSPRINGS & 
FRAMES- New and used. Also washers 
and dryelS and appliances. We also buy 
unwanted ifems. CredHavailablem·5737. 
MONITOR VENTEO HEATING & HOT 
WATER HEATING· SPRING SALE! n5-
4451. 
OCEAN MOTION! Queen·sizedwaterbed 
for sale. Includes brand new heater, 1 yr. 
old motionless mattress. solid pineframe 
and base, and a faux·sheepskin mat· 
tress coyer. Rrst $100 takes H! Call 
Ralph at 879-73n. 
REFRIGERATOR FOR SALE. Old 
Coldspot Perfect for camp. $l00or best 
offer. Call 767·7179. 
SUNNY GLENWOOD VICTORIAN cook 
stove. Excellent condition, wood or gas 
use. Value $700, movi ng and will sacri· 
flC8 at $350. Call 883·9766. 
commercial 
stull lor sale 
USED GOLF CLUBS- Full registered set. 
Ben Hogan Director. Includes extra 
clubs, bag, and lightweight pull-cart 
$200. 883·1787 . . 
VINYL REPLACEMENT WINDOWS, 
Largest selection· Compareour prices! 
725-4451 . 
WOODSTOVE, GARRISON ONE· Comes 
With spark guard & heat shield. Excel· 
lent condition. 29"high x 32"Wide x 
21'deep. $0200. 799-7548. 
II1-SPEEOMEN'STRAllBIKE-N6Yerused, 
$92. Call 854-4818, leave message. 
200 FIRST ClASS STAMPS $40. New 
SO-month Auto Battery $35. Electric 
Heater $17. 775'{)405 
ANTIQUE DRESSER· 4 drawer chest 
unique one-of·a-k1nd must see! $92. 
892·9667. 
ANTIQUE ROCKING CHAIR· Women's 
sewing or nursing rocker, brown. $92. 
Leale message for Carl, m-f>699. 
BONSAI POTS- Box of assorted pots: 
shallow, deep, cascade, unglazed, 
glazed, etc. $92. Gerry, n2·7464. 
CANON POWER WINDER for any" A" 
camera with Canon leather sport case. 
$92.967·5607. 
-
ao Ozsco Bay Wuldy 
CHOOSE: PENTAX ME body or Ganon Rl 
24mm'2.8Iens,or~1,j sidIHrounlad 
VM1ar!lash. S92 each. '¥JT-fBJ7. 
COMPACTOISCPlAVERProgranllllble, 
r8l11llB control, random iccess, lilea~. 
Includes 6 CO's $92. 77S-1637. 
GIFT CERTIFICATE FOR TEN 1/2-hour 
gLitar lessons. If no answer leave mes-
sage. n2-8864. 
GOVERNOR'S LICENSE PlATES: 1982 
Alabama 11; 1987 South Dakota 11. 
Excellent condition, $92. 846-{)740. 
HONDA ACCORD HATCHBACK, 1981-
Needs work, no sticker, butstill kicking. 
Call Ryan, 828-1786. 
MATCHING COUCH & CHAIR, Ameri-
can Heritage collection, gold tones. 
Greatfor ~artment. $92 Call 846-0945. 
MOTOROLA CELLULAR CAR PHONE 
wilh antenna. Excellent condition. $92. 
282-3256. 
MOVING- 6 PIECE LIVING ROOM SET, 
592. 77H990. 
MOVWG-COMPLETEDMNGSET,regu-
IalDr _ been used, $92. n3-5990. 
MOVING- ELECTRIC TYPEWRITER, 
good condition, $30; 19' color TV, $55; 
student desk, $7. n3-5990. 
MOVING-SOFA, 2 years old, good con-
dition, ask $92. 773-5990. 
MOVING-WIMlSURFBOARO,_used. 
orig. price $300, ask $92. n3-5990. 
MUST SELL: Beige couch, $50; gold 
stuffed rock8r,$25; 2 tiring roomchairs, 
517. All goOO condition. 854-9774. 
PIONEER HPM-60 SPEAKERS, 592 
each. Teac A-l03 cassette deck, $35. 
871-n85, ask for Michael. 
PUCH 12-SPEED MENS' bicycle, excel-
lent condition. $92. 878-3189. 
SCHWINN Men's24"IG-s~ Bicycle. 
Baby seat, fenders, deluxe brakes, foam 
grips, more. $92. 775-1637. 
SHARP COMPACT DISC Player ModaI-
DX-R7!Il.DirllClaa:essprou.rarmingwith 
r8fT1)te. $92 or best offer. n5-6443 
TECHNICS AMlFM RECEIVER, digital 
model SA-R210 w~h remote & equal-
izer with spectrum analyzer. First $92. 
77~443. 
TECHNICS STEREO cassette player/n~ 
corder and portable dual cassette deck 
w/radio. $92 for both. 775-1637.' 
WATER REST SUPER-SINGLE 
WATERBED (complete), used 1 month. 
592. n4-2716 after 5 or leave mes-
sage. 
WHITE 3-D RAWER DRESSER, $40; 
ol1&-drawer $20; entertainment center 
$32. $92 takes all 3. 773-5990. 
X-COUNTRY SKIS with Solomon bind-
ings, $92. Ask for Michael 871-7285. 
boats 
1989 19' CHAPARREL CUDDY, 175 
Merc, full canopy, loadrite trailer, very 
low hours, seldom used, exc. condition. 
513,500.829-6442. 
CHANDLER'S WHARF- 46' SLIP FOR 
RENT, security, full facilities, great har-
bor view. Call Jim, n3-3384 days, or 
eves. 833-5716. 
yard sales 
HAMIL VYARDSALE, 207 CottageRd., 
South Portland (corner of O'Neil) Satur-
day only. 9am-5prn. Baby items, al-
bums, bookS, much more. 
SOUTH PORTlAN(}' 41 Pier St., between 
Pine & Sawyer. Lolsof hoUsehold items & 
rriscellaneous. Starting 9am. No earty 
birds, please. 19th, 20th, 21st. 
FRIENDS OF CASCO BAY 
BENEFIT LAWN SALE 
SAVE MONEY, SAVE THE BAY 
Bargain prices on Macintosh computer, printer, 
stereo, speakers, hundreds of records, books, 
furniture, sports equipment 
AND MORE!! 
WHEN: Saturday and Sunday, June 20-21,1992 
WHERE: 21 Higgins Street, Portland, Near Deering HS 
ALL PROCEEDS BENEFIT THE BAYKEEPER 
To make a donation or for more information, call 772-0923 
--.. I J I ¥. Massive Lawn 
~r~ Sale 
L.J..dDw. at. ~.. r 
~Dt~_ _ ... 
-II II 
wanted 
AUTOGRAPHS- Buying signed photo-
graphs, letters, etc., of all famous per-
sonalities. Send list with copies, or call. 
Pinetree, Box 8088, Bangor, ME 04402-
8088. (207)945-5070. 
GUITARS WANTED: Gibson, Fender, 
Grelsch, Martin, National, Epiphone, 
Rickenbacker. Also Fender amplifiers. 
Collector pays to 510,000. call1-80G-
484-8062, code 1212. 
HOUSESITTlNG- PROFESSIONAL 
COUPLE with light maintenance skills, 
seeks housesitting opportunity in Port-
land area. Shortllong-term. Starting 
summer. References provided. Call 
Mike, (207)785-3315. 
music 
D.J.'s, SONGWRITERS, broadcasters, 
comedians: Record your demo at 
Portland's most affordable audio facil-
ity. Digital processing, FX, and mixdown. 
Producing and arranging available. 
SI5.hr.775-2159. 
PIANO SEFMCE by professional, regis.. 
tered technician. Reasonable rales fortun-
ing, repair, action regulation and rebuild-
ing.JOSEPH'SPIANOSEFMCE, 883-OIl1 0. 
MerriIer Piano Technicians GLiId. 
publications 
A-l CREDIT- You call have AM credit 
rating in30days. Complete report, $7.95 
post paid. Check or M.O. to "Simon", 
P.O. Box 1057, Rockland, ME 04841. 
GREAT FOR FATHER'S DAY! (Gradua-
tion, too). Brand-new booII, "WAS BASE-
BALL REALLY INVENTED IN MAINEr 
Features Maine's colorful baseball his-
tory and all 68 Mainerswho've played in 
the majors. Available at all bookstores 
or call 772-0099. 
WANTED TO RENT- Roomy 2 BRapt. in 
West End, nice area, reasonably priced. 
Responsible family of 3, homeowners 
and former landlords, excellent 
refernces. Apt. would be second home, 
receive linle use. Occupancy by August 
1.882-6146 or 772-{)551. 
WANTED TO RENT: MOTOR HOME 10 
responsible man for 10 days, 613G-71 
09. Willing to leave deposit plus pay up 
to $300 rental fee. n2-2570. 
WILL YOUR TRAVEL TRAILER be sit-
ting unused in your yard July 2-9? Why 
not let us borrow it & pocket some 
cash? We have excellent references, are 
responsible professionals. Please call 
767-2965 and ask to speakwilh Jo Ann. 
animals 
AKC GOLOEN RETREIVERS bred for 
intelligence and temperament. Papers 
back to greatijrandparents. Choose 
now, take home mid-July. These pup-
piesarereally beautiful. $300. m-2029. 
NEW EFFICIENCY, excellent neighbor-
hood, very priVate and small. Available 
now. Par1cing, utilities included. $801 
wk. 871-0065 or n2-2427. 
AKCJCKC GERMAN SHEPHERD PUPS. 
ScHh lineage. Bred lor temperment 
obedience and protection. Written hi & 
health guarantee. Blkltan, Blk/red. AU-
BURN 345-9796. 
C.F.A. SCOmSH FOLD KITIENS-
Straight and folded ears, long and short-
haired. One adult female and one show 
quality female. 5100 and up. 883-4250. 
CALLING ALL CATS. Spend your vaca-
tion at Club Purr. Upscale boarding. 
Gats only. Safe. Immaculate. Views. Air-
conditioned. Pick-up service. Enjoy great 
food and personal attention. Reserva-
tions: Gorham 839-2037. 
I Please recycle this paper. I 
ernie ook 811 Lynda Barry 
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Throughout June, all women 
placing personal ads receive 
45 words ABSOLUTELY 
FREE! So don't hesitate! 
1-900-370-2041 
Place your ad today using the 
order fonn on page 34, 
and meet someone new! 
(CBW Box & P.O_ Box rates still apply) 
calls cost $1.49/min. Touch Tone Phones Only 
18 yrs. or older. Casco Bay Weekly, 775-6601 
wheels 
$$ CASH CASH CASH $$- WE HAUL 
AWAY JUNK CARS AND TRUCKS, any 
condition, seven days a week, ~9. 773-
6878 
1978 PL ¥MOUTH VOLARE- Good con-
dition, well-maintained. $500. Leave 
message.774-9470. 
1985 CHEVROLET CAVALIER- 4-iloor 
sedan,5-s~,87,OOO miles, runsgreat. 
$650. 767-5185. 
ASK ABOUT CASCO BAY WEEKLY'S 
WHEELS DEAL! 4 WEEKS FOR ONLY 
$16! 775-9601. 
CHEAP! FBVU.S. SEIZED: '89Mercedes, 
$200; '86 VW, $50; '87 Mercedes, $100; 
'65 Mustang, $50. Choose from thou-
sands starting 525. 24-hour recording 
reveals giveaway prices. 801-37~2929, 
copyright IMEII4JC. 
CORVETTE, $400: BRONCO, $50; '89 
Mercedes, 5200; '87 BMW, 5100; '65 
Mustang, S5G- U.S. Public Auction, 
druglord properties. Choose from thou-
sands starting 525. 24-hour recording 
reveals giveaway prices. 801-37~2930, 
copyright IMEI14RC. 
DATSUN 280ZX, 1983- Mint condition, 
45,000 miles, garaged in Mississippi lor 
5 years, loaded, 5-spd, A/C, Sony ArrI 
Fm cassette, T-top. $5,500. 772-1786. 
Must see! 
DODGE SHADOW 1989 4dr liftback a u-
tomatic. A/C, tilt-Wheel, AMlFM, one 
owner, power steering. Blueonly28,000 
miles. Asking $5500. 865-3408 
FOR SALE: 1981 FORD GRENADA, two-
tone with uJ}-to-ilate s~cker. Asking 
$700, butwill negotiale.lnterested?GaIl 
854-3976. 
FORD PROBE Turbo 1989 loaded, air, 
CD player, sunroof, elc. Exc. condo Ask-
ing $6990. Let's deal!! 865-4599 
HOMlA CRX, 1989- Siiver, sunroof, /IJN 
Ff.4 cassette, 5-speed, 46K miles, runs 
great. $7,000. 1-284-1994 eves. 5 to 11. 
JEEP CHEROKEE, 1989- 6 cyi., 4 litre 
engine, auto., 4WD, AMIFM cassette, air, 
rear wiper defrost. roof rack, ~ tires, 
53,000 miles. $10,000. 688-4748 eves. 
MAZDA AX-7, 1983- Body excellent 
runs excellent, $2,500. 883-5242. 
MERCEDES 280E, 197~ Excellent con-
dition, low miles, car loaded, automatic, 
very clean, 4-iloor. Asking $3,400. Call 
874-9900. 
MERCEDES BENZ 1974, 280C, Well 
maintained, champagne, exC. cond., 
123K, CAcar, been in storage. $7850 or 
best offer. 1-324-0072 
MERCEDES BENZ 3000, 1978- Runs 
and looks great! White with blue leather 
interior, sunroof, AMlFM cassette. 
$2,800. 854-1692. 
NISSAN PULSAR NX, 1988- Black T-
top, excellent condition, one owner. 
$5,500. 985-3545. 
OLDS CUTLASS SUPREME SL, 1990-
Loaded, excellent condition, 18,000 
miles, one owner, V6, 4-iloor. Asking 
511 ,SOD. Call 79H!256. 
PLYMOUTH RELIANT 1988 4dr sedan, 
exc. cond., auto, ps/pb, AMlFM, very 
clean, 47,000 miles. All service records. 
Asking $4,000. 83~3663. 
SAA8 900 1987, red, 3dr, 5 spd, 861<, 
new tires • stud snows, phone, exC. 
cond., one owner, n1s. $6300 neg. Call 
846-{)877. 
SAA8900,1984-3door,AlC.Newtun&-
up & sticker. Great condition. $2600. 
7n-5284, leave message. 
TOYOTA camry 1989 Fully loaded, all 
power, A/C, AMlFM cassette. $8900. 
call 797-5890 
TOYOTA MR2 1985 Red, black interior, 
5 spd, alc, cruise, pslpb, tinted win-




HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS SUM-
MER? Jet there anytime for only $169 
with AIRHITCH(r). Gall 212-864-2000. 
learning 
FICTION WORKSHOP WITH DIANE 
BENEDICT every olher Sunday after-
noon in Portland from 3-9. On-going, 
supportive community for writers seri-
ously interested in fiction, non-fiction 
narratives and illunrinated autobiogra-
phy. $95. 721-0824. 
THE HOLISTIC MUSIC STUDIO: VOice, 
piano, cello. Children and adults. Suzuki 
method available. 'The Inner Child and 
Music" is alive and well. 78HJ944. 
ad un services 
DROWN IN THE ECSTASY! 1-300-72-
ERICA, Sweet Agony! Adutts, S2.~ 
min. Visa/M.C. Do it! No credit card? 1-
900-n-ERICA.Alegend!$2Jmin.(E.P.S. 
708-882-7873) 
HOT,LlVE& WILD,JUSTYOU& ME, 1-
702-871-4103. Over 21 only, very dis-
creet billi ng. 
INDULGENCE, PLEASURE, YOU! call 
MY OWN 900, Private LIVE Models Talk 
number! First 18 seconds ffiEE. Three 
days Live Talk, $20, Adutts. 1-900-903-
1118 AINI-CHI. 
LOCAl.. MEN & WOMEN- With phone 
numbers! 1-900-884-DATE, exl. 428. 
($lImin., 18.) T eleventures, Fort Myers, 
Fl. 
TRANSVESTITE, TRANSEXUAL, 
CROSSDRESSER information hotline 
and meetingplace. 1-212-986-17n-S 
or 1-212-986-9856-7. Local! Nation-
wide, 24 hoursl7 days. Exciting fashion 
catalog from famous Michael Salem TV 
Boutique. 
TRASHY ROMANCE- No reading, just 
lay back, listen and enjoy. S2.95/min. 
GMC You must be 18. 1-900-454-5444 
ext. 0005. 
LIVE PSYCHICS INTERPRET 
YOUR PAST, PRESENT & 
FUTURE THROUGH THE POWER 
OF THE TAROT 
1-900~-1444 




WA~ I-\E BoRN SAI)? oR. OlD \-Ie TuR.N 
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CALL 1-900-370-2041 TO RESPOND TO ANY caw PERSONAL 
(Calis cost 1.49/min. Must be 18 or over. Touch-tone phones only. Casco Bay Weekly 207 -775-6601) 
LEAN FIT ADVENTURER (5'71 seeks $OM,5'B", 1501,30. Areyou looking for MWM, 30, WANTS to meet with ladies 
women. men men fir women thin woman of substance, 30s, with love a handsome Maine man with a beaut~1,j women .. women for fun and fanlasy. Age, weight not as of the out-of-iloors. Bulldozer experi- H.D.lfyou aregood-lookingandwantto important as cleanliness & discretion. 
ence a plus ... 5492 (6130) ride forever, just call me. Believe me, I 
FREE-SPIRITED GWF, 26. Celebralethe 
.. 5486 (6130) 
CARPENTERWANTE(}. Slim, fit, attractive A GENTLE TOUCH, a warm embrace, a am a one-woman man. Treatthis ad like 
DWF, 29, in need of permanent part-time, hand to hold, a heart to share, need LONELY AND SHY SWM, 30, seeks at- a Guns& Rosesticketgoingon sale. (By earth with me. Chem-free, strong MWM, 39, A TIRACTIVE, sensuous, 
physically-fit carpenter for a barter sy&- someone to reaily care. tt5474 (6130) traclive, fit NlS, 27-33, who loves to be the way, I have one for you). Your life is comminmenttoenjoyinglHe. Thosewilh clean, discreet, seeks attractive, round, 
tem. Endurance a must. tt5473 (6130) outdoors, or listening to great music my highway. "5527 (7107) emotional poltergeist need not call. Rubenesque SF, 25-45, for long-term, 
ANYONE? BUELLER?Chinese, Date, Eh? indoors. Also, a sense of humor would -5476 (6130) intimate relationship. Free weekdays. 
DIVORCED MOM, 38, tall, NlS, NID, FingernailS, 'glasses. Hair (my head, be heipful. Seeks friendship, and maybe Please cail! -5523 (7/07) 
enjoys children, swimming, beaches, your legs), Incommon!July 16th, Kiss- more. tt5485 (6130) 
carT'4ling and spectator sports. Seeks ing, Laughing, Match, P&A, Oweeah! men .. men PEOPLE INTERESTED IN MODELING tall MlWM wilh similar interests in "R' word, Squeaker, Travis, Underwa-
01 the week 
' for fun should calilhis SM photogra-
Portland area ... 5506 (7107) ter, Vic's (Trader), Water-skiing, XIX person CANOEING, ANYONE? Sincere, shy 50s pher. Be creative ... 5507 (7107) DWF, 35, BLUE.fYED, BLONDE seeks s/ (not stupid), Yesterday, Zsvon. I Miss guy seeking quality natun~observant SCOTT-RECEIVED YOUR MESSAGE, 
DWM,32-42y.o., 5'8'., who enjoys bowI-· you, Panda ... 5500 (6130) friend for occassional river Irips, hiking, but the first three digits of the phone I 
ing, camping, long walkson the beach and ATIN: BIKE JUNKIES- You can ride my I PLAY RHYTHM GUITAR In the sym- low-impact camping. Etcetera?? Maybe you gave were wrong! Please call back romantic times. .. 5519 (7m) Fat Chance as long as there are no etcetera if the chemistry is good. CRW & try again. "5463 (6123) 
Box 079 ... 5512 (7107) FUN, LIBERATED F-I dancetothe beat 01 games. I will oil your bottom bracket if 
phony ollne. Pretty, country SORRY I MISSED VOIJ- To: GWM, l), adifferentdrummer.I'm2O, an intelligent you will adjust my chain. Then, maybe IN NEED OF A ffiIEND- 29, BiM, novice, 5?", mascl,jine, professional, shy, hand-student optimistic, witty, mature, creative, wecan ride into the su nset on an Iglehart slim, shapely, seeking ether BiMs, 18- some alhlet&- friendship & long-term. I'm honest & non-pretentious. Seeking simlar builtfortwo! Female bike junkie, 23-32, redhead seeks man that can so, for man-talk and more. I'm clean, 5'10", 37, not shy but fit other descriptors. SOUl-mate. e5481 (6/30) wanted by male bike junkie, 29. Let's see macho and discreet! Please hurry, I 
Still looking? e5487 (6130) if our trails meet! "5477 (6130) need friendship, etc. "5484 (6130) lAM IN CHURCH, whereareyou?lwantto 
make my rainbow Ilow. You: 35+, SWM SEEKS COUPLE or 25-40 y.o. have k Klsa nd g row old with a loving, Ii beral DWM, 28, 5'8', 1601, small business SEEKING MR RIGHT forlriendship, maybe 
women to share fun and fantasies. 21 Christian man. I am 37, involved in peace owner, seeks BiFwith brunette hair, 35- more. I'm 33, good4ooking, professional 
y.o. blonde.Jblue, perfect body, very at-and justice issues and love music and 45, with down-~rth personality. Let's tall, secure, not alraid to dream. and masculine. You be 25-35, goOO-look-mountains. Please call r.i502 (6130) exchange leners, theQ meet for coffee. ing, caring, honest & fun. Let's enjoy lile tractiVe ... 5489 (6130) 
I PLAY RHYTHM GUITAR in lhe syrn- "5475 (6130) 
together. No faWfems tt5478 (6130) 
SWM, 28,SEEKSSFfor adventures, friend-
phony 01 life. Pretty, country redhead DWM, 28, ATTRACTIVE, healthy and "5"5483' (6/30) ship and possibly couples fun. Discretion 
seeks man Ihat can make my rainbow sincere, seeks SlDWF, 25-35. NlS, ca- others assured,all calls answered ... 5501 (6130) flow. You: 35., tall, secure, not afraid to Each week, a Casco Bay Weeldy personal is chosen as CBWs "Person 
dream ... 5483 (6130) 
sual drinker, 5'10", 160lbs. BRlBR. In-
of the Week" and is awarded two free movie renlals, compliments of SWM, SUBMISSIVE, looking lor a lake terested in relationship. Many different 
ADVENTUROUS WM, reasonable look- charge lady. It's so easy to be in control. LET'S SIT UNDER A TREE, share a Bud Interests ... 5504 (6130) Videoport. All personal ads are entered in the drawing. ing, sheds inhibitions! Would like to Just call. .. 5508 (7107) Light and thank God for new begin- DWM, 38, 5'8", 1351, searching for 
SEARCHING FOR SUMMER SWEET-
dance.Jdisrobe for your pleasure. Pri-
TO MY KNIGHT IN A white limo, who niogs. I'm 5'8-, 40s and need a new LOVEA HIRST SIGHT! You- Chaperoni ng vate shows or small groups. No lee 
branch in life! "5490 (6130) woman who likes camping, fishing, an elderly group in Market Basket. Cape HEART, 35-45, pretty, physicallyfit sexy, involved, your anention is reward saved this Princess from lile's tribula-beach and good times. Honesty and open-mnded, sophisticated but able to enough! .. 5525 (7107) tions-I neverthoughtBMITwould be so LIMERICK FOR SWM, 34-40: You're bril- gentleness a must. Long-term reiation- Elizabeth, Friday May 29, sandwich-buy- laugh and go crazy, occasionally. I'm an delightful. Thank you for making my lian!, attractive and lall; but there's no one ship. Between 23-42 y.O. 115524 (7/07) ing, beachgoing, 5'6", blonde. 1- wMe intelligent, healthy, anractiVe, affeclion- ATIRACTIVE MWM, 30, 6'0", blonde.J dreams come true. "5528 (7107) loryoutoenthrall.lfyou'rein existence, I'd 
FALL IN LUST- DWM, 40, seeks female 
shirt, vest glasses, locks, beard. Please ate SWM with varied interests, an ad- blue, athletic, very successful, looking have no r8Slstance. (You're reading this write. CfN/ Box 076. "5493 (6/30) venturous spirit and have romance and to makeachange in my life, but need an UNFULFILLED? Why fantasize? Gentl&-ad, why not cail?) .. 5494 (6130) for a non-l:ommined, lustful relalion- intimacy to share ... 5491 (6130) incredible woman to push me off the man, 41, seeks ladies, MIS, any age, lor 
SCHOLAR OF GERMAN LANGUAGEand 
ship. No beaches, no dancing, no th&- MATE WANTED- DWM, 37, seeking 01 
edge. If you're a sexy, bright, adventur- discreet daytime meetings, Don'tbeshyL.._ ater, & definitely no hiking. We're talk- SWF, 25-35, in good shape, to sail New STAGNANTl V BORED, 27, SWM, new cutture: Thisgerman native missed dead- ous lemalewith a great sense of humor call or write & I'myours. CBW Box 078. ing pasSion! tr5496 (6130) England coast this summar and possi- Mainer quest friend or sweetheart Am and like the best things in life, give mea "5509 (7107) line for responding to your ad- would bly south this fall. .. 5515 (7/07) active, artistic, fit and adventurous. Wish liketo make contact forgermanconver- GET SOME EXCITEMENT IN LIFE! At- someone fun, motivated to enjoy beau- call! "5522 (7107) WANTED: STEVE- I know your name sation USW. tractiVe, physically fit, SWM, 25, seeks MOVINGTO COUNTRY-Soon to beDWM, tiful Maine and do stuff ... 5521 (7107) LADIES- Have you read VOX? Inter- and what you like on hot dogs. Contrary 
SWF, 28, SHORT A TTENTIO", SPAN with adventurous, sensuous & slender older 39, 5'9', 1601, blondelblue. Need one estedin a simiiarsituation?No meeting, towhatyourlriendsaid, IDOwanttoget woman for friendship. Discreet, NID. SWM, 27, ATHLETIC, attractive, protas-too many interesls and never enough 
"5514 (7/07) 
healthy, honest, cort"CJ3$iona1e, good Iook-
sionally employed. Loads of summer va-
phone only ... 5488 (6130) to know you. Gall .. 5471 (6130) 
time. Playing "Date Roulette"- no great ing, NIS lady to share Ide, love and busi-
cation time Must share with NlS, attrac- LOOKING FOR BiF- MWC would like to expectations, but open to unsuspected I'MANATTRACTlVE S25K/yr. blonde, blu&- ness adventures. Love music, travel, long tiw,SWF,2Q-35,inGreatorPortlancfsouth. meet a clean, attractive woman for fun good fortune. "5479 (6130) eyed SM, 22, living alone and hoping to talks and quiet times. tr5513 (7/07) Fail n interested. "5505 (6/30) and possible relationship. W you're 20- companions SWF, 43, INOEPENDEHT, avid hiker, loves meet a relationshiJ}-mnded SF, 18-25. I OLDER WOMAN, 30., sought by WM, SWM,32, OPEN-MINDED rock & roll bus~ 35 and want to fulfill a fantasy, call! naturu, laughing, photography, auctions, offer a heart that's full of love, honesty, 
ea~y 20s, for hot nig hts of mutual pleas.. ness owner, 6'2", long blonde har, blue 
.. 5517 (7107) 
travel, seeks NIS SWM, 36-45, attractive, trust monogamy- and 111 cater to the ing. I am bold, intelligent overweight eyes, sentirmnlal romantic seeks voiup- MALE SEEKS FEMALE, couples, forlun, active, 10 share interests, discover where wants and needs of thai special someone 
and insatiable. Want to be pleased? call tuous.chen"HreeWFtopamperandpiease. . fantasy, friendship. Interests include: HI MOMS!! Voung Momwith 2 y.O. son the trail leads. tr5520 (7/07) who wonl take these for granted. I believe 
me ... 5498 (6130) Long-term preferred. 115510 (7/07) hot tubs, adult movies, candy panties, looking for samewrth carto spend days in sharing, togetherness, positivecommu-
Pee Wee impressions. Clean, discrete. with lor beach, walks, etc. "5499(6130) SWF, SO, 5'6", 133lbs., reasonably attrac- nication and being there for each other WIN FREE SPRINGSTEEN TICKETS! AI! answered ... 5480 (6130) tive, college graduale, wrth Iwo Children, during Ine's ups & downs. Could we bea SAILING MA TE- 40ish sailor, looking What's Ihe catch? 30 y.o. DWM execu- SEEKING FEMALE COMPAN 10NlRIDER 
would like to meet reasonably attractive match? For more information, let's ex- for 35ish mate lor summer fun, the tive needs a guest interested in a rela- MASSAGE- M seeks M, 22-38 to give for drive to south-central Alaska. Share 
man, NIS, 45-53,5'9'ortailer, WPTH, who change letIers or a phone call. All r&- romance of the sea. Environmentally, tionship before and after the show. NlS me full-body massage at my Southern expenses, driving, adventure. LeaveJuly iscompassionateandgoOO natured. PIeese sponses will recieve a prorllll reply! CfN/ spiritually & physically sound only professionals preferred. call for details. Maine coastal home. Please call for d&- 9th. Serious inquiries only, please! enclose photo. CfN/ Box 080. Box on. 1055Q3 (6/30) should respond. "5495 (6130) .. 5518 (7107) tails ... 5511 (7107) tr5497 (6130) 
First 25 words free! Place our Personal Ad now! First 25 words free! 
How to nspond to a personal ad: 
Just call 1-900-370-2041 any time, 24 hotn a day, from any touch-
tone phone! Enter the four-digit .. number of the ad you wish to respond 
to, listen to the greeting, then leave a response. (An advertiser may not 
have recorded a greeting by the time you call. You may st~1 leave a 
message on that person's line.) The date at the end of the ad is the last 
day to reply to that ad. You may also choose to "browse" through all ads 
ina specHlccategory (Companlonland othera not available to "browse"). 
Calls cost $1.49/m1n. You roost be 18 or over. 
To raspond to a CBW Box " address mail to Casco Bay WesIrIy, 551A 
COflQf9SS st., Pottlsnd, ME 04101, making sura to print the thrae-digit 
CBW Box , clearty in the lower left-hand corner of the envelope. 
HOW to place your personal ad: 
To place a FREE ad with PerIONIl Call1ll, fill out the coupon and mail 
or FAX it (775-1615) to us. (lffexing, please photocopy the coupori first 
and then fax it. The newsprint doesn't reproduce wei.) The deadine for 
raceiving personal ads is Monday at noon. FREE ads are 25 words or less 
and run for two weeks. No free ads will beaocepted over the phone. Ads 
with more than 25 words cost 50¢ per adcitionaI word. We'll send you a 
four-digit .. number (10 be printed in your ad) and asix-digit security code 
for exclusive access to yOl.l" responses tIrough an 8OO-line at no cost to 
you. 
CBW Box lis IWld P.O. Box fsoostS20 per two-week ad. Ads may be 
paid for with VIsa or MasterClW"d, or local check or cash. 
How to lSI JOur Personal ClII® .allbol: 
After you mceive your .. runber and private security code, you may 
racord your peraonaI introduction. U!III your Introcb:tIon to tell more 
about yOUl"Mlf than your ad does. GIve your first name, but DON'T give 
yourlastNm8,p/lonemrnberoradci"esa. MakeSU'eyouasic you-callers 
to leave their names, phone numbenl and the best times to call them. All 
lntIOductions In reviewed by CBW and go on Nne within 24 houl$. 
Free Headline: (IS-character limit) 
DDDDDDDDDDDDDDD 
Free 25"word Personal Ad: 
Guidelines: 
Pet.onaJ __ avllit.bleforllinglo pooplo_ng reIationohipo. __ nglO buyorMII ....... 
..vIceo wlM be roluoed. No full __ Ildd_ or phone numt.. will be publiohod. _ 
conuining oxplicit _UaJ or -">mic.Iong"-wil not bepubliohod. Wo_.tho right toodit, 
_ or _ogoriza ony od. _-.. moot be <Her 18 yurs of oge. 
o Yes, I agree to record my voice greeting 
upon recieving my Personal Call Code" 
category: 
Clwomen .. men 
Clmen .. women 





rNe CMnot prtnt your ad without It.) 
pIlone: ____________ _ 
nane: _____________________ _ 
ad<i'esa: ______________ _ 
city. ____________ _ 
state: _________ zip: _____ _ 
First 25 words & headline: fill 
add'i words 0 .50 each: _____ _ 
Personal Call~: fill 
CBW Box or P,O, Box (add $20): -----




:12 u.sco &y Weekly 
Evening Chemical Dependency 
Treatment Program 
Now you can go on with your life while you deal with 
your chemical dependency problems 
Jackson Brook Institute's new Evening Outpatient Pro.gram is designed so that 
you can have. access to the specialized programs ana chemical dependency 
treatment professionals you need to improve your life - without a hospital stay. 
The Evening Chemical Dependency Treatment Program is private, confidential, 
affordable - and convenient. So, ptease, don't wait another day to get help with 
your alcohol or drug problem. 
Call Jackson Brook Institute today at the number below and ask to talk to a 
professional about our Evening Outpatient Program for chemical dependencies. 
Evening Chemical Dependency Treatment Program 




175 Running Hill Road 
South Portland, ME 
207-761-2200 
1-800-dBI-2200 
